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ABstract 
The present thesis embodies the researches carried out at the AHgarh 
MusHm University, AHgarh. The Thesis comprises of twelve chapters. Besides 
the introductory I chapter, the next chapter deals with binomial and trinomial 
operator representations of certain polynomials. The next two chapters give 
bilinear and bilateral summation formulae and generating fiinctions of certain 
polynomials. Further two chapters concern on bilateral , trilateral and trilinear 
generating fiinction of certain polynomials, and the next two chapters deal with 
generalized Appell's type functions and Lauricilla's functions of several 
variables .The second last chapter gives some Rodrigues type formulae of Fi 
and Cp, functions. The last chapter deals with the study of Lagrange 
polynomials of several variables and the Umbral calculus. 
Chapter I gives a brief survey of some of the earlier and recent works 
connected with the present thesis in the field of hypergeometric polynomials 
and umbral calculus. It gives historical background, definition, some identities, 
operational representations, operator of W.A. Al-Salam, historical 
IV 
development of umbral calculus, Appell's function, Lauricilla function and also 
briefly about Lagrange polynomials of several variables and the Umbral 
Calculus. 
Chapter II introduces a study of binomial and trinomial operator 
representations of certain polynomials. The chapter contains operational 
representations of various polynomials. Contents of this chapter have been 
accepted in "Italian Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics", vol, 30. 
Chapter III deals with the operational representations of bilinear and 
bilateral summation formulae of certain polynomials. The chapter is a study of 
bilinear and bilateral summation formulae for various polynomials whose 
Rodrigues or Rodrigues type formulae are known. 
Chapter IV concerns with a study the operator representations of 
bilinear and bilateral generating formulae for polynomials. The chapter deals 
bilinear and bilateral generating formulae for polynomials using the technique 
used by M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [230].Contents of this chapter are 
published in "International Journal of Mathematical Sciences and Engineering 
Applications", vol. 4, No, IV (2010), 1-19. 
Chapter V introduces operational representations of bilateral double 
generating formulae for polynomials. In this chapter we get bilateral generating 
formulae for polynomials have been obtained in the form partial differential 
operator representations. Contents of this chapter are published in 
"Mathematical Sciences Research Journal", 14(5), (2010), 101-115. 
Chapter VI introduces operational representations of trilinear and 
trilateral double generating formulae for polynomials. In this chapter tri linear 
and trilateral double generating formulae for polynomials have been obtained 
in the form partial differential operator representations. 
Chapter VII deals with operational representations of various 
polynomials using the operator of W.A.Al-Salam. In this chapter finite series 
representations of binomial operators have been used to establish operator 
representations of various polynomials using the operator of W.A.Al-Salam 
[II] and some bilinear representations of the results given by W.A.Al-Salam 
[11]. Contents of this chapter are published in the following two papers. 
"International Journal of Computation and Applied Mathematics", 5, No.3 
(2010), 393-405 and "International Transactions in Applied Sciences", I, No.4 
(2009), 521-526. 
Chapter VIII introduces 18 Appell's type generalized functions by 
considering the product of two 4F3 fimctions. The chapter contains symbolic 
forms , Fractional derivatives. Integral representations, and expansion formulae 
similar to those obtained by J.L Burchnal and T.W. Chaundy [101] for the four 
Appell's functions for these newly defined functions. 
VI 
Chapter IX deals with expansion of Appell's type double hyper 
geometric functions. For the most part of the formulae of this chapter appear 
as a special cases of corresponding formulae of [210] arising from the special 
values of the arguments or the parameters Contents of this chapter will appear 
in (Romanian version, i.e. "DEZVOLTAREA FUNCTIILOR 
HYPERGEOMETRICE DUBLE DE TIP APPELL" in "Annals of Constantin 
Brancusi", University of Targu-Jiu (Engineering series). 
Chapter X introduces 10 Appell's type generalized functions by 
considering the product of n-3F2 fimctions. The chapter contains symbolic 
forms , Fractional derivatives and Integral representations formulae similar to 
those obtained by J.L Burchnal and T.W. Chaundy [101] for the four AppelFs 
functions for these newly defined functions. 
Chapter XI concerns with a study of some Rodrigues formulae for Fj 
and 01 type polynomials. Using Leibnitz formulae for nth derivative of the 
product of two and three fimctions. Some elegant Rodrigues type formulae for 
polynomials corresponding to Cp, function and Appell's F| function have 
been derived. 
Chapter XII deals with the theory of Lagrange Polynomials of several 
variables and of associated generalized forms, using the approach based on the 
integral transform method and the Umbral Calculus. 
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ASstract 
The present thesis embodies the researches carried out at the Aligarh 
Muslim University, Aligarh. The Thesis comprises of twelve chapters. Besides 
the introductory I chapter, the next chapter deals with binomial and trinomial 
operator representations of certain polynomials. The next two chapters give 
bilinear and bilateral summation formulae and generating functions of certain 
polynomials. Further two chapters concern on bilateral , trilateral and trilinear 
generating function of certain polynomials, and the next two chapters deal with 
generalized Appell's type functions and Lauricilla's functions of several 
variables .The second last chapter gives some Rodrigues type formulae of Fi 
and cpi functions. The last chapter deals with the study of Lagrange 
polynomials of several variables and the Umbral calculus. 
Chapter I gives a brief survey of some of the earlier and recent works 
connected with the present thesis in the field of hypergeometric polynomials 
and umbral calculus. It gives historical background, definition, some identities, 
operational representations, operator of W.A. Al-Salam, historical 
IV 
development of umbral calculus, Appell's function, Lauricilla function and also 
briefly about Lagrange polynomials of several variables and the Umbral 
Calculus. 
Chapter II introduces a study of binomial and trinomial operator 
representations of certain polynomials. The chapter contains operational 
representations of various polynomials. Contents of this chapter have been 
accepted in "Italian Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics", vol, 30. 
Chapter III deals with the operational representations of bilinear and 
bilateral summation formulae of certain polynomials. The chapter is a study of 
bilinear and bilateral summation formulae for various polynomials whose 
Rodrigues or Rodrigues type formulae are known. 
Chapter IV concerns with a study the operator representations of 
bilinear and bilateral generating formulae for polynomials. The chapter deals 
bilinear and bilateral generating formulae for polynomials using the technique 
used by M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [230].Contents of this chapter are 
published in "International Journal of Mathematical Sciences and Engineering 
Applications", vol. 4, No, IV (2010), 1-19. 
Chapter V introduces operational representations of bilateral double 
generating formulae for polynomials. In this chapter we get bilateral generating 
formulae for polynomials have been obtained in the form, partial ditferenti'^l 
operator representations. Contents of this chapter are pubhshed in 
"Mathematical Sciences Research Journal", 14(5), (2010), 101-115. 
Chapter VI introduces operational representations of trilinear and 
trilateral double generating formulae for polynomials. In this chapter tri linear 
and trilateral double generating formulae for polynomials have been obtained 
in the form partial differential operator representations. 
Chapter VII deals with operational representations of various 
polynomials using the operator of W.A.Al-Salam. In this chapter finite series 
representations of binomial operators have been used to establish operator 
representations of various polynomials using the operator of W.A.Al-Salam 
[11] and some bilinear representations of the results given by W.A.Al-Salam 
[11]. Contents of this chapter are published in the following two papers. 
"International Journal of Computation and Applied Mathematics", 5, No.3 
(2010), 393-405 and "International Transactions in Applied Sciences", I, No.4 
(2009), 521-526. 
Chapter VIII introduces 18 Appell's type generalized functions by 
considering the product of two 4F3 functions. The chapter contains symbolic 
forms , Fractional derivatives, Integral representations, and expansion formulae 
similar to those obtained by J.L Burchnal and T.W. Chaundy [101] for the four 
Appell's functions for these newly defined functions. 
VI 
Chapter IX deals with expansion of Appell's type double hyper 
geometric functions. For the most part of the formulae of this chapter appear 
as a special cases of corresponding formulae of [210] arising from the special 
values of the arguments or the parameters Contents of this chapter will appear 
in (Romanian version, i.e. "DEZVOLTAREA FUNCTIILOR 
HYPERGEOMETRICE DUBLE DE TIP APPELL" in "Annals of Constantin 
Brancusi", University of Targu-Jiu (Engineering series). 
Chapter X introduces 10 Appell's type generalized functions by 
considering the product of n-3F2 functions. The chapter contains symbolic 
forms , Fractional derivatives and Integral representations formulae similar to 
those obtained by J.L Burchnal and T.W. Chaundy [101] for the four Appell's 
functions for these newly defined functions. 
Chapter XI concerns with a study of some Rodrigues formulae for F| 
and Cpi type polynomials. Using Leibnitz formulae for nth derivative of the 
product of two and three functions. Some elegant Rodrigues type formulae for 
polynomials corresponding to Cp, function and Appell's Fj function have 
been derived. 
Chapter XII deals with the theory of Lagrange Polynomials of several 
variables and of associated generalized forms, using the approach based on the 






1.1 SPECIAL FUNCTIONS AND ITS GROWTH 
A special flinction is a real or complex valued function of one or more 
real or complex variables which is specified so completely that its numerical 
values could in principle be tabulated. Besides elementary functions such as x", 
e ,^ log x. and sin x, "higher" functions, both transcendental (such as Bessel 
functions) and algebraic (such as various polynomials) come under the 
category of special functions. Infact special functions are solutions of a wide 
class of Mathematically and Physically relevant functional equations. As far as 
the origin of special functions is concerned the special function of 
mathematical physics arise in the solution of partial differential equations 
governing the behaviour of certain physical quantities. Probably the most 
frequently occurring equation of this type in all physics is Laplace's equation 
V^i]/ = 0 (1.1.1) 
satisfied by a certain function v|/ describing the physical situation under 
discussion. The mathematical problem consists of finding those functions 
which satisfy equation (1.1.1) and also satisfy certain prescribed conditions on 
the surfaces bounding the region being considered. For example, if VJ; denotes 
the electrostatic potential of a system, \\i will be constant over any conducting 
surface. The shape of these boundaries often makes it desirable to work in 
1 
curvilinear coordinates qi, q2, c\3 instead of in rectangular Cartesian coordinates 
X, y, z. In this case we have relations 
x = x(q,,q2,q3), y = Y (q^qj^qs). z = z(qi >q2'q3) (1-1-2) 
expressing the Cartesian coordinates in terms of the curvilinear coordinates. If 
equations (1.1.2) are such that 
5 x 5 x 5 y 5 y 5 z 5 z 
+ • + • 
5q, aq, aq, Sq, Sq, Sq, 0 
when i ^ j we say that the coordinates qi, q2, qs are orthogonal curvilinear 
coordinates. The element of length dl is then given by 
dl^  =hf dq^+h 'dq^+h^dq^ (1.1.3) 
where 
dx 
v ^ q i y 
\^ 
+ 
v ^ q i y 
+ 
5z 
v ^ q i y 
(1.1.4) 
and it can easilv be shown that 
V^v|; = hjhj d\\i 
hihjh, ISq, ^ h, dqj + -dq, 
hjh, d\\i 
hj dq.) dqj + -
h i h j d\\i 
h. 5q3 
(1.1.5) 
One method of solving Laplace's equation consists of tlnding solutions 
of the type 
vK = Q,(q>)Q2(q2)Q3(q3) 
by substituting from (1.1.5) into (1.1.1). We then find that 
J 0_ ^ h,h3aQ,^ 
V h, dq 
1 8 r-. 
1J Q2 dqj 
hsh, dQ, 1 d 
h2 SqJ Q3 aq3^ h3 aq3 
= 0 
If, further, it so happens that 
hoho 
h, 
f i ( q i )F i ( q2 ' q3 ) 
etc., then this last equation reduces to the form 
F,(q.q3)^^jf,(q,)^UF,(q3,q,)-f/-jf.(q.)^| Qi dq, [ dq, J Q^ dq^ [ d q j 
+ F 3 ( q „ q , ) - ^ / - | f 3 ( q 3 ) ^ j = 0. Q3 dq3 [ . d q j j 
Now, in certain circumstances, it is possible to find three functions gi(qi), 
g2(q2), gaCqs) with the property that 
Fi (q2'q3)gi (qi) + F2 (q3,qi)g2(q2) +F3 (q„q2)g3(q3) = 0-
When this is so, it follows immediately that the solution of Laplace's equation 
(1.1.1) reduces to the solution of three self-adjoint ordinary linear differential 
equations 
: ^ j f , ^ | - g , Q , =0(1 = 1,2,3). (1.1.6) 
dq, [ dq, J 
It is the study of differential equations of this kind which leads to the 
special functions of mathematical physics. The adjective "special" is used in 
this connection because here we are not, as in analysis, concerned with the 
general properties of functions, but only with the properties of functions which 
arise in the solution of special problems. 
To take a particular case, consider the cylindrical polar coordinates 
(Q, 9, z) defined by the equations 
X = Q cos (p, y = Q sin (p, z = z 
for which h| = 1, h2 = Q, ha = 1. From equation (1.1.5) we see that, for these 
coordinates, Laplace's equation is of the form 
9^ v(/ \ d\\f 1 5^ v|/ 5^ v|/ 
+ - • + - = 0. 5Q Q 5 Q Q' acp' dz' 
If we now make the substitution 
vK = R(Q)0(9)Z(z ) , 
we find that equation (1.1.7) may be written in the form 
^d'R J_dR 
dQ^ Q dQ + 
1 d'O 1 d^Z 
+ -Q^ O d(p^  Z dz^ - 0 . 
This shows that if O, Z, R satisfy the equations 
d'O 
dcp' 
+ n^O = 0, 
d ^ 
dz' 
+ m'Z = 0. 
d^R dR . 2 A 
dQ' Q dQ + m Q^ 






Respectively, then the function (1.1.8) is a solution of Laplace's equation 
(1.1.7). The study of these ordinary differential equations will lead us to the 
special functions appropriate to this coordinate system. For instance, equation 
(1.1.9a) may be taken as the equation defining the circular funcfions. In this 
context sin (n(p) is defined as that solution of (1.1.9a) which has value 0 when 
(p = 0 and cos (n(p) as that which has value 1 when (p = 0. Similarly equation 
(1.1.9b) defines the exponential functions. In actual practice we do not proceed 
in this way merely because we have already encountered these functions in 
another context and from their familiar properties studied their relation to 
equations (1.1.9a) and (1.1.9b), The situation with respect to equation (1.1.9c) 
is different; we cannot express its solution in terms of the elementary functions 
of analysis, as we were able to do with the other two equations. In this case we 
define new functions in terms of the solutions of this equation and by 
investigating the series solutions of the equations derive the properties of the 
functions so defined. Equation (1.1.9c) is called Bessel's equation and 
solutions of it are called Bessel functions. Bessel functions are of great 
importance in theoretical physics. The study of special functions grew up with 
the calculus and is consequently one of the oldest branches of analysis. It 
flourished in the nineteenth century as part of the theory of complex variables. 
In the second half of the twentieth century it has received a new impetus from a 
connection with Lie groups and a connection with averages of elementary 
functions. The history of special functions is closely tied to the problem of 
terrestrial and celestial mechanics that were solved in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, the boundary - value problems of electromagnetism and 
heat in the nineteenth, and the eigenvalue problems of quantum mechanics in 
the twentieth. 
Seventeenth - century England was the birthplace of special functions. 
John Wallis at Oxford took tv/o first steps towards the theory of the gamma 
function long before Euler reached it. Wallis had also the first encounter with 
elliptic integrals while using Cavalieri's primitive forerunner of the calculus. [It 
is curious that two kinds of special functions encountered in the seventeenth 
century, Wallis' elliptic integral and Newton's elementary symmetric 
functions, belongs to the class of hypergeometric functions of several variables, 
which was not studied systematically nor even defined formally until the end of 
the nineteenth century]. A more sophisticated calculus, which made possible 
the real flowering of special functions, was developed by Newton at Cambridge 
and by Leibnitz in Germany during the period 1665 - 1685. Taylor's theorem 
was found by Scottish mathematician Gregory in 1670, although it was not 
published until 1715 after rediscovery by Taylor. 
In 1703 James Bernoulli solved a differential equation by an infinite 
series which would now be called the series representation of a Bessel function. 
Although Bessel functions were met by Euler and others in various mechanics 
problems, no systematic study of the functions was made until 1824, and the 
principal achievements in the eighteenth century were the gamma function and 
the theory of elliptic integrals. Euler found most of the major properties of the 
gamma functions around 1730.In 1772 Euler evaluated the Beta - function 
integral in terms of the gamma function. Only the duplication and 
multiplication theorems remained to be discovered by Legendre and Gauss, 
respectively, early in the next century. Other significant developments were the 
discovery of Vandermonde's theorem in 1722 and the definition of Legendre 
polynomials and the discoveiy of their addition theorem by Laplace and 
Legendre during 1782 - 1785. In a slightly different form the polynomials had 
already been met by Liouville in 1722. 
The golden age of special functions, which was centered in nineteenth 
century German and France, was the result of developments in both 
mathematics and physics: the theory of analytic functions of a complex 
variable on one hand, and on the other hand, the field theories of physics (e.g. 
heat and electromagnetism) and their property of double periodicity was 
published by Abel in 1827. Elliptic functions grew up in symbiosis with the 
general theory of analytic functions and flourished throughout the nineteenth 
century, specially in the hands of Jacobi and Weierstrass. 
Another major development was the theory of hypergeometric series 
which began in a systematic way (although some important results had been 
found by Euler and Pfaft) with Gauss's memoir on the 2F1 series in 1812, a 
memoir which was a landmark also on the path towards rigour in mathematics. 
The 3F2 series was studied by Clausen (1928) and the |Fi series by Kummer 
(1836). The functions which Bessel considered in his memoir of 1824 are oF| 
series; Bessel started from a problem in orbital mechanics, but the functions 
have found a place in every branch of mathematical physics, near the end of the 
century Appell (1880) introduced hypergeometric functions of two variables, 
and Lauricella generalized them to several variables in 1893. 
The subject was considered to be part of pure mathematics in 1900, 
applied mathematics in 1950. In physical science special functions gained 
added importance as solutions of the Sclvodinger equation of quantum 
mechanics, but there were important developments of a purely mathematical 
nature also. In 1907 Barnes used gamma function to develop a new theory of 
Gauss's hypergeometric function 2F1. Various generalizations of 2F1 were 
introduced by Horn, Kampe de Feriet, MacRobert, and Meijer. From another 
new view point, that of a differential difference equation discussed much 
earlier for polynomials by Appell (1880), Truesdell (1948) made a partly 
successful effort at unification by fitting a number of special functions into a 
single framework. 
1.2 ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
Orthogonal polynomials constitute an important class of special 
functions in general and hypergeometric functions in particular. The subject of 
orthogonal polynomials is a classical one whose origins can be traced to 
Legendre's work on planetary motion with important applications to physics 
and to probability and statistics and other branches of mathematics, the subject 
flourished through the first third of the century. Perhaps as a secondary effect 
of the computer revolution and the heightened activity in approximation theory 
and numerical analysis, interest in orthogonal polynomials has revived in 
recent years. 
The ordinary hypergeometric functions have been the subject of 
extensive researches by a number of eminent mathematicians. These functions 
play a pivotal role in mathematical analysis, physics. Engineering and allied 
sciences. Most of the special functions, which have various physical and 
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technical applications and which are closely connected with orthogonal 
polynomial and problems of mechanical quadrature, can be expressed in terms 
of generalized hypergeometric functions. However, these functions suffer from 
a shortcoming that they do not unify various elliptic and associated functions. 
This drawback was overcome by E. Heine through the definition of a 
generalized basic hypergeometric series. 
1.3 DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS AND RESULTS USED 
Frequently occurring definitions, notations and results used in this thesis 
are as given under: 
THE GAMMA FUNCTION: The gamma function is defined as 
r(x) = 
j t ' - ' e - ' d t , Rl(z)>0 
(1.3.1) 
r(z + i) 
Rl (z) < 0, z ;^  0, - 1 , - 2 , - 3 , 
POCHHAMMER'S SYMBOL AND THE FACTORIAL FUNCTION: 
The Pochhammer symbol (A,)n is defined as 
X{l + \) {X + 2) ... (X + n - l ) , if n - 1 , 2, 3, ... 
Wn = (1.3.2) 
1 if n = 0 
Since (I),, = n !, (A)n may be looked upon as a generalization of 
elementary factorial. In terms of gamma function, we have 
(1.3.3) 
The binomial coefficient may now be expressed as 
fM ^(^-1) (X-n + l) _(-!)" {-Xi 
v"; n ! 
(1.3.4) 
Also, we have 
(^)n 
(-1)" 
(1-4 , n = l,2,3,...,^;^0, ±1, ±2, ... (1.3.5) 
Equation (1.3.3) also yields 
(>^ )m+n = (>-)m (^ + m)n 
which, in conjunction with (1.3.5), gives 
( 1 - X - n ) , 
(1.3.6) 
For A, = 1, we have 
(-nX = 
(-1)%' 0 < k < n ( n - k ) ! ' 
0 , k>n 
(1.3.7) 
LEGENDRE'S DUPLICATION FORMULA : In view of the definition 
(1.3.2), we have 
(^ Xn = 2 211 
fl-
, n = 0.1,2. 
V "- ^ n 
(1.3.8) 
which follows also from Legendre's duplication formula for the Gamma 
function, viz. 
V^ r(2z)=2'^-' r (z)r z + -^ 1 3 
, Z:^0, - - , - 1 , 
•y 2 
(1.3.9) 
GAUSS'S MULTIPLICATION THEOREM : For every positive integer, we 
have 
^ + j - l 
m 
, n = 0, 1, 2, ... (1.3.10) 
which reduces to (1.3.8) when m = 2. 
THE BETA FUNCTION: The Beta function B (a, p) is function of two 
complex variables a and P, defined by 
B(a,p)-
j t " ' ' ( l - t f " ' d t , Rl(a)>0,Rl(p)>0 
r(a)r(p) 
r(a + p) , Rl(a)<0,Rl(p)<0, a, P^^-l, - 2 , - 3 , 
(1.3.11) 
THE GENERALIZED HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION: The 
generalized hypergeometric function is defined as 
C(.| , 0-2 , . . . .ftp , 
pF. 
P,,P2^-,Pp; " ^ (P>)n(P2)n-(Pj„ n' 
(1.3.12) 
n=0 
wherepjTiO,-1,-2,-3, .. .;j = 1,2, ...,q. 
The series in (1.3.12) 
(i) Converges for | z | <ooifp<q. 
(ii) Converges for | z | < 1 if p = q +1, and 
(iii) Diverges for all z, z ?t 0, if p < q + 1. 
Furthermore, if we set 
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.1=1 j=i 
then the pFq series, with p = q + I, is 
I. Absolute convergent for I z | = 1, if Re (©) > 0, 
II. Conditionally convergent for | z | = 1, z ;^1, 
If- 1 < Re (co) < 0, and 
III. Diverges for I z | = 1 of Re (co) < - 1. 
Further, af symbols of the type A (k, a) stands for the set of k 
parameters 










f a\ f a + l\ 
v k y . V k ; „ 
a + k - n 
n!(b,X(b,X...(bJ^ rp.\ 
y'j 
rR^\\ p + 1 
nV ' / n 
P + r-H 
Vn 
(1.3.13) 
in terms of hypergeometric function, we have 
n=o n ! 
n=o n ! 
~ 1 





The linear transformations of the hypergeometric function, known as 




= ( l - z ) - 2F, 
a, c - b ; z 
c ; z - 1 
(1.3.16) 
c ^ O , - 1 , - 2 , . . . , | a r g ( l - z ) | < 7 t ; 
2F, 
a, b ;z 
c; 
^ 1 - z ) c-a-b 2F, 
c -a , c - b ; (1.3.17) 
c?^0 , - 1,-2, . . . , | a rg( l - z) | < TI; 
Appelfs function of two variables are defined as 
F,[a,b.b ' ;c;x,y]=| ; ^ M ^ I O M I I M L x"^  y", 
m=0 n=0 m' n! (c)m.n 
max { I X I, I y I } < 1; (1.3.18) 
aO OD 
Fja ,b ,b ' ;c ,c ' ;x ,y]=X Z : ^ ^ W o 4 ^ ^• 'y 
m=0 n=0 m ! n ! ( c ) J c ' ) , 
x| + |y |< 1; (1.3.19) 
OD CO 
F3[a,a',b,b';c;x,y]=X I feiitli^PLk ^^ y" 
m=0 n=0 m • n! (c),^,„ 
max { I X I, I y I } < 1; 
F , [a ,b;c ,c ' ;x ,y]= | ; J^ , ^ " / ^ V ^ ^' >' 
m=0 n=0 m! n! (c)^(c')n 
(1.3.20) 
X + , /x <1. (1.3.21) 
Lauricella (1893) further generalized the four Appell functions Fi, F2, 
F3, F4 to tunctions of n variables. 
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Fi"^[a,b|,...,b,;c,,...,c„;x,,...,xJ 
f (a),.,...„(b,),.,...(bj,,^ xp x:-
|x, |+... + | x J < l ; (1.3.22) 
F<"^[a,,.,a„,b,,...,b,;c;x,,...,xJ 
( a , L - ( a „ L ( b , L . . . ( b n L xr' x:-
mi.nij , . . .m„=0 l*^ l^m,+ . + r m,! m. 
max { I X| |, I X21, ... , I Xp I } < 1; (1.3.23) 
F^")[a.b;c , . . . . ,c„;x, . . . . ,xJ 
(a ) (b) x""! x""" 
_ • ^ V " l / m | + . , + m „ V^ /m |+ . .+m„ ^ | -^n 
|x,|+...+ y | x J < l . (1.3.24) 
Fi"'[a,b,,...,b„;c;x,,...,xJ 
(a).,.,...„(b),,,...(bj^^_ xr' x:-
^ ( c ) 
m|,ni2, .m„™0 V ^ l / m , + +r m,! m ' 
m a x { | x , I. . . . , | x „ l } < l (1.3.25) 
Clearly, we have 
p(2)_p F ( 2 ) _ P F < ^ ' - F F * ^ * - F 
pO) - F<'* - F<'^  - F ' ' ) - F 
^ A ~ * B " " ^ C ~ ^ D •" 2 ^ 1 ' 
also, we have 
F^'^[a,b| ,b2,b3;c;x,y,z] 
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C« 00 00 
= y y y ( ^ ) k . m . n ( b | X ( b 2 ) . ( b 3 ) n X ^ ' z " ^ 
(c , l k!m! n! • 
V 1 /k+m+n 
k=0 m=0 n=0 
Just as the Gaussian 2F1 function was generalized to pFq by increasing 
the number of numerator and denominator parameters, the four Appell 
functions were unified and generalized by Kampe' de Feriet (1921) who 
defined a general hypergeometric function of two variable. 
The notation introduced by Kampe' de Feriet for his double 
hypergeometric function of superior order was subsequently abbreviated in 
1941 by Burchnall and Chaundy [102]. We recall here the definition of a more 
general double hypergeometric function [than the one defined by Kampe' de 
Feriet] in a slightly modified notation 
( a p ) : ( b j ; ( c j ; 
TP.q , i< 
(«.):(Pj;(Yn); x,y 
CC CO nia) T t l b , ) 71 (c , I r s 
Z S ;^' Z :' ^ ^ (1-3.27) 
r=0 s=0 r! s! 
where, for convergence 
(i) p + q < / + m + l , p + k < / + n + l , | x | < o o , |y |<oo , or 
(ii) p +q = / + m + 1, p + k = / + n + 1 , and 
Although the double hypergeometric function defined by (1.3.27) 
reduces the Kampe' de Feriet function in the special case: 
q = k and m = n, 
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It is usually referred to in the literature as the Kampe' de Feriet function. 
Similarly, a general triple hypergeometric series F^' [x, y, z] is defined as: 
-(a)::(b);(b');(b"):(d);(d');(d"); F<^*[x,y,z]=F (3) 
.(e)::(g);(g');(g"):(h);(h');(h"); x,y,z 
oO 00 00 
= Z Z E A(m>n,pJ 
m=0 n=0 p=0 
where, for convenience 




1=1 .1=1 j=i .1=1 j=i j=i j=i 
n(^,L.,pn(g,Ln(8;Un(g;i„n(h,ln(h;ln(h;l 
1=1 .1=1 1=1 .1=1 .1=1 .1=1 .1=1 
(1.3.29) 
where (a) abbreviates, the array of a parameters ai, a2, ... aA, with similar 
interpretations for (b), (b'), (b"), et cetera. The triple hypergeometric series in 
(1.3.29) converges absolutely when 
1 + E + G + G" + H - A - B - B " - C > 0 
1 + E + G + G" + H ' - A - B - B ' - C " > 0 
1 + E + G' + G" + H " - A - B ' - B " - C " > 0 
(1.3.30) 
where the equations hold true for suitable constrained values of 
I X U y I and I z I. 
LEGENDRE POLYNOMIAL 
It is denoted by the symbol P„{x) and is defined as 
PM)=2F, -n,n + \; \-x 
LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS 
It is denoted by the symbol L^°\x) and is defined as 
l + a; 
JACOBI POLYNOMIAL 
It is denoted by the symbol Pj""^ (^x) and is defined as 
2 ^ , 
n, l + a + y5 + «; 1-x 
1 + «; 2 
GAGENBAUER POLYNOMIAL 
The Gagenbauer polynomial C„"(x) is the generalization of Legendre 
polynomial and is defined as 
c:{x)-^^^,F, 
n\ 
- « , 2v + «; 1-x 
V + - ; 




- « , l + Qr + yg + «; 1-x 
1+a; 2 
for a = /3 = v — we get Gagenbauer polynomials 
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n\ 2 
-n, \ + a + /B + n; l-x 
\ + a; 2 
ULTRASPHERICAL POLYNOMIAL: 
The special case of p = a of the Jacobi polynomials is called 




- n , l + 2a + n; l - x 
1 + a ; 2 
SISTER CELINE'S POLYNOMIAL: 
Fasenmyer, Sister M. Celine denoted her polynomials by the symbol 
" b,, . 
• a p ; 
and defined as 
31 ,3 - , , p ' 
b,, b , , ,b^ ; ~ p+2^q+2 
n,n + l. a- • ' 3 p ; 
b,' 
TCHEBYCHEFF POLYNOMIALS 
The Chebycheff polynomials Tn(x) and Un(x) of the first and second 
kinds respectively are special Ultraspherical polynomials. In details 
Tn(x) = n! 
1 A 
2' 2 
- ? ; - - X 
• / n 
U„(x)4"^Pl 1 _1 2' 2 
y^Jn 
In terms of hypergeometric function their definition will be as follows 
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Tn(x)=2F, 
- n , n; , 
' 1-x 
2 
U„(x)=(n + 1),F, 
- n , n + 2; 
r 
l - x 
BATEMAN'S Z„(x) 
Bateman's polynomial Z„(x) is defined as 
Z„(x) = 2F2 
n, n + 1; 
A Jacobi type generalization of Z^{x) may be denoted by the symbol 
Z["''^\x) and is defined as 
Zl''>'\b,x)-,F, n, \ + a + /3 + n; \ + a, \ + b; 
RICE POLYNOMIALS 
Rice polynomial H^^{^,p,v) is defined as 
H„i^,p,v) = ,F, 
\, p; 
A Jacobi type generalization of Rice polynomial H„{^,p,v) is due to 
Khandekar [265] who denoted his generalized polynomial by the symbol 
H["-''\£,,p,v) and is defined as 
Hl''''\^,p,v) = ,F, -n, \ + a + p + n,^; 
BESSEL POLYNOMIALS 
Simple Bessel polynomial y„{x) is defined as 
yAx) = iK 
n, n + \; -x 
-; T 
and the generalized bessel polynomials y^{a,b,x) and is defined as 
y„ia,b,x)= ,F, 
KONHAUSER POLYNOMIAL 
•n, a-\ + n; -x 
Konhauser polynomials are denotted by the symbol Z^(x; k) and is 
defined by 
z:(x;k) = i l ± ^ , F , N k l 
A(k,a + l); VKy 
ex. ot +1 
where A (k, a) stands for the set of k parameters —•, ... a + k - Ik 
k k 
LAGRANGE POLYNOMIALS 
^•P)(x;y) = i ^ , F , 
n! 
CESARO POLYNOMIALS 
- n , p ; y_ 
1 - a - n ; x 
It is denoted by the symbol g*"(x) and is defined as 
g:, '^(x) 
^s + n^ 
V n J 
2F, 
- n , 1; 
- s - n ; 
SYLVESTER POLYNOMIALS 





SHIVELY'S PSEUDO LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS 
It is denoted by the symbol R„{a,x) and is defined as 
«!(a)„ 
-n; 
a + n; 
HERMITE POLYNOMIAL 
It is denoted by the symbol H^{x) and is defined as 
//„(.v) = (2x)%F„ 
1 1 I 
— n,— n + —; 
2 2 2 
BEDIENT POLYNOMIALS 
Bedient [45], in his study of some polynomials assosiated with Appell's 
F, and F, introduced 
KW.r.)-'-e^^,F, 
n\ 
n n \ . 
2 2 2 ' ^ — 
n\ia + /3)„ 
1 1 1 , n I 
— n,— n + — ,]-a-p-n: 1 
2 2 2 — 
1 - « - « , ! - / ? - « ; ^ 
LOMMEL POLYNOMIAL 
It is denoted by the symbol R„^{-) and is defined as 
' z 
R. = (v)„(2z)%F3 
1 1 1 , 
— n,— « + —; 1 




It is denoted by the symbol B"[a^,a^----a^, p^,p^ ••••Ps',x] and is defined 
as 
fi:[a„a,--a,, / ? „ A - - A ; x ] = _ F , A(m;-«),a|,a,,— a/. 
Where A(m;n) stands for set of m parameters — ,-
m m 
n + m-\ 
m 
GOULD AND HOPPER POLYNOMIAL 
It is denoted by the symbol g"'{x,h) and is defined as 
g:'(xM=x" ,„F, A(m;-«); ,f -m^ 
y -'^ J 
LAHIRI POLYNOMIAL 
It is denoted by the symbol //„„, ,.(A:) and is defined as 
H„,„,Ax) = ivxr „,F, A{m;-n); ( - m'^ 
-; \v X J 
MADHEKAR-THAKARE'S GENERALIZED HYPERGEOMETRIC 
POLYNOMIAL 
It is denoted by the symbol J*"'^'(x;^) and is defined as 
J^^>(.v;/t) = '^^ " '^^ *" 
n\ 
f 
ft + r n 
«,A(A-;«+ /? + « + ]); f'l-x^ 
A{k;a + \y, 
SRIVASTAVA'S GENERALIZED HYPERGEOMETRIC 
POLYNOMIAL 
It is denoted by the symbol Hl"-'^\x;m) and is defined as 
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//r'(x;m)^ « + (/? + !)« F 
p+ni q+ni 
LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS OF TWO AND THREE VARIABLES: 
S.F.Ragab[296], in 1991 defined Laguerre polynomials of two variables 
L["-''\x,y) as follows 
Similarly Laguerre polynomial of three variables may be denoted by 
L^^'^''\x,y,z) and be defined as 
(^«,/...)(,^ ,^,) = (^i)„(^i)„(r_+")„_vv"v 
{n\y LLL 
r=0,i=0 t=0 
(-«).« +k k s r X y z 
(a + l),(/? + l),(l + r), k\ s\ r\ 
THE FINITE DIFFERENCE OPERATOR: 
The finite difference operator A is defined as 
A/W = / (x + l ) - / W 
RODRIGUES FORMULAE: 
LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS 
It is denoted by the symbol li^"\x) and its Rodrigues formula is 
D"(e-'x"*")=n\x"e"L^°\x) 
HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
It is denoted by the symbol H^X^) and its Rodrigues formula is 
Z)''(e-^'')=(-1 Ye-' H„{x) 
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JACOBI POLYNOMIALS 
It is denoted by the symbol P„*'''^ '(x) and its Rodrigues formula is 
D"(ix-ly^"(x + ])"''')= 2" n\ix-\y (x + ]y P!;"-''\X) 
ULTRASPHERICAL POLYNOMIALS 
The special case /? = « of Jacobi polynomials is called Ultraspherical 
polynomials and is denoted by P,l""\x) and its Rodrigues formula is 
D"((.v- -1 )"" )= 2" «!(.r' -1)" /'„'"•'"(x) 
GAGENBAUER POLYNOMIALS 
The Gagenbaur polynomials C^(x) is generalization of Laguerre 
polynomials and its Rodrigues formula is 
D" 
1 \ 
(1-xO 2 ^ 2 
2" n\{v + ~)„ 
•C:(-v) 
J / i \ " 2^2 (-l)"(2v)„(l-xO^ 
BESSEL POLYNOMIALS 
It is denoted by the symbol Y" (x) and and its Rodrigues formula is 
D" 2" x"e^ C(x) 
CHARLIER POLYNOMIALS 
It is denoted by the symbol C^(x) and its Rodrigues type formula is 
A" 
r(x - « +1) r(x-H) CW 
where 
A/(x) = / (x + ] ) - / ( x ) 
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MEIXNER POLYNOMIALS 
It is denoted by the symbol M„{x;P,c) and its Rodrigues type formula 
IS 
A" c' Y{x + J3) 
r{x-n + \) r{x + \) M„ix-^j3,c) 
HAHN POLYNOMIALS 
It is denoted by the symbol p^{x\a,p,y) and its Rodrigues type formula is 
A" T{x + a)T{x + p) 
Y{x-n + \)Y{x-n + r) 
n\r{x + a)V{x + p) 
r(.v+i)r(x + 7) p,,{x:a.P,r) 
1.4 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF UMBRAL 
CALCULUS 
The history of the Umbral calculus goes back to the 17' century. The 
rise of the Umbral calculus, however, takes place in the second half of the 19' 
century with the work of such mathematicians as Sylvester (who invented the 
name) Cayley and Blissard [50]. Although widely used, the Umbral calculus 
was nothing more than a set of "magic" rules of lowering and raising, indices 
[146]. These rules worked well in practice, but lacked a proper foundation. Let 
us consider an example of such a "magic rule". The Bernoulli numbers Bp are 
defined by the generating function 
I B„ - -
n=o n! ; ' - l 
(1.4.1) 
The magic trick used in the 19""' century Umbral calculus is to write 
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CO n cx) n 
Z B , ^ « X B " ^=e^^ (1.4.2) 
n=o n! „=o n! 
where we use the i « symbol to stress the purely former character of this 
manipulation. A trivial standard algebraic manipulation then yields 
e*'^ "^" - e"^ « X (1.4.3) 
x" 
from which we deduce by equating coefficients of — that 
n! 
(B + 1)'^  - B"« 5„. (1.4.4) 
where 5j„ denotes the Kroneker delta. If we now expand (1.4.1) using the 
binomial theorem and change the superscript back to subscripts, we obtain the 
following relation for the Bernaulli numbers: 
Z 
k=0 vky 
B, =5,, (1.4.5) 
which can be shown to be true (a standard direct proof is possible by 
considering the reciprocal power series r^._,\ 
Early attempts to put the Umbral manipulation on an axiomatic basis 
[52] were unsuccessful. Although the mathematical world remained sceptical 
of the umbral calculus, it was used extensively. 
A second line in the history of umbral calculus in the form that we know 
today, is the theory of Sheffer polynomials. The history of Sheffer polynomials 
goes back to 1880 when Appell studied sequences of polynomials (pn)n 
satisfying p'^  = np,,,, [24]. These sequences are nowadays called Appell 
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polynomials. Although this class was widely studied, it was not until 1939 that 
Sheffer noticed the similarities with which the introduction of this survey starts. 
These similarities led him to extend the class of Appell polynomials which he 
called polynomials of type zero [335], but which nowadays are called Sheffer 
polynomials. This class already appeared in [282]. Although Sheffer uses 
operators to study Sheffer polynomials, Sheffer polynomials is mainly based on 
formal power series. In 1941 the Danish actuary Steffensen also published a 
theory of Sheffer polynomials based on formal power series [346]. Steffensen 
uses the name poweroids for Sheffer polynomials [337, 338, 346, 347, 348, 
349]. However, these theories were not adequate as they do not provide 
sufficient computational tools (expansion formulas etc.) 
A third line in the history of the Umbral calculus is the theory of abstract 
linear operators. This line goes back to the work of Pincherle starting in the 
1980's. Pincherle's early work is laid down in the monumental monograph. 
Pincherle went surprisingly for considering the state of functional analysis in 
those days, but his work lack explicit examples. The same applied to papers by 
others in this field [121, 362]. 
A prelude to the merging of these three lines can be seen in [326], in 
which operators methods are used to free umbral calculus from its mystery. In 
[287] the ideas from [326] are extended to give a beautiful theory combining 
enriched functions, umbral methods and operator methods. However, only the 
subclass of polynomials of binomial type are treated in [287]. The extension to 
Sheffer polynomials is accomplished in [329]. The latter paper is much more 
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geared towards special functions, while the former paper is a combinatorial 
paper. 
The papers [287] and [329] were soon followed by papers that reacted 
directly on the new Umbral calculus. E.g., Fillmore and Williamson showed 
that with equal case the Rota umbral calculus, could be situated in abstract 
vector spaces instead of the vector space of polynomials [140], Zeilberger 
noticed connections with Fourier analysis [373] and Garsia translated the 
operator methods of Rota back into formal power series [141]. 
We conclude this section with mentioning the remarkable papers [106, 
134, 330, 331, 332] in which the authors manage to make sense of the 19"^  
century Umbral calculus theory fulfilling Bell's dream [50]. 
1.5 APPLICATIONS OF THE UIMBRAL CALCULUS 
We now indicate papers that apply the umbral calculus to various fields. 
LAGRANGE INVERSION 
An important property the umbral calculus is that it has its own 
generalization of Lagrange's inversion formula (as follows from the closed 
forms of basic polynomials [287], in particular transfer formula). Thus we find 
many papers in which none forms of Lagrange's inversion formula is derived 
using umbral calculus [30, 43, 118, 148, 348, 355, 361]. 
SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
In [279]. the umbral calculus is generalized to symmetric functions 
when counting enriched functions (functions, injections, reluctant functions. 
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dispositions, etc.) from N to X, we can assign a weight to each function 
according to its fiber structure. 
w(f ) = rijgN f (0 = HxeN ^' The total number of such functions is a 
symmetric function Pn(x) of degree n where n = | N |. The elementary and 
complete symmetric functions are (up to a multiple of n!) good examples of 




The generating functions of Pn(x) are directly related to that of their 
underlying species. By specializing all x variables to x, we return to the study 
to polynomials. 
Nevertheless, such a sequence p„{x) is not a basis for the vector space of 
symmetric functions. Furthermore, the pn(x) may not even be algebraically 
independent. These problems were solved in [283, 284] where an Umbral 
calculus of full sequences of symmetric functions pn(x) indexed by an integer 
partition X is presented. 
COMBINATORIAL COUNTING AND RECURRENCES 
Another rich field of application is linear recurrences and lattice path 
counting. Here we should first of all mention the work of Niederhausen [291, 
292, 293, 294, 295]. The starting idea of the work of Niederhausen is the fact 
that of Q is a deha operator, the E^Q is also a delta operator, and hence as basic 
sequence. The relation between the basic sequences of these operators enables 
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to him to upgrade the binomial identity for basic sequences to a general Abel-
like identity for Sheffer sequences. For a nice introduction to this, I refer to the 
survey papers [293, 294]. Inspite of their titles, the papers [365, 366] are more 
directed to the general theory of umbral calculus, then to specific applications 
in lattice path counting. A different approach to lattice path counting is taken in 
the papers [307, 384]. In these papers a functional approach is taken in the spire 
of [325, 318] rather than an operator approach. Finally, an approach based on 
umbra can be found in [361]. Umbral calculus is strongly related with the Joyal 
theory of species [113, 334]. 
GRAPH THEORY 
The chromatic polynomial of graph can be studied in fruitful way using 
a variant of Umbral calculus. This is done by Ray and Co-workers [277, 300, 
301, 302]. A generalization of the chromatic polynomial to so called partition 
sets can be found in [276]. 
COALGEBRAS 
Coalgebraic aspects of Umbral calculus are treated in [107, 108, 277, 
298, 300]. E.g. Umbral operators are exactly coalgebra automorphisms of the 
usual Hopf algebra of polynomials. 
STATISTICS 
Non parametric statistics (or distribution free statistics) has a highly 
combinatorial flavor. In particular, lattice path counting techniques are often 
used. It is therefore not surprising that the main applications of Umbral 
calculus to statistics are of combinatorial nature [288. 289, 290, 292]. 
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However, there are also applications to parametric statistics. Di 
Bucchianico and Loeb link natural exponential families with Sheffer 
polynomials. They show that the variance function of natural exponential 
families determines the delta operator of the associated Sheffer sequence. As a 
side result, they find all orthogonal Sheffer polynomials. Another application 
concerns statistics for parameters in power series distributions [110, 272]. 
PROBABILITY THEORY 
As suggested in [329], there is a connection between polynomials of 
binomial type and compound Poisson process. Two different approaches can be 
found in [105, 344]. A connection of polynomial of binomial type with renewal 
sequence can be found in [343]. Probabilistic aspects of Lagrange inversion 
and polynomials of binomial type can be found in [245]. Various probabilistic 
representations of Sheffer polynomials can be found in [128]. Many of the 
above results can also be found in the book [129]. 
TOPOLOGY 
Application of umbral calculus to algebraic topology can be found in the 
work of Ray [298, 299, 300. 301, 302]. An application of umbral calculus to 
(co) homology can be found in [273, 274]. 
ANALYSIS 
Cholewinski developed a version of the Umbral calculus for studying 
differential equations of Bessel type and related topics in [116]. 
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A connection between approximation operators and polynomials of 
binomial type can be found in [150]. Further papers in this direction are 
[151,350]. 
Orthogonal polynomials play an important role in analysis. It is 
therefore important to know whether polynomials are orthogonal. The 
classification of orthogonal Sheffer polynomials was first found by Meixner 
[282]. Orthogonal Sheffer polynomials on the unit circle have been 
characterized by Kholodov. General papers on orthogonal polynomials and 
umbral calculus are [266, 267]. Hypergeometric and related functions are delta 
with in an Umbral calculus way in [352, 353, 354]. 
There are different ways of implementing q-analysis in terms of umbral 
calculus. The first q-umbral calculus can be found in [18]. Other q-umbral 
calcuH can be found in [5, 8, 117, 118, 119, 149, 268, 308, 319]. Comparison 
between different q-Umbral calculi can be found in [4, 319]. A q-Saalschatz 
identity is derived in an umbral way [339]. 
Constructing umbral calculi based on the operator f(x)—>-^ -^^ ^ — 
x - y 
yields a powerful way to study interpolation theory [313, 337, 356]. 
Banach algebras are used by Di Bucchianico [127] to study the 
convergence properties of the generating function of polynomials of binomial 
type and by Grabiner [144, 145] to extend the umbral calculus to certain classes 
of entire functions. 
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Application of Umbral calculus to numerical analysis can be found in 
several papers of Wimp [368, 369, 370, 371]. 
Umbral calculus is a powerful tool for dealing with recurrences. 
Recurrences play an important role in the theory of filter banks in signal 
processing. An umbral calculus approach based on recursive matrices can be 
found in [39, 40]. A related theory is the theory of wavelets. An umbral 
approach to the refinement equations for wavelets can be found in [336]. 
PHYSICS 
An application of umbral calculus to the physics can be found in [367]. 
Biedenharm and his Co-workers use umbral techniques in group theory and 
quantum mechanics [57, 58]. 
Morikawa developed an umbral calculus for differential polynomials in 
infinitely many variables with applications to statistical physics [286]. 
INVARIANT THEORY 
There are some papers that link invariant theory (either classical or 
modern forms like super symmetric algebras) with umbral calculus [77, 109]. 
1.6. OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS: 
In Chapters II, III, IV, V and VI, we used the following results for 
deriving the operational representations of various polynomials 
D^x'^-^lR-x'-^ D^^ (1.6.1) 
r(i + / i- / / ) dx 
where A. and /u ,l>IJ. are arbitrary real numbers. 
In particular, use has been made of the following results: 
D'e-'={-])'e'' (1.6.2) 
D' x'" =(a)^ (-1)'^  x'"'',a is not an integer Q ^ OX 
p\"-r a-l+n _ V^/n a-l+r 
(«), 




Where n and r are denote positive integers and 
(a)„=a{a + \) {a + n-])\ (a)o = 1 
D" - {x«^"e-'<}=(n-r)!x«^^e~'' CVHx) (j g ^^  
D-^--}=(-l)-e-^'H„_,(x) 
D"-^{(x-l)"""(x + l)'^""} = 2"-^(n-r)! 
x(x-l)"^^(x + l ) " "CrP^^ ' (x ) 
D"-^{ ( x ' - 1 )"""}= 2"^ ^ (n-r)!(x'-l)""^P^!;^-""^(x) 
,, 2''n! 
D 'H„(x) = - — - H „ _ , ( x ) 
(^-^y- (1.6.13) 
D^ P<«.P'(x) = 2 - \ l + a + p + n), C^P^^»(x) ^^  ^ j ^ ^ 







If D^^-^andD ^ — , M.A. Khan and A.K. Shukla [230] wrote the 
' dx ' dy 
binomial expansion for {D^ + D )" as 
( D x + D v r - I " C , D r D ; 
r=o (1.6.17) 
where 
T = "' 
' r!(n-r)! 
By writing the finite series on the right of (1.6.17) M.A. Khan and A.K. 
Shukla [230] wrote (1.6.17) also as 
(D,+DJ"^X"C,D;D^-' 
r=0 (1.6.18) 
If F(x,y) is a function of x and y, they obtained the following from (1.6.17) 
and (1.6.18) 
(D ,+DJ"F(x ,y )^X^""^^ t~^^^DrDvF(x ,y ) 
r=o r! ' (1.6.19) 
( D , + D J " F(X, y ) = X ( j ^ l r U l o r j )n-r p ( ^ ^ y ) 
r=o r! • (1.6.20) 
In particular , if F(x,y) = f(x)g(y). M.A.Khan and A.K.Shukla [230] wrote 
(1.6.19) and (1.6.20) in the form 
(D,+Dj"f(x)g(y)^X^"""^^!'^^ o r fwo; g(y) 
r=o r! - (1.6.21) 
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(D, + D^ ,)" f (x)g(y). X i J l l i i i l D^ f (x)D:-g(y) 
^ r! - (1.6.22) 
In a manner similar to above , we also have 
r=o r! (1.6.23) 
which can also written as 
r=o r! (1.6.24) 
and 
(A..Dj=ifcn>4=i^ArD: 
r=o !•! (1.6.25) 
which can also written as 
r=o r! (1.6.26) 
In particular , if F{x,y) = f{x)g{y), then (1.6.23) and (1.6.24) in the form 
(A, +A,yf{x)g{y)-±^-^^^^^^r Ux)A\. g(y) 
r=o r! • (1.6,27) 
r=o r! (1.6.29) 
(A,+Dj"f(x)g(y) = X'""^^!"^^^^'rfWD;g(y) 
r=o r! (1.6.30) 
(D, + A^ )" f (x)g(y) = ±^^^^^A\f{x) Dpg(y) 
r=o r! (1.6.31) 
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n n-r ( „ \ ( 1 Xf"*"^  
r=os=o r!s! (1.6.31) 
Operating (1.6.18) on F (x,y,z), we get 
(D, + D^ + D J " F(x,y,z) = ^ Z ^""^^/"^^"^ D : - - D ; D : F(X,y,z) 
t=os=o r!s! 
(1.6.32) 
In particular, if F(x,y,z)= f(x)g(y)h(z), then 




(Z),D„ + D, A + A,D.)" {/(x)^(>')/?(z)} = fj^ tllh^Mll 
Drf(x)Drg(y)Drh(z) (1534) 
1.7 OPERATOR USED BY W.A. AL-SALAM 
In Chapter VII we gave the operational representation of various 
polynomials using the operator of W.A. Al-Salam. In 1964 , W.A. AL-SALAM 
[11] defined and studied the properties and application of the operator 
e = x(l + xD),D = — 
dx 
(t) = y(l + yD),D^-f 
dy 
He used this operator elegantly to derive and generalize some known formulae 
involving some classical orthogonal polynomials. He also gave number of new 
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results and obtained operational representations of the Laguerre , Jacobi , 
Legender and other polynomials. 
If we take D = —andD^, = — then it is convenient to use the following 
d\ ' dy 
operators consider in [230]: 




0 v - y l + y — (1.7.2) 





where "C = " ' ( n - r ) ! 
1.8 ON GENERALIZATIONS OF APPELL'S TYPE 
FUNCTIONS OF TWO VARIABLES AND THEIR 
EXPANSIONS 
In Chapters VIII, IX and X, we studied the generalizations of Appell's 
type functions. The great success of the theory of hyper geometric functions of 
a single variable has stimulated the development of a corresponding theory in 
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two or more variables. In 1880. P, Appell [24] considered the product of two 
Gauss fuiictions from which the four Appell's functions emerged. Later 1893, 
Lauricilla [275] further generalized the four Appell function F|,F2,F3andF4 to 
function of n-variabie denoted by F",Fg.F(-"andFD, where 
F ; = F ^ - F ^ =K =, F, andF^,Fe^ =F3Fe^  =F3 andF^ =F , , 
During 1940, 41, J. L. Burchnall and T. W. Chaundy [101] obtained a 
large number of expansions of Appell's doubled hypergeometric functions. H. 
M. Srivastava [340] and H. M. Srivastava and P.W. Karlson [341] gave certain 
interesting integral representations for F^. Recently M. A. Khan and G. S. 
Abukhammash [210] introduced 10 Appell's type generalized functions 
M,i = l,2,3, 10 by considering the product of two ,F, functions instead 
of product of two Gauss functions taken by Appell to define 
F,, F,, F, aw^ y F^  function. They obtained fractional derivative representations, 
integral representations symbolic forms similar to those obtained by J. L. 
Burchnall and T.W. Chaundy for the four Appell's functions. 
In the last section of J. L. Burchnall and T. W. Chaundy [101] gave a 
glimpse of possible extension of their result to functions of higher order (i.e. 
with more parameters) for two variable for instant they defined. 
p+i ^ p 
a; b j b j b ;b,b2 b ; x , y 
' - I ' ^ -2 ^ n ' ^ l ' ' - n ' p ' - I ' - p '
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m=on=o m!n!(c,)^(cj,^ •(sU^'U'^^Jn (cpl 
= A(a) p,,F, P+x P 
a' b|,b2 bp;x 
C | 5 C 2 •s; F p+i^p 
a, b p b j bp ;y 
cI,C-, c , 
(1.8.1) 
and have the result 
F(2 ) 
P+1 ^ p 
a; b|b2 b ;b|b2 b ;x,y 
C , , C 2 . • ' ' p ' ^ ' l ' ' ' p ' 
f {aX(b,). (bpUb.Ub.l (bpl . . 
' ^ r !(c ,Uc2X (cpUciUc.l ( s ) / " 
^p+i % 
a + r, b |+ r ,b2+r bp+r;x 
C| +r,C2+r c +r; 
^ p + i ^ p 
a + r, b ,+ r , b2+r bp+r;x 
c, +r,C2 +r Cp +r ; 
xp+i Fp 
a + r, b | + r , b 2 + r bp+r ;y 
(1.8.2) 
Motivated by this section of and the fact that such functions were 
encountered by M. A. Khan and G. S. Abukhammash [210] during their study 
of two variable analogues of Saigo's fractional integral operators [333], we 
consider in this paper the product of two ^ F^ hypergeometric function viz, 
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4F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;xXF3(a',b',c',d',f'g';y) 
_ f v ( a ) . ( a ' ) n (bL(b i ( c l (d l (d ' i x ' ^ X- y" 
m=0n=O 
the double series, in itself, yield nothing new, bit if one or more of the each five 
pairs of products. 
(a), (a' )n, (b' )„, (c' I, (d)^ (d' )„, (e)„ (e' \ , (f )„ (f' \ , (g)„ (g' )„ 
we are leading to nineteen distinct possibilities of getting new functions. One 
such possibility, give us. 
^ y y ( a L n ( b L n ( c L n ( d L n X " ^ y " 
,.=0n=0 (e)m+n ( f L n (g )m.n " ^ ' " ' 
which is simply 
4F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x + y) 
Since it is easily verified that (c.f, e.g. H. M. Srivastava [342]) 
XXf(- + n ) ^ ^ = Z ^ ^ (1-8.4) 
1.9 THE LAGRANGE POLYNOMIALS OF SEVERAL 
VARIABLES AND THE UMBRAL CALCULUS: 
In chapter XII we studied the Lagrange Polynomials of several ariables 
and the Umbral Calculus. Lagrange polynomials first occurred in certain 
statistical problem way back in 1967. Exactly after a century, K.C. Mittal and 
B.L. Sharma in 1967 revived interest in Lagranges polynomials by obtaining 
some formulae for these polynomials. S. K. Chatterjea, Srivastava and Lavoie 
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in 1975. K.C. Mittal in 1979 and H.M. Srivastava in 1980 further investigated 
into these polynomials. 
Lagranges polynomials are denoted by the symbol gj,"*^ ^ (x,y) and are 
defined by 
( l - x t r ( l - y t r = | ; g ( : - P ) ( x , y ) t " (1.9.1) 
n=0 
In the last Chapter we studied Lagrange Polynomials of several 
variables and the umbral Calculus. The Lagrange Polynomials of three 
variables denoted by gi"*^'^'(x,y,z) and defined through the generating 
function [191]. 
= Z ^gi"'''^Ux,y,z) (1.9.2) 
( l - x t r ( l - y t f ( l - z t y to n! 
The Lagrange polynomials in m-variables gj,"""^' •"'"TXpXjv,^^) are 
defined through the generating function [264]. 
T T T T F T r - k - r i ^ = t ^ g i - — H x „ x „ . . . , x J . (1.9.3) 
( l -x , t j '(1-X2t) ' . . . ( 1 -x j ) n=o n! 
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CHAPTER - II 
ON BINOMIAL AND TRINOMIAL 
OPERA TOR REPRESENT A TIONS 
OF CERTAIN POL YNOMIALS 
CHAPTER - II 
ON BINOMIAL AND TRINOMIAL 
OPERATOR REPRESENTATIONS OF 
CERTAIN POLYNOMIALS 
ABSTRACT: The present chapter introduces a study of binomial and 
trinomial operator representations of certain polynomials. Based on the 
technique used by M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [230] here finite series 
representations of binomial and trinomial partial differential operators have 
been used to establish operator representations of various polynomials. 
2.1 INTRODUCTION: 
Recently in 2009, M.A.Khan and A.K.Shukla [230] evolved a new 
technique to give operator representations of certain polynomials. They gave 
binomial and trinomial operator representation of certain polynomials. The aim 
of the present chapter is to strengthen the technique evolved by obtaining 
binomial operator representations of polynomials by taking the functions 
independent of n and operator representations of some more polynomials not 
considered in the above mentioned paper. 
2.2 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS: 
If D, = — and D, s — , M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [230] wrote the 
dx ' dy 
binomial expansion for (D^ + D ,^ )" as 
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( D X + D J " - Z T . D r D ; (2.2.1) 
r=0 
where 
"C " ' 
•!(n-r)! 
By writing the finite series on the right of (2.2.1) M.A. Khan and A.K. 
Shukla [230] wrote (2.2.1) also as 
( D , + D J " = X "C, D^op (2.2.2) 
r=0 
If F (x, y) is a function of x and y, they obtained the following from 
(2.2.1) and (2.2.2): 
(D,+DJ" F(x.y).X t ^ i t l l Dr D; F(x,y) (2.2.3) 
r=0 
(D, + D J " F(x,y)=X ^ "M ^^' ^'^ ^"" (^^ 'y) (2.2.4) 
In particular, if F (x, y) = f(x) g(y). M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [230] 
wrote (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) in the form 
( D . + D J " {f(x)g(y)} ^ t t A t H . o r f(x)D:, g(y) (2.2.5) 
r=o r! 
(D, + D J " {f(x)g(y)} ^ t t i i t i D^  f(x)Dr g(y) (2.2.6) 
r = 0 ^ • 
Now by taking special values of f(x) and g(y) in (2.2.5), we obtain the 
following partial differential operator representations of the polynomials given 
above: 
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(D,+Dj"{x«e-}=n!x«-"e-^ L r ( x ) (2.2.7) 
( D , + D J " {x«y-'-"'P}=n! x""" y"'""''' P,J"-" P) 1 - 2x (2.2.8) 
(D,+Dy)"{x"y-'-'"}=n! x""" y"'''" Pf"""'"' 
V y J 
(2.2.9) 
which is a special case of Jacobi Polynomials. 
a-n - l - a - p 
(D.+D,,)"{x"y-'-"-^}=n!(-ir^^ ^ C a-n,P) 
1 + a + P-n 
(2.2.10) 
I f a = 6 = v — , then 
2 
{ D , + D J " x^^^y-^-«-P=n!(-!)" X "^' y-^-P C^  ' v - - - n , v - ! : V 2 x 1 
I y ) 
(2.2.11) 
(D,D,, + D , ) " {x«y^z-'-«-P} = (-aUbX x""" y "^" z(;-P- b - n , - ^ 
V z 








v«-" wP"'"" x"'""~P y""" e~' Pl[,"""'P 
/ \ 
v|/,p-n, - v w 
V xy 
(2.2.14) 
" f - ^ ~ ( a + p + l ) 
-y I, 
VXy 
e"- y„(a.p-n,b,x) (2.2.15) 
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(D.+Dj"{x-'y-'}=(-l)"n!x-'-"y-' gl^  ^x^ 
u. 
(I + D , D J " y-''e'^H = n!y- 'e^ 'x-"9„ 
(l-Dj"{x^-'^^"}=n!x^-'^^"R„(a,x) 




(D. + D , D J " ju-' x^ x ^ H = (-l)" n!2-" u"-' x^^  y "^'^  H , / ^ 
n n I 
( D , D , D ^ + D.D^D^)" u"'v''-'^"w-Px^ yr2 2 p-y 
(2.2.19) 
n n 1 
•{-lf{y\ 2-" u-"-'v^"'wP-" X 2 y2 2 P^-v R^ ^.y f xyz 
uvw 
n n 1 
( D , D , D , , + D , D , , D z ) " i u - ' v - " w - P x 2 y 2 " 2 2-l + a.p.n 
(2.2.20) 
n n ! 
= ( - l ) " ( n !na + pX 2"" u'"-'v-"-"w-P-" x^ y2"2 z«-P-n-i ^^ a;p;. 
uvw 
(2.2.21) 
n n I 
( D , , D , D ^ D , + D , , D , ) " u-'v-'w^-'^"x-^y^ z2"2 
n n 1 




(D D ...D -(-lY^^'D ...D D ...D, )" 
n n - m +1 
- O i „ - a . 
X < ' X - ' w f ' " ' " V . . w f ^ - ' ^ V r - y m " Z r ' - Z r " 
n n-lm -n) 
: ( n ! ) ( - l ) " ( P , ) , x - w r V . . w ^ - ' y r . . y ; Z , ' . . . Z " ' 
xB^ a, ...a3;P, ...p^; 
y i y 2 - y m Z i Z 2 - z j 
(2.2.23) 
n n-m + l 
(D,„+(-irh(m-)D^,...D,J (x-)-'yr..y; 
n n-m + l 
= ( - i rn!x—yiV. .yJ^ C xyiV..y-,h {ll.U) 
n n-m+l 
(D,„,.+(-ir(-m")D„...D,J [(vxr['yr..y„» 
= 0)' n n-m+l ,n n!vx"" '^"-" ym V m f^  J \ ^ ^ m m,n,\ x y - . . . y - , h (2.2.25) 
D, ...D, 
a+l a+k , a+B+n+l a+B+n+k 
l+n l+n 
^u J I y i ' •••y 
a+k a+p+n+l 
~k 7 k 
k ^1 
a+P+n+k 
- Z k 
k T ( « . P ) 1-2 y i y 2 y k 
V Z| ^ 2 'k J 
(2.2.26) 
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(DA-Dv.D.,-Dw -(-IPD,, ...D,,^  D,, ...DJ 
a+Bn+l , a+Bn+m , n n+m-1 
wp ••-. . .w; yr . . .y , , ' " z , ' ' . . .zp ' 
^_l)nn,Ji±iil±lL^(b,X...(h)u-"-
a+pn-m+l a+fin 
m II m 
n n+m-l 
xW| ...Wq y, ...y„ Z| ...z, H,, uv, V2 v,^  w, W2 w A L;iy, 
y: y2 yni ^i ^2 ^r ; 
(2.2.27) 
Some proofs are given below: 
Proof of (2.2.16): 
(D,+Dj"{x-y-') 
^ r! ( - s - n j , 
= (-!)" n! x-^-'^"y- ^s + n^ 
V" ; 
2F, 
- n , 1; ^ 
- s - n ; y 
(-1)%' (s) ^ y gn f - 1 
Proof of (2.2.17): 
(l + D + D J " y-e^ 




•n, x; -J. 
'z .. fy^ 
= n! y e ^  x (p„ 
vx; 
Proof of (2.2.18): 
^ ^ ( - n U - i r ( a + n)„^,,,„_„, 
r=0 r! (a + n), 
(Using 3.6) 




a + n; 
n!x^ -'^ " R„(a,x) 
Proof of (2.2.19): 
n n 1 
( D , + - D , D J " u-'x'2'x^ "^  
_ ^ (-nH-iyn!,,_„_,.r-n^ . ivJ-f-" . O Z 
r^o r! {-n\ i-ljx' \ ^ J • + • V 2 2j (-i/y 
2 2 
n n I 
= (-l)"n!u-""'x2y2 2 ^p. 
n - n 1 
_ +__; U 
2 2 2 — 
-• xy 
:(-!)%!2-" u-"-'x'2yrx H^ '"^y 
V " y 
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Proof of (2.2.20): 
n n 1 
( D , D , D , + D , D , D , ) " u-'vH-w-^x^y^"^ z^ " 
f^ (-nM-iy(-l)"n!^,„_,..(Y)„^H.. (P)„(-l)" 
r=0 r! ! (-n)r (Y), ( 1 - P - n I 
X W -p-n+r 
/ ^^ 
\ ^ J 
" . / n 1 ^ "^i-r. 
V 2 2; 
(-lyx^ ^ + ^ (-lyy^^ (y-PU-iyz^--
- n - n 
n II I 






( " 0 ' ( Y ) n , , - n - , v-l „ J - n A j i R-, ( P ) n ( 2 x ) " 
2" •u V' w^ X ^ y ^ z"^  n! 
3F2 
n - n 1 _ 
- -^ — + - . Y - P ; } ^ 
Y. 1-p-n ; ^y^ 
n n I 
= (-1) (T)„ 2"" u-"-'v'-'w»-" X ' y= 5 z"^' R„ 
y^  V U V W y 
Proof of (2.2.25): 
k , - ( - i r ( - - ) D , , . . D , J [(vxr]"y 
n n-m+ 
m -I - m 
1 • • • > m 
= i t£it!ljif>i[(vxr[-"[(-,r]'(-my 
(- iTy ,r " ^ f - n + m 
I \ n-m+I 
V m A 
(-ly y. 
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= (-1) n!(vx) yf 
n-m+l 
Y m p 





n nm+1 f \ \ \ 
= ( l ) " n ! v x — y r . . . y , , - H„.„, xy,'V..y-,h 
J 
2.3 TRINOMIAL OPERATOR REPRESENTATIONS: 
If D, = —, D = — and D s — M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [230] 
OX ' oy oz 
wrote the trinomial expansion for (D^ + D^ + D^) " as 
n n-r (-nL(-ir \r+s 
r=0 s=0 I*;! 
(2.3.1) 
r'.s 
operating (2.3.1) on F(x, y, z), M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [230] got 
( D , + D ^ + D J " = X Z i-^%y^Dr-D;D^,F(x,y,z) (2.3.2) t;^  t;t r!s! r=0 s=0 
in particular, if F (x, y, z) = f(x) g(y) h(z), then (2.3.2) gives 
(D,+D^,+Dj"{f(x)g(y)h(z)} 




= Z E ( - " ) - - ; ( - ^ )^%rf (x )Drg(y )D-h(z ) (2.3.4) 
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choosing special values of f(x), g(y) and h(z) in (2.3.4), we obtained the 
following trinomial operator representations: 
(D,D,+D,D,+D,Dj"{x«y ' 'e- ) 
(a + l-n)„(p + l-n)„ 
( D , D , + D,D,D^ + D,D,D,,)" {x" y'' z< e^^} 
(n!y(-l)"(-a)„(-p)„(-Y)„x°-"yP-"z^-"e-- (..„,_,,.„), , 
(a + l - n H p + l - n U y + l-n),, ^ ^ • ' - ^ 
(2.3.6) 
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CHAPTER - III 
OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF 
BILINEAR AND BILATERAL SUMMATION 
FORMULAE OF CERTAIN POLYNOMIALS 
ABSTRACT: The present chapter deals with the operational representations 
of bilinear and bilateral summation formulae of certain polynomials. Based on 
the technique used by M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [230] certain bilinear and 
bilateral summation formulae for various polynomials, whose Rodrigues or 
Rodrigues type formulae are known, have been obtained in terms of operational 
representations using derivatives and difference operators. 
3.1 INTRODUCTION: 
Recently in 2009, M.A.Khan and A.K.Shukla [230] evolved a new 
technique to give operator representations of certain polynomials. Using the 
same technique M.A. Khan and K. S. Nisar [248], [249] obtained operator 
representations of certain polynomials. Using the said technique for derivatives 
and difference operators and Rodrigues type formulae of various polynomials 
certain bilinear and bilateral summation formulae of these polynomials have 
been obtained in the form of operator representations. 
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3.2 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS: 
A and D . A 
ax ^ dy 
If D, = — and  s —, M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [230] wrote the 
binomial expansion for (D^ +Dy)" as 
(Dx+Dy)"-i; x o r o ; (3-2.1) 
r=0 
n' 
where " C^  = —-. r-, by writing the finite series on the right of (3.2.1) M.A. 
r!(n-r)! 
Khan and A.K. Shukla [230] wrote (3.2.1) also as 
( D X + D J " - X X D x O r (3.2.2) 
r=0 
If F (x, y) is a function of x and y, they obtained the following from 
(3.2.1) and (3.2.2) 
(D, + D J " F(x,y) = X t i ^ i ^ Dr D; F(x,y) (3.2.3) 
r=o r • 
(D,+Dj"F(x,y) = X ^~"^-|'^^^ D-DpF(x,y) (3.2.4) 
r=o r! 
In particular, if F (x, y) = f(x) g(y). M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [230] wrote 
(3.2.3) and (3.2.4) in the form 
(D, + D , ) " {f(x)g(y)}.X t i ^ ; o r f(x)D: g(y) (3.2.5) 
r=o r! 
(D, + D , ) " {f(x)g(y)}.|; t ^ t l l D^  f(x)Dr g(y) (3.2.6) 
r=o r! 
In a manner similar to above, we also have 
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(\+\Y =t ^-^^if-^ Ar A; (3.2.7) 
r=0 r ' 
which can also written as 
r=o r ' 
and y^y^'S-
( A , + D , ) - = X * ' " ' ' | " ' ' ' Aro; (3.2.9) 
r=0 r! 
which can also written as 
(DX +Ay)" = Z t i lMl i l A; Dp (3.2.10) 
r=0 I"-
In particular, if F (x, y) = f(x) g(y), then (3.2.7) and (3.2.8) in the form 
(A. + A J " (fCxMy)}-! t i ^ i t l l : A". f(^)^. g(y) (3,2.11) 
r=0 
(A, + A J " lf(x)g(y)} = X t i ^ ^ A; f(x)A7 g(y) (3.2.12) 
r=0 
(A. + D , ) " {f(x)g(y)} = X t # i K' f(x)D; g(y) (3.2.13) 
r! 
(D, + A J " {f(x)g(y)} = i ; t i i t i A", f(x)D- g(y) (3.2.14) 
r=0 
Now by taking special values of f(x) and g(y) in (3.2.5), (3.2.11), 
(3.2.13) and (3.2.14), we obtain the following partial differential operator 
representations of bilinear and bilateral summation formulae for various 
polynomials whose Rodrigues or Rodrigues type formula are known. 
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3.3 BILINEAR OPERATOR REPRESENTATIONS: 






(D, + D J" {(x - \T (x+1)"^ ^ (y - \T (y+ir' 
= 2"n!(x-l)"(x + i n y - i r ^ ( y + l)' n+y / i\"+S 
X pi!;'-p^^)(x)pJ""^-^'""«-^)(y) -
r=0 y ^ - : 
(3.3.3) 
(D,+D,)"l(x^-iy{y^-l)" 
= 2" „ ! [f-\) t pM(x)P<™)(y)i4:d (3.3.4) 
r=o y ^ 
(D.+Dj"{(l-x^r4(i-y^)-4J 
(-irn!(v-.l |(l-x^r^ ^ H[I-^4-^' 





( D x + D y ) " X2n+a g - x y2n + P ^ y 
-2! 
2"x"y^"^Pe ^' "' t ^Y:.T{x)Y^"'^-"{y)r''' 
r=0 r ! 
(3.3.6) 
(AX+AJ" 
r ( x - n + l ) r ( y - n + l) 
= (-l)"a->X 
t ^ r ! ( n - r ) ! r ( x - r + l)r(y + r + l) c;(x-r)c;"Hy+r) a)/ 
(3.3.7) 
(AX+AJ" cT(x + p) dT(y + r ) ' 
r ( x - n + l ) r ( y - n + l) 
= 0"^^' 
^ r!(n-r)! r ( x - r + l)r(y + r + l) 
(AX+AJ" r(x + a)r(x + p) r(y + S)r(y + (|)) 
r (x - n + l)r(x - n + y) r(y - n + l)r(y - n + v|/) 
^ n l t r ( x - r + a ) r ( x - r + p) r (y + r + (|))r(y + r + 5) 
't"o r ( x - r + l ) r ( x - r + Y) r(y + r + l)r(y + r + M/) 
xPn-r(x-r;a,p,Y)p,(y + r;5,(t),v|;) 
(3.3.8) 
(3.3.9) 
Some proofs are given below: 
Proof of (3.2.1): 
( D , + D J " { X°"" yP^ " e"'^ -
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r=o r ! ( n - r ) ! 
P+n-r+fg-y 
r=o r ! ( n - r j ! 
r=0 
n!x" yP^" e-"-^ J] Lt7)(x)Lf "'^^y) 
r=0 
' X ^ 
y ; 
Proof of (3.2.6): 
( D , + D y ) " x'""" e'^ y'""P e 
2 _ 2 
y 
r=o r ! ( n - r j ! 
Y2r+2n+x-2r ^ y 
= X "• 2"-^  x""'^e"^ Y"-f'(x)2' y '" ' '" ' ' e^' Y,'""P-'^(y) 
=0 r (n-r) 
= 2" x"y'""P e "^^"J X LiiY„":'^(x)Y,'""P-'^(y - X 
. 2V 
r=0 
Proof of (3.2.9): 
(^.+\)" r(x + a)r(x + p) r (y + 5)r(y + (|)) 
r(x - n + l)r(x - n + Y) r(y - n + l)r(y - n + v|/) 
r=o r!(n-r j! 
r(x - r + a + r)r(x - r + P + r) 
r(x - r - n + r + l)r(x - r - n + r + y) 
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xA ,^ 
r(y + r + 6 - r)r(y + r + cj) - r) 
r(y + r - r + l)r(y + r - r + v];) 
, A r ( x - r + a ) r ( x - r + p) r (y + r + (|))r(y + r + 5) 
" • ^ r ( x - r + l ) r ( x - r + Y) r(y + r + l)r(y + r + v|/) 
X Pn-r (x - r; a, p, y) p^y + r; 5, (j), \\)) 
3.4 BILATERAL OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS: 
(D,, + D J " {x-"e-e-^^}=n!x« e^^^ ± ^Lt7Hx)H,(y)(-xy 
r=fi r ! r=0 
(3.4.r 
(D,+Dj"{(x- i r (x + i r e - i 
= 2"n!(x-ir(x + lf e-^ t ^?iT''\^)^Xy)V-^ 
(D, + Dj"{e-' 'x"^"(x-ir"(y-ir"(y + irP } 
2 1 ' 
(3.4.2) 
" + " ^ , j . A " + P V T(«+0^^^p(n+a-r.n+P-r; n!x«e - (y - i r (y + i r XLtr(x)P; 
r=0 
(D,+Dj"{(x^-l)"e-V 
(y) ^ 2x ^ 
v y ' - i y 
(3.4.3) 
= n ! 2 " y - " e - ' ' X Pi-V^^WL^-^ly) ^ ^ - 1 ^ ^ 
r=0 2y V -^^  y 
(D;.Dj"{(x^-ireV) 
(3.4.4) 
n ! 2 " e - ^ X ^^tl'{^)^r{y) 
r=0 
^1_-X_^^ 
V 2y y 
(3.4.5) 
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(D.+D,)" (x^-l^y-irfy + i r 








r=0 V y ; 
(3.4.7) 
(D..DJ" (l-x^ne-^ 
(-1)%! v + 1 (l-x^yie-> 
V ^/n 
(2v)„ 
( D . + D , ) " ( l - x ^ r - i e - y -
I ^-^C:!:(x)H^(y){2x^-lf 
^ (2v + n) 
(3.4.8) 




r=o (2v + n | y 
(3.4.9) 
( D , + D J " ( l - X ^ ) H ( y _ l ) - ( y + l)-P 
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(-l)"n!2{v + - l (l-X^)4(y_l)-«(y + l)n-P 
V 2 
(2v)„ 






^ O ( - l ) " n ! 2 " v + l ( 2 v U l - x ^ r 2 - ^ v -
V 2j„ -2 
y 
(v). 
r=0 r!(2v + n), 
c:_i{x)Yr'^''{yy 4(^r (3.4.11) 
(D. .DJ" (l-xr-i(y^-l)" 




-« v + - (2v + n), y 
(3.4.12) 
(DX+DJ"< ^a+n g-x y2n+p ^ y 
— n or 
^n!x« e-'' y^-P e '^J ] ~KZ{^)Yr'-''iy)\^\ (3-4.13) 
r=0 
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( D . + D , ) " 
-2 1 
e-x^y2n.Pgy 
,(_l)n ,-s^ y2n.p ^ . 2^ nc^ 3^  H ,_ , (x )Y^P- (y) ^ (3.4.14) 
r=0 y 
(A.+DJ" 
r (x-n + l) 
yn+a g-y 
-y n t i g J ^ Z ( - n H - x X c l ^ . ( x - . ) L - - ( y ) | ^ 
(A.+DJ" 
r (x-n + l) (y-ir(y + i r 
^(-l)"a' '(y-ir"y°""(y + irP 
r(x + i) 
(3.4.15) 




r(x - n +1) 
. - y 
a ' e-> " 
r(x +1)^ Z (-nH-xKW(x-r)HXy) (3.4.17) 
k+Dj" 
r(x - n +1) (y^-ir 
' ^ " ' ^ n l t i r ' ^ Z (-n\(-x),CtUx-r)P<"-"-'(y) (3.4.18) 
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(AX+DJ" 




{-n\{-A 1-v n 
V J 
r(x + l)(l-y^)2-"- -0 r! A v - n (1-v-n) , 
y 
xCl ' .Ux-r)cr"(y)J 5pTT)j (3.4.19) 
(A.+DJ" . ^ y2n+p g-2y 
r(x - n +1) 
(-1)" y2"+Pe''y " 
r(x + i) 
nJcrCx+p) 
n+a g-y 
^ ' ' M r(x-n + l) 
^x.n a+n ^-y y ( - n ) , r ( x - r + P ) 





= c""e- ' t t ' i f f e ^ M . . , ( x - r ; P . c ) H , ( y ) (3A22) 
^ r !r(x-r + l) 
I r ( x - n + lj 
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= c •(y-ir(y-ir t ^""If"-',-:^^ 




k+Dj nfcTlx + P) | r ( x - n + l) (y=-ir 
= c 





e»"(,_y^)""4 £ (-");^(^-^:P) 
1 - V n 
V 2 A 
r=0 r(x-r + l) fl A 
- v-n (1-v-n), 
: M , _ X x - r ; P , c ) c r ^ ( y ) | ^ r ^ j (3.4.25) 
r(x - n + lj 
= c^ "" y'""P e~^  y i~ "^ ^ ^^^ " -"^ -^ -^  
r=0 r (x-r + l) 
xM„_,(x-r;P,c)Y,^-P-^^(y)- - 2 (3.4.26) 
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^ ' '' 1 r ( x - n + l) r ( x - n + l) 
_.x.n v v ( -n ) , r (x - r + p) 
c a- z ^ r ! r (x-r + l)r(y + r + l) 
M„_,(x-r;P,c)c:(y + r) (3.4.27) 
(A + D ) " J r(x-fa)r(x+p) 
l^x+i^yj | r ( x - n + l)r(x-n + l ) ^ n+a g-y 
n!y"'^ " e '^ V r(x - r + a)r(x - r + p) 
%^  r ( x - r + l ) r (x - r + Y) 
xp,. ,(x-r;a,P,Y)L^"-^)(y)|- | (3.4.28) 
(A^.D,)"! r(x.a)r(x.p) ,,1 
^ ' '' [ r ( x - n + l)r(x-n + Y) J 
n, e - > ' t r ( x - r + a ) r ( x - r + p) 
6t r ( x - r + l ) r (x - r + Y) r=0 
xp„_,(x-r;a,p,y)H,(y) (3.4.29) 
[ r ( x - n + l jr(x-n + YJ J 
^ ^' ^ i% r ( x - r + l ) r (x - r + Y) 
xp„„^(x -r;a,p,Y) P.^"^^-^'"^'^-^Hy)|-^| (3-4.30) 
^ " '^ l r ( x - n + l)r(x-n + Y) ^ ^ J 
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^' ^ t'o r { x - r + l ) r ( x - r + Y) 
(3.4.31) 
(A. .D,)" | r(x.a)r(x^p) (^  .)n..-
^ ' '^ | r ( x - n + l ) r ( x - n + Y) ^ ^ 
1 n 
n!(l-y^r-^I 
r ( x - r + a ) r ( x - r + p) 
/ 
, 1 1 - V n 
2 
=^° r ( x - r + l ) r ( x - r + y ) f ^ - v - n I ( l - v - n ) , 
xp„_Xx-r;a,p,Y) d r - ) ( y ) | ^ ^ | (3.4.32) 
( A + D ) " i r ( x + a ) r ( x + P ) 2n.p y 
^ '^  ^ ^ V ( x - n + l ) r ( x - n + Y)^ 
2 1 
n! v'"^P e^ V r ( x - r + a ) r ( x - r + p) 




K + AJ' r (x + a ) r (x + p) a^  
r ( x - n + l ) r ( x - n + Y) r ( y - n + l) 
n ' a ^ X 
( - i y r ( x - r + a ) r ( x - r + p) 
^0 r ! r ( x - r + l ) r ( x - r + Y)r(y + r + l) 
:p,^,(x-r;a,p,Y)C^(y + r) (3.4.34) 
Some proofs are given below: 
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Proof of (3.4.1): 
(D,+Dj"{x"""e-''e-^'} 
I I 
= 1 n! Drix""^"""V \D[Q-'' t'o r!(n-r)! ' 
- t -r^(n-r)!x-e-L-(x)(-iy e-^  H,(y) 
r=o v\\n-T) ! 
= n ! x " e - - ^ X lLtVHx)H,(y)(-xy 
Proof of (3.4.4): 
(D,+Dj"{(x^-l)"e-^y" 
r=o r ! (n- r j ! 
Z - ^ ^ ( n - r ) ! 2 " - ( n - r ) ! ( x - i y ( x + iy Pi-)(x)y™e-r!L(;'--'(y) 
n ! 2 " y - " e - X 1 PW(X)L(—)(y ) 
^ r! 
r ^ 2 _ A 
2y \ ^y J 
Proof of (3.4.6): 
(D,+DJ" (x^-l)"(y-ir(y + irP) 
r=o r ! (n-r) ! ^ 
Z - - 7 - - ^ ( n - r ) ! 2 - ( n - r ) ! ( x - i y ( x + iy 
r=o r!(n-rj ! 
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XP(L;^(X)2^ r ! (y - l )"""-^ ( y + i r ' ^ ' e " ^ ' p^(n+a-r,n.p-r)(y) 
= n!2" ( y - i r " ( y + i r ' ' X PiL;)(x)p;"""-^-"^P-^^(y) ^x^-0^ 
r=0 v y ^ - 1 . 
Proof of (3.4.14): 
(DX+DJ' e-x^ y2n.p g y 
-s "' D"-|e-MD: 
^ r!(n-r)! ' 
-2 
y 2 n . P g y 
r=o r ! ( n - r j ! 
= (-1)" c-'y^-^J ± "C, 2^  H,_,(x)Y(-P-)(y)Hr 
r=o [y J 
Proof of (3.4.23): 
(^• - 'MS^ (-')"'(-')' 
s ^^Ark7'---":fnD;{(y-.r(y..r 
r=o r! r(x - r - n + r +1) J 
r=o r! 1 ^^x - r +1 j 
xP, (n+y-n-r,n+S-r) (y) 
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t^ r ( x - r + l) 
X M„_Xx - r; p, c ) p ( - ^ — ^ - ) ( y ) | ^ 
, r 
2 
Proof of (3.4.34): 
(A^,AjJ_lOi±4M a' 
r ( x - n + l)r(x-n + Y) r ( y - n + l)J 
V (n)! ,n-rf r ( x - r + a + r ) r (x - r + r + p) ] \ a 
^ r!(n-r)! '^  [ r ( x - r - n + r + l ) r ( x - r - n + r+ Y) j ' ' [ r (y -n + l)J 
_ y (n)! (n - r)! r(x - r + a)r(x - r + (3) 
" ^ r!(n-r)! r ( x - r + l ) r (x - r + Y) 
a a' 
( - l ) r (y + r + l) 
, y <A (- l )T(x-r + a ) r ( x - r + p) / x ^ x 
fr^  r!r(x-r + l ) r (x - r + Y)r(y + r + l) ""'^  ^ '^ '^^ ' 
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CHAPTER - IV 
OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF 
BILINEAR AND BILATERAL GENERATING 
FORMULAE FOR POLYNOMIALS 
ABSTRACT: The present chapter concerns with a study the operator 
representations of bihnear and bilateral generating formulae for polynomials. 
Based on the technique used by M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [230] certain 
bilinear and bilateral generating formulae for polynomials have been obtained 
in form of operational representations. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION: 
Recently in 2009, M.A.Khan and A.K.Shukla [230] evolved a new 
technique to give operator representations of certain polynomials. Using the 
same technique M.A. Khan and K. S. Nisar [232], [239], [248], [249], [257] 
obtained operator representations of certain polynomials. Using the said 
technique certain bilinear and bilateral generating formulae for polynomials 
have been obtained in the form of operator representations. 
4.2 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS: 
If D^ s — , then by Leibnitz theorem 
dx 
D"(uv)=V T , D " - ^ u D ^ (4.2.1) 
r=0 
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— and D„ s — 
ax ' dy 
If D, s - ^ y ^ , M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [230] wrote the 
binomial expansion for (D^ +Dy)" as 
( D , + D J " = X "C^Oro; (4.2.2) 
r=0 
n' 
where "C^-—-, r-. By writing the finite series on the right of (4.2.4) 
r!(n-r)! 
M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [230] wrote (4.2.2) also as 
( D x + D y ) " - Z "C.D^Dp (4.2.3) 
r=0 
If F (x, y) is a function of x and y, they obtained the following from 
(4.2.2) and (4.2.3) 
(D, + D J" F(x, y) - X t^^i |=^ o r D; F(X, y) (4.2.4) 
r=0 r . 
(D,+Dj"F(x,y)^X t£)LtilD^D;-F(x,y) (4.2.5) 
r=0 r! 
In particular, if F (x, y) - f(x) g(y). M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [230] wrote 
(4.2.4) and (4.2.5) in the form 
(D, +Dy)" {f(x)g(y)}.X k-MlJl o n . f(^)o; g(y) (4.2.6) 
r=0 
(D . + D , ) " {f(x)g(y)}.X t M z l . D^ f (x )Dr g(y) (4.2.7) 
r=o r ' 
N o w by taking special values of f(x) and g(y), w e obtain the following 
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partial differential operator representations of bilinear and bilateral generating 
formulae for various polynomials 
4.3 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF BILINEAR 
GENERATING FUNCTIONS USING (4.2.1); 
D" {x«e- L(^)(x)}=n!x« e^ ± iLtV>(x)Lt?(x)(-xy 
r=0 r! 
D" { ( x - i r ( x + lf"P^P)(x)} 
= n!2"(x-ir(x + i y X i l ^ ^ l i l i l l l 
(4.3.1) 
r=0 
, p ( a . n P . r ) ( ^ ) p ( a . . p . ) ( ^ ) ^x^-lV 
\ ^ J 
(4.3.2) 









D"K(x)Hjx)} = 2"n!X 
r=o V ' y 
H^(xXx)H_(x) (4.3.5) 
D" { PhPHx)pi-«)(x)}=2-" X h (l + a + p + n),_,(l + Y + 6 + m\ 
r=o v r ; 
X p(«"""^ -P^ "-^ )(x)P<:_7-'"^ *(x) (4.3.6) 
D" { P ^ H x ) P r ( x ) ) = 2 - " X 1 1 (l + 2a + n)„_,(l + 2p + m)^  
)(^)p(P.;.P.r)(^) (4.3.7) 
r=0 V V 
^ p(a+n-r,a+n-r / \p{p+r.p+ / 
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D" { P„(x)Pjx))=2-" ± f"l (l + nUl + m),Pj"---)(x)pi-) (4.3.8) 
r=0 W 
n fr.^ 
D" {p^'"Hx)Pjx) }=r^± r (l + 2a + nUl + mXp(—-)(x)Pi:^(x) 
r=0 V / 
(4.3.9) 
Now for m = n, (4.3.1), (4.3.2), (4.3.3), (4.3.4), (4.3.5), (4.3.6), (4.3.7), (4.3.8) 





xp(!;^'P^^^(x)pi!r'P^^'(x) ^ ^ - I V 
V 4 , 
(4.3.11) 
D" {e-^ H„(x))=(-l)"e-^ X f" l ( -nl H,_X>C)H,_XX) (4-3.12) 
r=0 W 




D"K(xK(x)} = 2"n!X 
r=0 










X p/"""-^ -"""-^ >(x)P*P;^ 'P"^ Hx) (4.3.16) 
D" { Pn(x)P„(x)}=2-" t f^l (l + n)nXl + nlP/"™)(x)Pi-)(x) (4.3.17) 
r=0 v v 
D" {pJ"-"Hx)Pn(x) )=2-" t M (l + 2a + nMl + n ) ,P^"—)(x)P i - ) (x ) 
r=0 V V 
(4.3.18) 
Further for y = a and 5 = P in (4.3.15) and a = P in (4.3.16) one gets 
D" { Pi"''^ )(x)Pi"'PHx))=2-" X f"l (l + a + P + n)_(l + a + p + n), 
r=0 W 
(4.3.19) 
D" { Pf«'"^ (x)P„("'"^ (x))= 2-" J] r (l + 2a + nX_,(l + 2a + n), 
r=0 V V 
^p(a.n-r,a.n-r)(^)p(a.r,a.r)(^) (4.3.20) 
Proof of (4.3.1): 
D"{x«e-LtHx)) 
= ^ ( ")r( ^D"-^ {x"^^"""e-''}D^L"„(x) 
r=0 
f^ t 4 t l l (n-r)! x-e-MtV)(x)(-iyLt:>(x) 
r=o r. 




Proof of (4.3.2): 
D" {(x-ir"(x+irp^''H4 
r=0 
= t L 4 ( J I 2"- (n - r)! (x - iT' (x - if PiV'P^^ )(x) 
x2-(l + a + (3 + m),PtrP-)(x) 
r=0 
, p ( a . . , p . r ) ( ^ ) p ( a . r , , . ) ( ^ ) 
V 4 , 
4.4 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF BILATERAL 
GENERATING FUNCTIONS USING (4.2.1): 
f^X 
D"{x-"e-Hjx)}=n!e-x«-X T LtVHx)H_(x)(2xy (4.4.1) 






xLt;Hx)pi"r-"^^Hx) ^xV (4.4.3) 
v^y 
D " { x - e - p J x ) } = n ! x « e - X ^ L t ; ^ ( x ) P l ^ : ^ ( x ) f ^ T (4.4.4) 
r=o r! V ^ y 
D" { ( x - i r ( x + irPi"'^Hx)) =n!2"(x-l)''(x + l)P 
y (1 + 2 a + m)^ p(a+r.P+r)/ \p(a+r.a+r)/ \ ^ X ^ - 0 ' 
r=0 V ^ ; 
(4.4.5) 
^^-0^ 
V 4 , 
D" { ( x - i r " ( x + l f " P j x ) } =n!2"(x-l)"(x + l)P 
D" { ( x - i r " ( x + i rL t^ (x )} =n!2"(x-l)"(x + l)P 
(4.4.6) 
/"l . , 2 \ ' 
xi ^HT'-K-n-'M''" 
r=0 r! V 2 , 
(4.4.7) 
D" { ( x - i r " ( x + l f"H,(x)} =n!2"(x-l)"(x + l)P 
.Y^r\?t-^-\.)H,^_x^)(^^-i) 
r=o V ' y 
(4.4.8) 
D" (e-^LtHx)} =(-l)"e-^ ^ M H „ _ , ( X ) L - ( x ) .2 .^^ n 















D " { L r ( x ) P r ( x ) } = ( - l ) " x f " ] ( l + P 
r=0 V V 
+ y + m)^(-2)-^ U"^""''(x)P^'i7'^^^'(x) 
D"{L<")(x)p(P.W(x)}.(_l)n2^rn 
r=0 V . 
(4.4.14) 
(1 + 2P + m)^  (-2)-^ L^r""'(x)P^P;^'P^^'(x) 
(4.4.15) 
\0 + niX(-2rL^r~'\x)?l^:[\x) (4.4.16) 
where P^^:;)(x) is Ultraspherical polynomial. 
D"{L<:'^ (x)Pjx)}=(-l)nyf" 
D"{ H„(x)P^P)(x)}=2"n!yf"]£±^L±Pj:i!l), 




D"{ H (x)P^"«Vx)l=2"nivf" l (^ + 2a + m), , / , 
D " { H . ( x ) P . ( x ) H 2 " n . l ( ; ) ( l ± ; ^ H , x ) P - ( x ) 
v4j 
, 4 ; 
(4.4.18) 
(4.4.19) 
. 7^ 7J /S 
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D"{ e ' ' ' ( x ) P J x ) } = 2 - " ^ " (1 + a + P + n),(l + m),P:-"-'P^"-'(x)Pi^:;'(x) 
(4.4.21) 
where P '^:',^ (x) is Ultraspherical polynomial. 
Now for m = n , (4.4.1), (4.4.2), (4.4.3), (4.4.4), (4.4.5), (4.4.6), (4.4.7), 
(4.4.8), (4.4.9), (4.4.10), (4.4.11), (4.4.12), (4.4.13), (4.4.14), (4.4.15), (4.4.16), 
(4.4.17), (4.4.18), (4.4.19), (4.4.20) and (4.4.21) we have 
D"{ x"^"e-^H„(x)}=n!e-''x""''5]^^L<„":;'(x)H„_^(x)(-2x)^ (4.4.22) 
r=o r! 





D"{ x°^"e-''P^'^-"Hx)}= n!x°e-^^ (1 + 2a + n), 
r=0 
x L t 7 ' ( x ) P n ^ r ' " " H x ) f-T (4.4.24) 
D " { x « - e - ' ' P „ ( x ) } = n ! x « e - X ^ — ^ L t r ' W P n - f ( ^ ) U ^ (4-4.25) 
r=0 
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D " { ( x - i r " ( x + l)P^"P^"^(x)}=n!2"(x-l)°(x + l)'' 
y ^ (1 + 2 a + n ) r p(a+r.p+r)/^Np(a+r,a+r)(x) X - 1 ' 
r=0 r! V 4 , 
D"{ (x-l)"^"(x + l)P^"P„(x)}=n!2"(x-l)"(x + l / 
D"{ (x- i r^"(x + l/""L*„"'(x))=n!2"(x-l)"(x + l)P 
^y}-\^' 
V 4 ; 
Z^pr'^^^'(x)L<r;'(x) 1 - X 
r=0 V 2 , 
D"{ (x-l)"^"(x + l)*'""H„(x)}=n!2"(x-ir(x + l)P 
r=0 W 





Ef" ler ' '^ '^(x)H„. , (x)(x^- l} (4.4.29) 
(4.4.30) 
DnLVp(a,p)( J (_^)n^-x^f (-n),(l + a + (3 + n), ^^ ^ ^(x)P<«-P^ '^(x) 
r=o r !2 ' 
(4.4.31) 
D"{ e-^P^")(x)}=(-l)"e-^X ^""^^^^ti' '^"^^ H„..(x)P^!; 
r=o r!2 





D"{L<:)(X)H,(X)}=(-I)"X irU'(-2)^Lr"'*(^)Hn^r(x) (4.4.34) 





^n^ D"{ L^r^(x)pr'P>(x)}=(-i)"x r ( i + « + p + " ) r ( - 2 r 
r=0 vfy 
xL(«+"-^ )(x)P<°;^ -P^ )^(x) (4.4.36) 
D"{ L^°>(x)P , (x)}=(- l ) "2 ;n( l + n) , ( -2) - Lr"-^'(x)P<:f (X) (4.4.37) 
r=0 
















where P„';^(x) is ultraspherical polynomial. 






(1 + a + p + n), (I + n), P<"""-^ P^ "-^ '(x)P^ :^;* (x) 
(4.4.42) 










(l + 2a + n),(-2r 
xL*,"""-')(x)P„^ !;^ '""'^ (x) (4.4.44) 
D"{p<"P'(x)P^"*(x)}=2-"X 
r=0 
(l + a + p + n),(l + 2a + n), 
^p(a+n-r.p+n-r)^^^p(a.r.a.r)(.^^ (4.4.45) 
Proof of (4,4.1): 
D"{x-"e-''Hjx)) 
^ ( " ) r ( 1 / p n - r { x « + - n - r g - x | p r p ^ ^ ( ^ ^ 
r=0 
X ti^(n-r).x"-e-Lt^)(x)/l^H_(x) 
^ r! (m-rj! 
^m^ 
r=0 
n!e -x -"X Ltr(x)H_(x)(2xy 
V •• J 
Proof of (4.4.9): 
D" { e-^ L(«)(X)) 
- t t 4 B l D - { e - ) D ^ L ; ( x ) 
r=o r! 
=- S t : # ^ ' ' (-1)"-' e-"= H„„,tx) (- 0' Lt;>(x) 
r=0 
^n^ 
= (-1)" e - X H„_,(x)Lr;(x) 
r=0 W 
4.5 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF BILINEAR 
GENERATING FUNCTIONS USING (4.2.6): 
( D , + D J " { X " .-^L'^\y)}=nlx^c-^±UtPix)L^^:i^iy)(-xy (4.5.1) 
( D , + D , ) " i ( x - i r ° ( x + l) l '™Pi°"(y))=n!2"(x-l)°(x+l)l ' 
> = ! 
^ ( l + a + P + m ) r p(a+r,P+r). x^Ca+r.p+r) 
r=0 r! 
ix)p:::r-'iy) X - 1 
V J 
(4.5.2) 
(D,+DJ" e-'H^(y)U(-l)"e-'i ^ ^ \ 
r=0 Tn\ r v v 
^m^ 
V ^ y 






(D,+Dj"{H„(x)H,(y)}=2%!X ^n^ ^m^ H,(x)(x)H,_,(y) (4.5.5) 
r=0 VV W 
(Dx+Dj"{p*-P>(x)P,r(y)}=2-"X n ^ n^ 
r=0 v '^y 
(l + a + p + n)„_^(l + y + 5 + m)r 





(l + 2a + n)„^,(l + 2p + m)r 






(n - r ,n - r ) . XT,(r,r) (l + n)n,(l + mXPr' '"~"(x)P;':V(y) 
(4.5.8) 
Now for m = n, (4.5.1), (4.5.2), (4.5.3), (4.5.4), (4.5.5), (4.5.6), (4.5.7) 
and (4.5.8) we have 
r=0'"-
(4.5.9) 
( D , + D j " | ( x - l ) « ^ " ( x + l)P*"P^-P'(y)}=n!2"(x-l)«(x + l)P 
y (1 + g + P + n) r p(a-t-r,P+r) / sp(a+r,p+r) / ^ 
• ^ r! 
^ ^ - 1 ^ ^ 
V 4 , 
(4.5.10) 










r=0 v^y vfy 
H,(x)(x)H„_,(y) (4.5.13) 
( D , + D J " { p ^ P \ x ) P ^ « ^ ( y ) ) = 2 - " X ^ V + ^ + P + ")n-r(l + a + p + n), 
r=0 \'J 
y. p(a+n-r,B+n-r)p(y+r,8+r) / X (4.5.14) 
(D,+Dj"{pi'^ '«^(x)PfP^(y)}=2-"X ^r^ (l + 2a + n)„_r(l + 2p + n)r 
r=0 V V 




(l + n)n,(l + n),P;"- '^"-^^(x)Pf4^(y) 
(4.5.16) 
Further for a = p in (6.12), Y = a, 6 = P in (4.5.14) and a = p in 
(4.5.15) one gets 
(D,+Dj"{L^„«>(x)L^„«>(x)}=i n ^n^ 
r=0 \'J 
L^r~'\x)Lt\'Hy) (4.5.17) 
(D,+Dj"{pi«-PVx)P^'P>(y)}==2-"^ n r^\ 
r=0 v^ y 
(1 + a + p + n)n_r (1 + a + P + n)r 
^ p(a+n-r,p+n-r)p(a+r,p+r) / X (4.5.18) 
(D,+Dj"{pr \x )Pr \y )}=2-"2 : '^ n^  (l + 2a + n)n_r(l + 2a + n)r 
r=0 V V 
xR (a+n-r,a+n-r)/- \ p(a+r.a+r) {x)vir-r'"iy) (4.5.19) 
Proof of (4.5.1): 
(D,+Dj"{x«e-Lt)(y)} 
= i f l o r f x " e-)D;{LW(y)} 
r=0 v^ y 
=Z V^(--^)^"^^^-^L'-Hx)(-iyLt:'(y) 
r=o r!(n-r)! 
= n !x"e-X ^L(-)(x)Lt:)(y)(-xy 
r=0 
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Proof of (4.5.3): 
(Ox+Dy)" e-^'^H^ly) 
r=0 
K" e-" D; {H Jy)} 
= Z h ( - i r e - ^ H „ . , ( x ) 2 ^ ^ H _ ( y ) 







V I ; 
4.6 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF BILATERAL 
GENERATING FUNCTIONS USING (4.2.6): 
(D, + D J " { x - " e - H J y ) } = n ! e - x - " X r Lr;^(x)H_(y)(2x)^ 
r=OV ^ / 
(4.6.1) 
(D,+Dy)"{ x«""e-^P^P\y)} =n!x"e-^ 
^ (1 + a + P + m), L(«_;r)(^)p(«..,.0(y)M 
r=o r! y2J 
Dx+Dyj ( x e P^' '(y)j=n!x e 
(4.6.2) 
| ; i i±^^^Lr ;^ (x )p r ' " "^ (y ) 
r! r=0 
(4.6.3) 




(D,+D,)-J(x-l)™(x + lf"P^"'(y))=n!2"(x-l)»(x + l)l' 
xZ r ( t + 2 a + m)^ n(a+r,P+r),..xr>(a+r.a4-r K-r'''i^)KT''\y) 
r=0 V 4 , (4.6.5) 
(Dx+Dy)"|(x-ir"(x + l)P-pjy)}==n!2"(x-ir(x + l)P 
,^(l±mXp(„.,p.O(^)p(r,r)(y) ^x^-P^ 
V 4 , 
(D,+Dj"{(x- i r"(x + l)P*"L<^>(y)}-n!2"(x-ir(x + l)P 
(4.6.6) 
r=0 I"! V 2 y 
(Dx+Dy)"{(x-l)"^"(x + l)P-HJy))=n!2"(x-l)"(x + l)P 
(4.6.7) 
><zr p-"'"'wH-r(y)(x^-iy 







( D , + D J " J e- 'p(-P>(y)U(-l)"e-' 
^n^ 
xX ^ (l + a + P + m),H„.,(x)Pi«-P-^(y) 
r=o Vry 
^_n 
V / ; 
(4.6.10) 
( D , + D J " ( D , + D ^ , ) " . e-' ' 'pi""\y)| =(-l)"e^''' 
x;g l(l + 2a + m),H„_,(x)P<"7'«-'(y) f—Y 
v 2 . 
(4.6.11) 
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(l + m),H„_,(x)P^^^(y) 
.2] 
(D,+Dj"{Lr(x)H,(y)}=(_l)n|; 
r=0 r V^y 
(4.6.12) 
(4.6.13) 
( D , + D j " { L < r ( x ) P r ( y ) } = ( - l ) " X f " ] ( l + P + y + m ) , ( - 2 ) -
xLr"""(x)prr^'(y) (4.6.14) 
k + D y ) " { L r ( x ) P < r ( y ) } = ( - l ) " j h ( l + 2p + m ) , ( - 2 ) -
x L r - ' ( x ) P r ' ^ - ) ( y ) (4.6.15) 
(D, + D J " { Lr(x)P„(y)}=(-i)"^[^](l + j^)^(_2)- L^--)(x)Pl^;)(y) 
(4.6.16) 
VV 
where P,;,^ :;'(x) is Ultraspherical polynomial 
( D X + D J " { H J x ) P r > ( y ) j = 2 " n ! x H i l l ^ ^ ± i l ! I l ) r 




( D , + D J " { H„(x)p(«'«)(y)}=2"n!2;f"lll±^^^±i^)r 







'^^ "'^ ^H,(x)Pi^ :^ (y) r^y 
r! v4y (4.6.19) 





(l + a + P + n)r(l + m)r 
^p(„.n-.p.„-r)(^)p(r,0(y) (4.6.21) 
where P.^ 'i'^ ' (y) is Ultraspherical polynomial. 
Now for m = n , (4.6.1), (4.6.2), (4.6.3), (4.6.4), (4.6.5), (4.6.6), (4.6.7), 
(4.6.8), (4.6.9), (4.6.10), (4.6.11), (4.6.12), (4.6.13), (4.6.14), (4.6.15), (4.6.16), 
(4.6.17), (4.6.18), (4.6.19), (4.6.20) and (4.6.21) we get 




(D, + D J " { x"""e-''Pi«'P>(y)}=n!x"e-^ 
^ ( l + o + p + nX („ S 
r=0 r! 
L ( - r ) ( x ) p ( - r , p . r , ( y ) ^xV 
v^y 
(4.6.23) 
iDx+Dyj I X e P^ ' ' (y) j -n!x e 








( D , + D j " { ( x - i r " ( x + l)P-p^«)(y)}=n!2"(x-l)«(x + l)P 
r=0 1' 
^X^-0^ 
V 4 , 
(4.6.26) 
(Dx+Dj" j (x - l ) - " (x + l)P-p„(y)}=n!2"(x-l)«(x + l) 
x5]il±i^p(--P-)(,)p(r,0(y) 
r=0 r! V 4 , 




V 2 , 




x l l Pn'r^^^^'(x)H,_,(y)(x^-l} (4.6.29) 




H n - r ( x ) L r r ( y ) (4.6.30) 
(D,+Dj"|e- ' ' 'p<-^y)U(-l)ne- ' 
^n^ f_-i\ 
x Z [ J ( l + a + P + n),H„_,(x)P,'_7'P-)(y) - 1 (4.6.31) 
V -^  y 
(DX+DJ" . e-'pr«)(y)L(_l)ne-2 
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n ^ n ^ 
r=0 
r_^v 
V 2 VV 
(4.6.32) 
(DX+DJ"D". .2-ILrn^ 
v ' " ; 
e - P „ ( y ) j = ^ H ) " e - ^ M(l.n),H„_,(x)ef(y) ^ -iV 
















( l+P + Y + n),(-2)" 
(4.6.35) 




(l + n ) , ( - 2 ) - L ^ " - ' ( x ) P i : ; \ y ) 
(4.6.37) 
(DX+DJ"{ H„(x)P^P)(y)}:=2"n!|;H(l±^^±P±5)I 
r=o I r J r! 
xH,(x)P<_7'P-)(y) lY (4.6.38) 




(D,+D,)"{H„(x)P„(y))=2"n!2; '"^<'^ ">'H,(x)ev"(y) 
r=ov.'"y r! v4y 
(4.6.40) 
where P^l/(x) is ultraspherical polynomial. 
(D,-^DJ"{pr>(x)P^>>(y)}=2-"X ^n^ 
r=0V J 
(l + a + p + n)r(l + 2y + n), 
xP, (a+n-r.p+n-r)/ xp(Y+r,v+r) i^KT'''\y) (4.6.41) 
(D,+Dj"{pr'(x)P„(y))=2-"X 
r=0 
(l + 2a + n),(l + n), 
xP (a+n-r.p+n-r)/ xp(r.r) (x)p::;'(y) (4.6.42) 
Further for p = a , y = P in (4.6.35) , p = a in (4.6.36) and y = a in 
(4.6.41) one obtains 
(D,+D,)"{Lr(x)Pf«(y)H(-l)"I n r^\ (l + a + p + n)r(-2)' 
xL^^'"-'\x)?l^:/-^''\x) (4.6.43) 
(D,+DJ"{L^«'(x)P^«\y))=(-l)"X ^n^ 
r = o v ^ ; 
(l + 2a + n)r(-2)" 
x^"-^"~^'(x)P^!;^'""^'(y) (4.6.44) 
(D,+D,)"{p^p^(x)p^«'(y))=2-"x " fn^ 
r=0 \'J 
(l + a + p + n)r(l + 2a + n)r 
xP (a+n-r,p+n-r) /'„Np(o+r,a+r) (x)P^_7-^^^(y) (4.6.45) 
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Proof of (4.6.1): 
(D,+Dj"|x-"e-Hjy)} 
= 1 VSDr{x-"e-}D;{Hjy)} 
,=0 r!(n-rj! 
,=0 r!(n-r)! (m-r ) 
^m^ 
n ! x " e - X Lt7Hx)H_(y)(2x/ 
,.0 \ t ) 
Proof of(4.6.10): 




or^ je-^ ' ID; {?t%)} 
= t f " l ( - i y e - - H,_Xx)2-(l + a + p + m\P t -P - ) (y ) 
( - l ) " Z | ! | ( l + a + P + m \ H „ _ X x ) P i r n y ) f y 
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GENERATING FORMULAE FOR 
POLYNOMIALS 
CHAPTER - V 
OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF 
BILATERAL DOUBLE GENERATING 
FORMULAE FOR POLYNOMIALS 
ABSTRACT: The present chapter deals with the operational representations of 
bilinear and bilateral summation formulae of certain polynomials. Based on the 
technique used by M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukia [230] certain bilateral generating 
formulae for polynomials have been obtained in form of operational representations. 
The results obtained are believed to be new. 
5.1 INTRODUCTION: 
Recently in 2009, M.A.Khan and A.K.Shukia [230] evolved a new technique 
to give operator representations of certain polynomials. Using the same technique 
M.A.Khan and K.S.Nisar [232, 239, 240, 248, 249, 257] obtained operator 
representations of certain polynomials .Using the said technique in the present chapter 
certain bilateral generating formulae for polynomials have been obtained in the form 
of partial differential operator representations. 
5.2 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS: 





D"(uvw) = X Z ^ "^r^s( ^^ '"^ ^ D"-^'^uDVDV (5.2.2) 
If D, = — and D s , D, = — M.A.Khan and A.K.Shukla [230] wrote the 
" 5x dy dz 
binomial expansion for (D^ +D +D^)" as 
" nzi (-n) (-\y vr+s (D, + D^ , + D J" ^ XX ' '""r. Dr^D;D: (5.2.3) 
r=Os=0 T-S-
operating(5.2.2)on F(x,y,z), we get 
(D, + D^ , + DJ" F(x, y,z) = X I - ^7,^, ^ D^'-D;,D^ F(X, y,z) 
r=0 s=0 
(5.2.4) 
In particular, if F(x,y,z)= f(x)g(y)h(z), then (5.2.3)gives 
(D, +D ,^ +D,)"{f(x)g(y)h(z)}= X"f ^-"^-^^"^^ 
r~os~o r!s! 
xDr^" ' f (x)D;g(y)D^h(z) (5.2.5) 
Similarly, 
(D,D, + D^D, + D^D,)"{f(x)g(y)h(z)| = ^ g ^""^"^^^^"^ 
r=Os=0 f iS! 
xDrf(x)D;-^g(y)D;^^h(z) (5.2.5) 
Now by taking special values of f(x),g(x) and h(x) in (5.2.2) and f(x), g(y) and 
h(z) in (5.2.5) and (5.2.6),we obtain the following partial differential operator 
representations of bilateral double generating formulae for various polynomials : 
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5.3 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF BILATERAL 
DOUBLE GENERATING FUNCTIONS USING (5.2.2): 
r=os=o s !v r . 
(a+r+s)/-^NTP+s 
xLr;-T^(x)L^„^!,(x)H,_,(x)(-x)^ (5.3.1) 
D"{x"*"e-''L(P>(x)P* '^«'(x))== n!x^e""^^ (1 + Y + 5 + k), 
r=Os=0 ^•^• 
\ Lr/"'(x)Lrs'(x)p,^!r"^^'(x)(^^j(-x)^ (5.3.2) 
D" {x"^ "e-''L(P>(x)P,*^ '^ (^x)} = n! x^e'" V^^ (^  + Y^ + k)r 
r=Os=0 I ' S l 
X L t r ' (x)Lr; (x)p,*!r-^ "' (X) f ^ T (-x)^ (5.3.3) 
D" {x-"e-L'P)(x)P, (X))- n! x"e- X Z ^ ^ 
r=os=o r!s! 
xLr;_;-"(x)Lr(x)p^:;'(x)f^T(-x)^ (5.3.4) 
2 n n - r 
D" e-H,(x)P<«'P>(x) = ( - l ) " e - X Z ^m^ (-n),+3(l + a + p + k) , r / •o \S-r 
r=Os=0 V ^ / r! 
(2) 
(a+r.p+r) . 
xH„_,_3(x)H,.,(x)P^°; '^"^^Xx) (5.3.5) 
)(a,a) , 2 n n-r .n -X V ^ V D" e-^H„(x)Pr" ' (x) =(-1)"e-^ X Z 
t J r=Os=0 
^m^ 
vSy 




I J r=Os=0 





D " j ( x - l f ^ " ( x + l)P^"Pi^'^^(x)Pi*^'*^)(x)}=n!2"(x-l)"(x + l)P 
, , y y (^  + Y + S + "^)s(t + 2vK + k)r 
r=0 s=0 r!s! 
^ p(a+r+s,p+r+s) /•j^\p(Y+s,8+s)(x)p(i|(+r,M/+r) |-^x ^X^-0"^ 
V 4 y 
(5.3.8) 
D "{(x-l)"^"(x + l )P^"Pr^(x)P , (x ) )=n!2" (x- l )^x + l)f 
r!s! 
X 2 . 2 . " - ^ TT^ ^ P^-;s,p.r.s) (x)P^r;'^^'^^''^P^:f (X) ' X - P 
r=0 s=0 V 4 ; 
(5.3.9) 
D"{(x2-l)«""Pif-P^(x)Pk(x)}=n!2"(x'-l)« 
A g ( l + 2p + m),(l + k),^ ( a+r+s,a+r+s)/- \p(P+s,p+s)(x)r)(r.r), 
r=0 s=0 r!s! 
pia+r+s.a+r+s^y- \p(p+s,p+sj ixm(r . r ) / \ ^X^-P 
V 4 , 
(5.3.10) 
Now for m = n, (5.3.1), (5.3.2), (5.3.3), (5.3.4), (5.3.5), (5.3.6), (5.3.7), (5.3.8), 
(5.3.9) and (5.3.10) reduce to 








D"{x"^"e-''L^,f>(x)P;;^''Hx))=n!x"e-"'> > v - v ^ ( l + y + § + n)r 
r=0 s=0 r!S! 
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r^\ (5.3.12) 
D"{x"^"e-''L<P^(x)P;^^'^'(x)}=n!x"e-'' . , ^ ^ ( l + 2Y + nX 
^ ^ r!s! 
X 




2 n n - r 
D" e- ' 'H„(x)Pr*(x) =(-!)" e-^ X I 
I J r=Os=0 
r„\ 
vSy 
(-n),^3(l + a + p + n) 
' {If" 
xH,_,_,(x)H„_,(x)P^!r'^-'(x) (a+r,p+r). (5.3.15) 
2 II n - r / ' ^ ^ 
D" e-H„(x)Pr«^(x) =(-l)"e-'^ X Z (-n)r^,(l + 2a + n)r (2)^ 
r=Os=0 V y r! 
xHn_,.,(x)H„_,(x)P^---'(x) 
n n - r / ^ A 
(5.3.16) 
2 
D" e - H J x ) P , ( x ) = ( - l ) " e - ^ I 
I J r=Os=0 
n 
vsy 
(-n),,,(l + n)r s-r 
r! 
(2)^ 
X H „ _ , _ 3 ( X ) H „ _ 3 ( X ) P : : ; ' ( X ) (5.3.17) 
D"j(x-l)«""(x + l)P""p(^''^(x)P^''''>^\x)}=n!2"(x-l)«(x + l)P 
y y (l + Y + 5 + n),(J + 2M/+ n), 
r=0 s=0 r!s! 
X p<™'P"^"^) (x)p<!;^-'"' (x)p„*!;^ """^  (x) x - 1 
V 4 ; 
(5.3.18) 
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D"{(x-l)«""(x + l)P""P^'\x)P„(x)}=n!2"(x-ir(x + l)P 
n n - r 
-IE 
r=Os=0 
( l + Y + 5 + n ) g ( l + n ) r p(a+r+s ,p+r+s)^ xr,(Y+s,5+s). xr , ( r , r ) 
l<jl 
r!s 
( x ) P ^ L r - ^ ^ ^ ( x ) P ^ - ' ( x ) 
^ ^ - 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
V 4 , 
(5.3.19) 
D"j(x2- i r"pfP ' (x)P„(x)) -n!2"(x2- i r 
^ ^ ( l + 2p + n)3(l + n) 
r=Q s=0 IQI r!s 
r_ p(a._r.s,a.r«) ( x ) p ( P « . P - ) (x)P<:_-;' ( x ) 
^ ^ 2 _ j Y « 
V 4 ; 
(5.3.20) 
Proof of (5.3.1): 
D"{x-"e-L(|^»(x)H,(x)} 
r=0 s=0 
= 1 1 
r=0 s=0 
V '^/r+sV V p v n - r - s i ^ a + n 
r!s! 
D™{x-"e-'<}D^{L(PHx))D^{H,(x)} 
x ( - i y L t ? ( x ) - - | l ^ H , . , ( x ) (-1) (k - r ) 
: n ! e - x ° i S ^L t -7 ' ( x )L t ? (x )H ,_Xx) ( -x r 
r=0 s=0 S. 
Proof of (5.3.6): 
D" {e-'^ ^ HJx)p(««)(x) 
-s z 
r=0 s=0 
t^lUc}llj,^~'-s {e-x^  } D^Hjx)} Dip^)(x)) 
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i s (-")-:;_ ;^0^^ (^-l)"-e--H„...,(x) 
r=0 s=0 r.'s! 
X T j - ^ H„_,(x)2- (1 + 2a + k), Ptr^'^Kx) (m-s) 




(-nL(l + 2a + kX Hn-.-s(x) 
(a+r,a+r)/ W ^ y - r 
xH„_,(x)p(--"^(x)(2)' 
5.4 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF BILATERAL 
DOUBLE GENERATING FUNCTIONS USING (5.2.5): 
xSZLr/-:^(x)Lr'(y)H,(z)(xy)^(-x)^ (5.4.1) 
r=Os=0 
( D , + D , + D j { x " " V y " V y ( z - i r " ( z + l)'"")=n!x«yP(z-iy(z + l)'e-''-
X z s ^t:rM^r\y)pr'''HM^ ^^^yy (5.4.2) 
r=os=o v 2 y 
(D,+D^+Dj"{x"^V<yP^"e--(z'-l)^"''}=n!x"yP(z'-])^ Mg-x-y 
r^^ 




(D,+D^+D,)"^- ' ' 'e-y\z-l)«""(z + l ) ' ' " | = ( - i r ( z - l ) " ( z + l)Pe-'''-^' 
xi;i;^=%^=^H,_(x)H,(y)prp^^>(z) 
r=0 s=0 r! 
^z^-0 
V 2 y 
(5.4.4) 
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( D , +Dy + D , y ^-"'e-y'Cz' - i r " } = (- l)"(z ' - i r e " ' 2 ^ 
X Z Z ^ "^"^/ ^^ ^ H„.,.3(x)H,(y)Pi"^^'-^>(z) 
r=os=o r! 
^z^-0 
V 2 , 
(5.4.5) 
( D , + D y + D , ) " { ( x - i r " ( x + l ) '*^"(y- i r"(y + l /*"(z ' - l )*""} 
= n!2"(x-l)"(x + l / ( y - i y ( y + l)*(z^-l)* 
X Z Z K":T^""\^Wl'"''"'\y) Pi*"''*"'Hz)(x' - if y^ -1^^ / , / , n-r-s 
r=0 s=0 
^z^-iY 
V 2 J 
(5.4.6) 
(D,+Dy+D,)"{x'"""V'(y-l)P^"(y + l)^^"(z'-l) '^") 
= nlx^e""(y - l)P(y + l)^(z^ -1)* 
X z z Lr;-7'(x)p*'"'^"'(y) pf ^ '^'" z^) 
r=Os=0 
x ( y ' - l ) x ( z ' - l 
(5.4.7) 
( D , +D^ +D,>^- ' ' ' (y- l )^^"(y + l)P-(z^ -1)^^" 
« / ' , , _ L 1 \ P / ' - . 2 __ 1^Y 
= ( - l ) "e-^ ( y_ l )« (y + l)P(Z^_l) 
X Z Z ( - " ) r « H„.,_3(x)P*""''^"'(y) P,^ ^^ '^^ ^^ (^Z) 
r=0 s=0 
( D , + Dy + D J |c"" VV-> ' (z - l)''""(z +1)^"" 
-n!e-^->''x"(z-l)P(z + l)^ 
X Z Z Ltr-r'(>^)H.(y) pf "•^->(z)(-x)^ 
(y'-i)l 
2 
( z ' - l ) 
2 
(5.4.8) 





(D,+D^ + DJ[ . ° ^ "e-^p-y rv2 _ nP+n e-V>' (z^-i)P-" =nte—>' x"(z '- l)P 
x ( z ' - l ) 
r=0 s=0 
n n-r f rn\ 




(D, +D^ +D,)"{x-V'<yP-e-^P^«)(z)}=n!e->x«yP 
v - ^ (l + v + 5 + k) 
^ ^ , ^n-r-s (X)L _^^  (y)F^ _^  (z)(xy) 




X ;^g i]±?i±^Lr/-)(,)Lr/(y)p<!r^ (xy)-
r=Os=0 '5' 
(D, + D ^ +Dj{x«-e-^yP-e-^P,(z)}=n!e->x"yP 
f - 1 
v 2 j (5.4.13) 






^ S § r S r ^ ^ 1 + « + P + "^ )s H„_,,, (x)H, (y)Pr'P-^ (z)(2)-
(5.4.15) 
(D, + D ^ +Dj^-'e->''p(°.«)(2)}=(_l)n e-^->-
.|;g(-n)...(-i)^ 
r=Os=0 




.vv(-"X.s(- iy (1 + ni)3 H„_,_3 (x)H, (y)P„_3 (z)(2)-^ (5.4.17) 
r=os=o r!s! 
= 2 " n ! ( x - i r ( x + l ) P ( y - i y ( y + l)« 
^ • ^ g ( l + 2<l) + k), 
=0s=0 S! 
( x ' - l ) ( y ' - l ) 
/s. p(a+r+s,p+r+s) / j ^ \ p ( y+ r ,6+ r ) / xp($+s,(t.+s) / x 
X ^ - 1 
(5.4.18) 
( D , + D ^ , + D j " { ( x - i r ° ( x + i r P ( y - i r r ( y + l)..6p^(^^| 
= 2 " n ! ( x - i r ( x + l )P (y - iy (y + l)S 
n n-r (l + k)3 ,„, 
X 2 . 2 . ^—r^eT''"^^'(x)P<^^^'^^^^(y)P<!f (z) 
r=0 s=0 S. 
(D.X +D^. +DJ^{x-"e-^P^(y)H,(z)}=n!x" 
^^fk^2 
( x ' - i ) ( y ^ - l ) 
4 
x ^ - : 
(5.4.19) 
""Sisir! L t r ; ' ( x ) L r (y)H,.3(z) (-x)^(2x)^ (5.4.20) 
( D , + D ^ + D j { x - e - L r ( y ) P r ( z ) } - n ! x " e - X i : ^ ^ ' " ' ' ; ^ " ' ^ ^ 
r=os=o r!s! 
: er;^(x)Lr (y)p<!r'-^ (^z) ( - x ) | | \ s (5.4.21) 
(D ,+D^ ,+Dj^{x-V ' 'L^P) (y )P , ' " ) ( z )}=n!x"e -Xi ;^^^^^^^ 
r=os=o r 's 
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-Ltti\^)LT^ywl':rHz)(-^y ' X ^ (5.4.22) 
\^J 
( D , + D , + D , y { x - V ' ' L < P ' ( y ) P , ( z ) } = n ! x " e - X I 
^ J ^ ( l + kX 
——Q r!s! 






-(l + 2a + k)3 
(a+s,a+s)^ \ ('-)\'[-^ 
xH,_,_,(x)H,,_,(y)P^_:^'"^^^(z)(2) (5.4.24) 







X H„_,_, (x)H,_, (y)P,_, (z) (2)^-^ (5.4.25) 
(D,+D^.+D,)"{(x-l)"""(x + l)""Ppl^''>(y)P*-*(z))=2"n!(x-l)"(x + l)P 
^ y y (l + Y + 5 + m),(1 + 2(j) + k), 
r=0 s=0 r!s! 
X p,;";:;^ -p^ ^^ '^ (x)Pir;'''^^ {y)vitT'^''^ (z) ' ( x ' - l ) ^ 
4 
r 
" ( x ' - l ) " 
4 
(5.4.26) 
(D,+Dy+Dj^{(x- l )"^«(x + l)"^Pp<^'«>(y)P,(z))=2"n!(x-l)"(x + l)P 
fi^ r!s! 
xP,!-.T-'"^^*(x)Pr'"'(y)P.-s(z) (x^-1) ( x ' - l ) (5.4.27) 
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Proof of (5.4.1): 
= ^  g ( -"Ls(- iy " D;;-^'^{X°"" e"'}D;{yP"" e-^}D^Je-
r=0 s=0 r!s! 
r=o s=o r! s! (-n),^ 3 
: n ! x « y P e — ^ X g Lt7-f(x)L?-Hy)H.(z)(xyy (-x)^ 
r=0 s=0 
Proof of (5.4.18): 
xHXy)2-(l + 2a + m \ P i ™ - H z ) 
r=o s=o r' 
xH.(y)Pl™^=^(z)2' 
! s! 
5.5 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF BILATERAL 
DOUBLE GENERATING FUNCTIONS USING (5.2.6): 
(D,D^ + D , D , +D^,D,)"fc"- e-yP-e-^e-' 




(D,Dy+D,D,+ DyD J{x""" e-^yP^^e-^Cz-ir^Cz + l)'"") 
r=os=o r!s!(-n)5 
xLr ; ' (x )Lr : ' (y )P , '^ P"'"^ ' C,AnCY+r+s.S+r+s) (z) rx(z-i)T 2 
ry(z + l)1 
2 
(5.5.2) 
(D,Dy + D , D , +DyD,)"{x"^" e-^yP^"e-^(z' - i r " ) = ( n ! ) ' x"yV' '- ' ' (z ' -1) 
r=os=o r!s!(-nX 
x ( l - z ) (y ( i - z ) 
2 
(5.5.3) 
(D,D^+D,D,+D^Dj{e-^ 'e -^ ' (z - l ) "^" (z + l)P^"}=e-' ' '- ' ' '(z-l)"(z + l)P 
" y ( - n + r)3(r + s)! 
^ 6 r!s! 
H„_,(x)H„^,(y)P, (a+r+s,p+r+s) ( Z ) ^z^-0"^ 
V 2 , 
(5.5.4) 
( D , D ^ + D,D, + D^D J" je-"V^'(z^ - 1 )"^" }= e-'''-^'(z^ -1 ) " 
^ ^ ^ O i + r U r + s)! H„_^(x)H„.,(y)P:°-- '-- ' 
r=0 s=0 r!s! 
r+s ( Z ) 
/ , 2 _ , V -
V 2 ; 
(5.5.5) 
(D,D^,+D,D,+D,D,)"{(x-l)"-^"(x + l)P^"(y-l)^^"(y + l)'+"(z'-l)*+"} 
= (n! )M"(x- l ) " (x + l)P(y-l)^(y + l)^(z^-l)* 
^ ^ r!s!(-n)3 
^ ( l - x ^ X l - z ^ ) ( l -y^)( l -z^) (5.5.6) 
(D,D,^ + D , D , + D , D , ) " { X " " " e-''yP""e-^H,(z))=(n!)' x"yPe-''-''(z' -1) 
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^ ^ ( k - r - s ) ! r ! s ! ( - n ) 3 
/ \ 5 / A'' 
X I f y 
V2j V2^ 
(5.5.7) 
( D ^ y + D , D , + DyD,)"{x""" e-''yP^"e-yp<^-')(z)}= (n!)' x^yPe'""^ 
XY^g^ " '^M,^ .!" !^^ ^^^^"^ cr'(x)Lf7^(y)p^!:!r''""'(z)(-
Ut^o r!s!(-n)3 ,2. 
(5.5.8) 
(D^Dy +D,D , + D , D J { X " " " e-''yP""e-^P^^Hz))=(n!)' x " y V x-y 
, ^ | ; ( - n + r)3(l + 2Y + k)3 
r=0 s=0 r!s!(-n)3 
•Lr;'(x)Lr;'(y)p^i;!r'^""^(z) y 
(5.5.9) 
( D , D , + D , D , +DyD J{x""" e-''yP""e-^P,(z)}= (n!)' x " y V x-y 
><zi:—!/i:^^.t''^^"Lt:kx)Lr;>(y)p^-r^(z) 
r=0 s=0 r!s!(-n)3 v 2 / 
YyY (5.5.10) 
( D , D , + D , D , + D , D j { e - % - ^ ' p r > ( z ) ) = e - 2 2 X - V 
, f^ g (z"U(i+oc+p+k)3,,^^^^ ^ ^^ j_j^ _^  (y)p<-:r'P-^ ^Hz) 
r=0 s=0 let r!s 
/ J Y+s 
v2. 
(5.5.11) 
( D , D , + D , D , +D^D,)"}e-'<'e->"p,<"-«'(z)}=e-'^>' 
X g g ( n),,3 (1 + 2a + kX^ ^^_^ ^^^^^_^ (y)P,':T'"""> (z) 
r=0 s=0 r!s! u. 
(5.5.12) 
( D , D ^ + D,D, + D^D,)" {e-'^'e-'''p,(z))= e^^'->' 
X Z Z ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ H „ _ 3 ( x ) H „ _ , ( y ) P , ^ - : - ( z ) 
r=0 s=0 r!s! V2. 
(5.5.13) 
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(D,Dy+D,D,+DyD,)^{(x-ir"(x + l ) P - ( y - i r ( y + l)«^ "P,(*'*>(z)} 
(n! )M"(x- i r (x + l)P(y-iy(y + l )^XI—' ' ' ^^^^^^ '* ' ' "^^ ' 
r=0 s=0 s!(-n), 
^p(a.s.P+s)^^^p(r.r.5.r)^y^p(*«.a«.r)^^^ ( x ' - l ) ( y ' - i ) (5.5.14) 
(D,Dy+D,D,+D,D,)^{(x-ir"(x + i r " ( y - i r " ( y + l)^^"P,(z)} 
-(n\f4"{x-\nx + \)Hy-\yiy + \ftl.— ^'^'^^''^'^^^^' 
r=0 s=0 s!(-nX 
xp<r'P^^»(x)p<!r-^ -Hy)p,*!:r (^z) " ( x ' - l ) " 4 s " ( y ' - i ) ' 4 (5.5.15) 
Proof of (5.5.1): 
(D,D^ + D , D , +DyD,)" jx""" e-" y^ "^ e"'' e'^' 
^ ^ g ( " L ( ^r'D;-^{x"""e-^}Dp{yP""e-^}D^"^{e-
r=0 s=0 r!s! 
T^r, t:^ r! s! r=0 s=0 
x ( n - r ) / - e - L t ? ( y ) ( - i y - e - H , , , ( z ) 
x" e-^  yP c-'-'' 1 1 -f;^Lir;^(x)Lt:^(y)H,.,(z)(xKyy 
r=o s=o r!s!(-n)^ 
Proof of (5.5.11): 
(D ,D ,+DP,+D, ,D ,Ne-^^ ->^ P(-P)(z) 
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f^ g ( - " k ( - i r ( _ ^ ) n - s ^ - x ^ ^ _ ^ ^ n - r ^ V 
r=0 s=0 ns! 
xH„_,(x)H,.,(y) 2 - ' ( l - a + p + k),„ P<!™'""'(z) 
r=o s=o r! s! 
xP, (a + r+s,P+r+s) k - r - s (^) 







GENERATING FORMULAE FOR 
POLYNOMIALS 
CHAPTER - VI 
OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF 
TRILINEAR AND TRILATERAL DOUBLE 
GENERATING FORMULAE FOR 
POLYNOMIALS 
ABSTRACT: The present chapter introduces operational representations of 
trilinear and trilateral double generating formulae for polynomials. In this chapter we 
get trilinear and trilateral double generating formulae for polynomials have been 
obtained in the form partial differential operator representations. 
6.1 INTRODUCTION: 
Recently in 2009, M.A.Khan and A.K.Shukla [230] evolved a new technique 
to give operator representations of certain polynomials. Using the same technique 
M.A.Khan and K.S.Nisar [232, 239, 240, 246, 248, 249, 257] obtained operator 
representations of certain polynomials .Using the said technique in the present chapter 
certain trilinear and trilateral double generating formulae for polynomials have been 
obtained in the form of partial differential operator representations. 
6.2 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS: 
If D s — , then by Leibnitz theorem 
dx 
D"(uv)= 5] "C^D"-^uDW (6.2.1) 
r=0 
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1 n-r /^ n\ /" 1 \f+s 
D " ( u v w ) = ^ ^ ^ ^^'^'^ ^^  D"-^-^uDVD^w (6.2.2) 
7^ s=o r!s! 
— and D = — , D^ s — 
5x dy dz 
If D , s  y  ^;—, , s -  M.A.Khan and A.K.ShukIa [230] wrote the 
binomial expansion for (D^ + D +D^)" as 
n n-r f ^\ t i \ r+s 
(D, + Dy + D,)" - X Z ^ "^":^, ^^  Dr^D;D^, (6.2.3) 
^ ^ r!s! 
operating(6.2.2)on F(x,y,z), we get 
(D, + Dy + D J " F(x, y, z) = X I , , K"'^\K F(x, y, z) 
r=os=o r's! 
(6.2.4) 
In particular, if F(x,y,z)= f(x)g(y)h(z), then (6.2.3)gives 




(D,Dy + D,D, + DyD J" {f (x)g(y)h(z)} = X S ^ ,, ^ 
r=os=o r's! 
xDrf(x)D:-^g(y)Drh(z) (6.2.6) 
Now by taking special values of f(x),g(x) and h(x) in (6.2.2) and f(x), g(y) and 
h(z) in (6.2.5) and (6.2.6),we obtain the following partial differential operator 
representations of trilinear and trilateral generating formulae for various polynomials: 
6.3 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF TRILINEAR 
DOUBLE GENERATING FUNCTIONS USING (6.2.2): 
1 ria+r+s}..j(li •*~^Vv\T(V+r)^^x ^ r + s D" ( x - " c->^Ll\x)Lf{x)]- n!x«e- 2 : X -f, L^T:'(^)LtJ^ (^)Lt:\x) x 
r=Os=0^-^ 
(6 .3 .1) 
D"{(x-ir"(x+l)P""P^^'^^(x)Pj*'^>(x)} 
PVV (^  + Y + 5 + m)^(l + (j) + v|/ + k)^  
r=Os=0 r!s! 
xP (a+r+s,P+r+s) /•„\n(y+s,S+s) / \ n(^-'''M'+') i 
r 2 1 \ " ' X - 1 ' 
V 4 , 
D"{(x^-ir"Pr>(x)Pi^ '^ \x)) 
-n!2"(x^ ^ ^ „ ^ g ( l + 2(3 + mX(l + 2Y + kX 
(6.3.2) 
r=0 s=0 
X vt:iT''''\x)vtf''\x) p^ T-^ '^ ^^ x) ' X - P (6 .3 .3) 
V ^ ; 
D" e - HJx)H,(x) = ( - l ) " e - ^ S ? n n-r 







Now for in = n = k in (6.3.1),(6.3.2),(6.3.3) and (6.3.4) we get 
(6.3.4) 
D" {X-" e-^L^«>(x)L^J^(x)| = n!x^"" ^ Z "f; ^t^f ( x ) ^ : ^ ( x ) ^ - ^ ( x ) x"^ 
(6.3.5) 
D"j(x-l)«^"(x + l)'^^"P^^^(x)P^*''''\x)| 
-n!2"(x i)"(xii)pyy^^^^+^+")^^^+'i^+^+">r 
r=n<;=o r!s! 
X - 1 
V 4 , 
(6.3.6) 
-n!2"(x^ l ) a y y ( l + 2p + n),(l + 2Y + n), 
r=os=o r!s! 
X p<!,T-""^^'^(x)p<P3"^-p"^'(x) p^! ;^ '^"^\x) 
r ^ 2 _ i Y -
V ^ y 
(6.3.7) 
D" e - H„(x)H„(x) = ( - l ) " e - J^J^ 
I J r=Os=0 
xH,_,_3(x)H„.3(x)H, . , (x) 




Proof of (6.3.1): 
D"{x«-e-^L<P\x)L<,^\x)} 
r=os=o r!s! 
= Z I t - ^ ^ i ^ f t ^ (n - r - s) X " - - e ^ L^—^(x) 




Proof of (6.3.4): 
D" e-'' HJx)H,(x) 
r=n,=n r !s! r=Os=0 
r k! 
x 2 ^ ^ ; ^ H _ ( x ) 2 ^ ^ H , _ , ( x ) 
(-n)r.s 2' 
2 " lirirrnVk^ 
r=Os=o'v S ) vO 
xH„_,_,(x)H„_,(x)H,_,(x) 
6.4 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF TRILINEAR 
DOUBLE GENERATING FUNCTIONS USING (6.2.5): 
(r^ . -n* , TA 1 n ) a+n -x fl+n -y y+n -z \ i a 6 y -x-y~z Dx+Dy+D^j jx e y*^  e z' e (= n!x y^^z'e ^ 
X Z Z Lr;:;'(x)iir'(y) L ^ >(z)(xy)^ (xz)^  (6.4.1) 
r=0 s=0 
( D , +Dy + D J "[x-l)«""(x + l)P""(y-l)^""(y + l)'""(z-l)*""(z + l)^""" 
n!2"(x-l)"(x + l)''(y-l)i'(y + i r ( z - i r ( z + l) r^-y -n't'c-y^nv 
X Z Z P n - r T ' ' ^ ' ^ ' V x ) P , ^ ^ " ' ' ' " ^ \ y ) P * ^ ' ^ " ^ ( z ) 
r=0 s=0 
(x^- l ) (y^- l ) 
(6.4.2) 
( D , +Dy + D J " { ( X 2 -l)«^-"(y2 -l)>-+"(z2 -1)^^" }= n!2"(x2 -l)«(y2 - l ) ' ( z ' - : 
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n n-r 
^ E Z P i - ; - r ' " ' " ^ ' ( x ) P / ^ ^ ^ ' ^ « ) ( y ) p ( ^ s , * . s ) 
r=0 s=0 ( Z ) OilzlXz!::!)]^ 






= „ ! x > » e - ' 2 g Lr™'(x)Lr;'(y) LK'(z)(xy)'(-x)> (6.4.5) 
( D , + D , + D , ) " j ( x - i r " ( x + l)l>*"(y_,)r™(y_^,j5«prt,,„^^J 
r=0 s=0 
= n!27x-l)«(x + l)P(y-i)r(y + l)5 2^g£j>Mj^^HcX 
r-
x e , T ' P - « ^ ( x ) P / V - . S - ) ( y ) p ( * . s , , „ . s ) ^ ^ ^ 
x^yIL+2(|)+k) 
(6.4.6) 
r=0 s=0 S! 
( X ^ - I ) ( y 2 _ l ) 
^eT'"^^^^^(x)P/---)(y)P*:;.Hs(,) 
2 (6.4.7) 
(D,+D^+DJ". -x2 V 2 2 n n - r 














^ ^ ( l + y + § + mX(l + (j) + i|/ + k)3 
r=0 s=0 r!s! 
^p(a.j.s.p.r.s)^^>^p(^y.r,6+r)(y^p(*.s,y.s)(2-j ( x - 1 ) (x + 1) (6.4.10) 
(D,+D^+Dj"j(x2-l)«^"P^^'(y)P,(*'*^(z){=n!2"(x2-l)" 
^^^:^^(l + 2Y + 5 + m),(l + 2(f) + v[/ + k)3 
" " ^ ^ r!s! 
X p(«;;--°^-^) (x)P^r;^'^' (y)Pk!s'''*"^ (z) r(x-i)i 2 
r [(x + Dl 
2 
(D,+D^+D,)"|e-' ' 'HJy)H,(z)| = (-l)"e-^' ;^g 
I J r=Os=0 
(6.4.11) 
n n - r / r ^ V k ^ ( _ n ) ^ ^ ^ ( 2 ) ' + ' m 
V^y V^y r! 
xH„^,_,(x)H,_,(y)H,.3(z) (6.4.12) 
Now for m = k =n, (6.4.5), (6.4.6), (6.4.7), (6.4.8), (6.4.9), (6.4.10), (6.4.11) 
and (6.4.12) reduce to 
( D , +Dy + D J " { X ' ^ " " e-^vP""e->L*]'Vz)}=n!x«yV''"-
X I E L'nT/^ (x ) e7^ (y) L<n' (z)(xy)^ (-x)^ (6.4.13) 
r=Os=0 
(D,+D,+Dj"{tx-l)«-(x + l)'^^"(y-l)^-"(y + l)«^"Pi'^ ''^ >(z)! 
= n!2"(x-l)«(x + l)P(y-l)^(y + l)«2;|;iL+^ + 't' + "^ ^ 
r=0 s=0 S! 
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X ?ii;i:''^''''\x)?^'''''''^ {y)?l,tT'"''\2) (x'-Diy'-l) (x^ - l ) (y ' - l ) 
(6.4.14) 
(D, +D, + D J " j(x' - i r " ( y ' - i r " P ^ * \ z ) j = n\2\x'-ir{y' -1)^ 
V^ V^ V ^ + ^ Y + '^)s.p(a+r+s,a+r+s)/ ' \p(y+r,v+r)/ \p((ti+s,(ti+s)/-2"\ zr 
r=0 s=0 s! 
(x^- l ) (y^- l ) (x^-l)(y^-l) (6.4.15) 
( D , , + D , + D , H e - e - > H „ ( z ) = e - - ^ X I 






X E Z eV-T'(x)L<P:;'(y) L<r:Hz)(-x)- (6.4.1?) 
r=0 s=0 
(D,+Dy+Dj"{(x-l)«""(x + l)P""P^'^(y)P^*''"^(z))==n!2"(x-l)«(x + l)'^  
V V (1 + Y + ^  + n)r (1 + 't' + M^ + n)s 
r=0 s=0 r!s! 
X p*!;,^''''"^'* (x)p„<!;'-'"'> (y)p,|*;^ -^ "^^ > (z) ~(x-l)" 
2 ^ 
r [(x + l)" 
2 
(6.4.18) 
(D, + D ^ + D J " { ( X 2 -l)«^"P^^)(y)P„(*'*>(z))=n!2"(x2 -1)^ 
^ i^ (1 + 2Y + 5 + n),(l + 2(|) + v|; + n), 
r=--o s=o r ' ^ ' 
xP. (a+r+s.a+r+s) /„^p(Y^^,•y+^) / Ap(itns,(t,+s) (x)P:!r'^"'(y)P:!r''*^^(z) (x-l)7 2 J 
(x + 1) (6.4.19) 
16 
2 "ilz^rf n ( D , + D y + D , ) " e-^ H„(y)HJz)U(- l )"e-^ X Z 
r=Os=0 V ^ J 
fr.\ 
v^y 
( -n ) , , 3 (2 ) 
r! 
xH„_,_,(x)H„_,(y)H„_,(z) (6.4.20) 
Proof of (6.4.1): 
( D , +Dy +D,)"^"^" e-V''""e-^z^""e-^} 
r=os=o r!s! 
p n - r - s j ^ a . n ^-^^^{y^^- e-^}D^,{z^"" C"^) 
i l ^ ^ ^ % t i r ( n - r - s ) x — e- L*—)(x) 
r=Os=0 r!s! 
• nlyP-r g-y L(P-^)(X)S!Z^"^ e-^ t^FK^) 
= n! x« yP z^ e — ^ I L t r ; ^ ( x ) l i f ^ ^ H Y ) L^^^^(x)(xyy (zx)^ 
r=Os=0 
Proof of (6.4.8): 
( D , + D ^ + D J " e-^ e-y H J z ) 
2 2 
r=os=o r! 
^ ^ - ( - n ) (-!)-(_^)n-.-s ^-.^  H„_,_.(xX-iy e-^ H„_ (^y) 
r=n 9=n r! S! r=Os=0 





6.5 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF TRILINEAR 
DOUBLE GENERATING FUNCTIONS USING (6.2.6): 
r=0 s=0 r!s! 
xLV;r^(z)(xz)^(yzr (6.5.1) 
(D,Dy+D,D,+DyD,)"{(x- i r" (x + l / " " ( y - i r " ( y + l/""(z-l)*""(z + l)"^"" 
(n!)M"(x- i r (x + l)P(y-iy(y + l / (z- l )*(z + iy" 
n n-r X ^ ^ ( n + r),(r + s)! p(a«.p.s)(x)p(i;;^.s-)(y)p*-«.v+-s^^^ 
r=o s=o r!s! 
(x^- l ) (z^- l ) (y^ - l ) ( z ' - l ) (6.5.2) 
( D , D , +D,D, +DyD J"|:x^ -l)«-^"(y2 -l)^^"(z^ -l)-^^" 
(n!)M"(x ' - l )"(y ' - l )^(z ' - l )*(z + l)^"X2^'^'^''^^^'^^^^' 
p;S!;^ -""^ ' (x)?*!^ '^ "^ ^ (y)p*;r'*'''' (z) 
r=0 s=0 




(D,Dy+D,D,+D,D,)" |e-^ 'e-^ 'e-^ ' l 2 2 2 n n z I C - n ^ f - l V 
r=Os=0 r!s! 
xH„^,(x)H,„^(y)H^,,(z) (6.5.4) 
( D , D y + D , D , + D , D J " | X « " " e-''yP^'"e-^L^,^'(z)j-(n!)^x«yV'->-
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II 11 — 1 
( " + '">AL(-)(x)Lr'(y)L<n-f(z)(-y)^(-xy (6.5.5) 
r=os=o (-n)s r!s! 
= ( n ! ) M " ( x - i r ( x + l ) P ( y - i r ( y + l f 5 ] S 
(-n + rX(l + (}) + v|; + kX^^  
r=0 s=0 sK-nX 
X P<7-P"=^ ^ (x)P„ !^;^ ''"^ ^ (y)Pk*-r-7'''''^' (z) • ( x ^ - 1 ) ' 4 
r V-D" 
4 (6.5.6) 
(D,D,+D,D,+D^,Dj"{(x2-l)«-(y2-l)^-(y + l)5-p;^^*)(z) 
r=o s=o s!(-n), 
= (n!)M"(x^-l)«(y^-1)^X1-
X p ( - - « ) (x)p^!r •^-' (y)p^T;'*"" (z) (x'-l)l 
4 
" (y ' - i ) " 
4 (6.5.7) 
6.6 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF TRILATERAL 
DOUBLE GENERATING FUNCTIONS USING (6.2.2): 
D " { x - " e - H „ ( x ) P f ' ^ \ x ) } = n ! e - x « X X n n- r^^^( l^p^^^^^)^ m 
r=Os=0 V "• / r! 





(l + 2p + k), 








(1 + kx 
( r , r ) . 
xLtr-T'(x)H„_,(x)P^-'(x)(2x) (6.6.3) 
D n { , - n ^ - X p ( P . ) ( ^ ) p ( 5 , 5 ) ( ^ ) } ^ ^ , ^ - x ^ a J g O ± P l _ y + m U l + 2 5 + k ) , 
r=Os=0 r!s! 





I J r=Os=0 r!s! 
X H„_,_, (X) pi«r'^"^(x)p;!r^^^\x)(2)-<^-' (6.6.5) 
Dn^-x-p(«^P)(^)P^(^)|=(_l)ne-x^^^(-n).s(l + a-fP + m),(2+k), 
r=Os=0 I c I r!s 
xH„^,_3(x)PiT''"^(x)PiLf(x)(2)-<-^' (6.6.6) 
In particular, m = n = k in (6.6.1), (6.6.2), (6.6.3), (6.6.4), (6.6.5) and (6.6.6) 
we get, 










D" {x-"e-H„ (x)PiP'P^ (x)}= n! e^x" X Z 
r=Os=0 









n n - r r n ^ ( l + n ) , n 








v 2 . 
(6.6.10) 
v^y 
D n L ^ X p ( « . p ) ( ^ ^ p ( M ) ( ^ ) U ( _ i ) n ^ - x ^ ^ ^ 2JL-:zr(-n), , , ( l-f-a + p + n) , ( l + 2Y + n), 
r=Os=0 r!s! 
(a+s.p+s)/- \p(y+r,Y+r)/ ^/^x-(s+r) xH„.,_,(x)p„^!r'^^^'(x)p:!r'^-'(x)(2) (6.6.11) 
D" e - P*«'P\x)P„(x) =(-l)"e-^ X Z ^ *'"" 2^v^^(-n),,s(l + a + P + n)s(l + n) 
r=Os=0 r!s! 
(a+s,p+s)/ Np(r ,r) / w-jx-Cs+r) xH„_,_,(x)p-r'^-'(x)p:-'(x)(2) (6.6.12) 
6.7 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF TRILATERAL 
DOUBLE GENERATING FUNCTIONS USING (6.2.5): 
(D,+D,+Dj"|x"""e-^e->'(z-l)P""(z + l)^""| = n!e-^"^'x"(z-l)P(z + l)^ 
Z Z e r ' (x)H, (y)Pf ^ '^^ -^  (z) (-x)^ 
r-O s=0 
^ Z ^ - 0 (6.7.1) 
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( D , + D y + D J " | X « " V V ^ ' ( Z ' - 1 ) P " " U nle-'^-^'x^Cz'-1)P 
U'-i^ 
V 2 , r=0 s=0 
(6.7.2) 
= n!e" 'x"(y-lf(y + l)^(z -1) ' 
X I I L r^-T' (x)P,^ '^ '^^ ^^ ' (y)Pf ^ "^"' (z) 
r=0 s=0 
(D,+Dy+Dj"je"^'(y-l)-«(y + irP(z^-l) 
X 




I 2 Jj 
(6.7.3) 
y+n 
= ( - l ) " e - ' ' ( y - i r ( y + l)P(z2-l)^ 
n n-r 
>(a+r,P+r) /-.ATJCY+S.Y+S) , 
r=Os=0 V 2 , 
^z^-1^^ 
V 2 ; 
(D,+D^+Dj"^"-e- ' 'HJy)Pf^ \z ) )=n!e-^x« 
1^1 
r=0 s=0 
m (14-p + y + k), 
r s! 
xLtV:;'(x)H„_^(y)P,(Pr'^-'(z) ^ (2x)^  ^xV 
v2y 
(D,+D,+Dj"{x-V' 'H,(y)PfP>(z)}=n!e-^x« 
n ^ - r / • J ^ ^ 
IS (l + 2p + kX 




xL<r:;>(x)H„_,(y)p(pr'P-^(z) ^ (2x)^  
v2y 
(D, + D, + D J " {x«^"e-''H, (y)P, (2)}= n!e-''x<^ 
(6.7.6) 
11 i i ^ i SI 
r=Os=0 
mVl + kX 
r s! 
xeV-)(x)H,_,(y)P^!f(z)(^|j (2x)^  
( D , + D , +D,)"{x-"e- ' 'pf ^>(y)Pi '^«^(z)}=n!e-^x« 
(6.7.7) 
f^^ r!s! 
><v:::\x)vi':'''\y)?it7''^\z) / \r+s (6.7.8) 
(D,+D,+Dj"{x-"e- ' 'Pr \y)P , (z)}-n!e- ' 'x" 
^^^g(l + p + Y + m),(l + k), 
r=0 s=0 
xLr;-T^(>^)pr'^ "^(y)p^!f(z) / \ r+s X 1 (6.7.9) 
(D,+D,,+Dj"|e-'p^PVy)P^^\z)U(-l)" 
r=0 s=0 





OPERA TOR REPRESENT A TIONS 
OF VARIOUS POLYNOMIALS 
USING THE OPERATOR OF 
W.A.AL-SALAM 
CHAPTER - VII 
ON OPERATOR REPRESENTATIONS OF 
VARIOUS POLYNOMIALS USING THE 
OPERATOR OF W.A. AL-SALAM 
ABSTRACT: The present chapter deals with the operator representations of 
various polynomials by the technique developed by M.A.Khan and A.K.Shukla [230] 
and using the operator defined by W.A.Al-Salam [11] and gave bilinear 
representation of the results given by W.A.Al-Salam [11] 
7.1 INTRODUCTION: 
Here finite series representation of binomial operators have been used to 
establish operator representations of various polynomials using the operator of 
W.A.Al-Salam [11] and the technique developed by M.A.Khan and A.K.Shukla 
[230]. 
In 1964 W.A.Al-salam [11] define the following operator 
e = x(l + xD),D = - ^ (7.1.1) 
dx 
He used this operator very elegantly to study various polynomials. In deriving the 
operational representations of various polynomials use has been made of the fact that 
e"{x'^"'^}=(a + k + l)„x""'^"" (7.1.2) 
e l x 2 = ( - - X x 2 (7.1.3) 
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e^  "2 2 
1 " ' 
2 2' 
n n - r i - l - a - n ( _ ( l + a ) n / txn + r - l - a - r 
^ ^ (1 + a ) / 
^ ^ ( l - a - n ) / 
Where n and r are denote positive integers and 






7.2 OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS: 
Following the technique used by M.A.Khan and A.K.Shukla [230] use has 
been made the following results to obtain operator representations of various 
polynomials 
d d If D^ s — and D s , we consider 
dx dy 




%-y 1 + y 
ay. 
K^%Y-t 




(0^+ey)" = X- " '^^  ^ '^'^ ^^"-^ 
r=0 r! 
O^Oy (7.2.4) 
(e, +ej" F(x,y) = X^^^^T^ere; ^(^^y) (7-2.5) 
r=0 r' 
(e, + e J " F(x, y)^± tllhtlL0r e ; - F(X, y) (7.2.6) 
In particular , if F(x, y) = f (x)g(y). we obtain the following results from 
(3.5) and (3.6) 
(9,+ej"{f(x)g(y)}^X^ "^ !^ ^^  ern^)%g(y) 
r=0 r! 
(7.2.7) 
(9, +e^,)"{f(x)g(y)}^X^ "^^! ^^ ^ e-f(x)epg(y) (7.2.8) 
r=o r! 
Now by taking special values of f ( x ) and g (y ) in (7.2.7) and (7.2.8), we 
obtain the following partial binomial operator representations of the some of the well 
known as well as little known polynomials : 
(7.2.9) 
(9x+l) [^ j=n!( - l ) X LV 
/ 1 ^ 
vx; 
(7.2.10) 
(e, +e3,))"{x''-«-"y°'"P"" j=n!( - l )" x-'-«y«"P"" P„^«'Pf 1 - ^ 
(7.2.11) 




k+ej" I -) 2v+n-l X '^  y 
(-1)" n! { 0 
v + -
(2v), 
x"2y2v+n- l ^ v (7.2.13) 
(e,e, , -eJ"{x- ' - "y- ' - "z")=(n!)2x- 'y- 'z"Z, 
r \ z 
x y ; 
(7.2.14) 
(Qxey-Qz)"' 7 -1-b-n 2v+n-l X ^ y z 
= V + -
V 2y„ 
( l + b ) „ X 2y-l-b^2v.n-, 2V 
(e,ey-eJ"{x-'-"-"y-'-''-"z"^p""} 
(7.2.15) 




i(\ c\ A (^v \ n J -1 -a -n -p -n a+B+n £,-1 
^e,0 , , -e .By) jv w ' X '^  y^ 
/ . „ , \ 
n!(p)„v-'-«w-Px""P""y^-' H|,"-P> ^ , p , ^ 
V vwy 
(7.2.18) 
1 2 q 1 2 p 
r 1 
I -l-n 2 " ~''r" "''2"" 
x<^x y ^ Y, Vj 
- b - n a -1 n -1 a ~1 
q n "i ' ''7 ' p 




-b , -bo -^0 a,-l ai-1 ^D~^ 
v2yn 
T (b , )n (b2 )n - (bJn ( - i rx - ' y ^V, 'V, ^ • • • v / w ^ ' w. • w . 
x f „ 
a,,---,ap; zw,W2---Wp 
b i > - - - . b ; x y V | V 2 - - - v X 
r 2 ''q 
(7.2.19) 
where 
^ i ' ' " ' S p ' 
p+2-^q+2 b , , - - - , b q ; 
(l + ej"{y"}=y"y,(2y) 
- n , n + l , a , , - ^ a p ; 
1' ^ ' b , , - - - , b q ; 
A 1 \ " 
i+-e, 
V b J 
{x-^-)=x^-^-y,(a,b,x) 








X ^ y 
= ( - ! ) ' 






n + 1 
r3^ 
V / n 2 I + ' T T 
^ x ^y U„ 
(7.2.23) 
^\ >2 >k 
/ \ k \ f --a+1 -a+2 -a+k 
Yi ^ Yi ^ • • •Yk^ 
X 
V k y / 
-a+l -a+2 -a+k 
= n!y/ y / - y / Z^ "^  
U i Y 2 - - - y k 
xj 
/ A , A in i S 0 i _ 1 n+s (s) 
[Q^+Qyj \x y | - n . x g ,^^  
> 
Y 











n n 1 
0 ? 7 7 
X y ' 2 ^ ^ = n!2-"y ^ z 2 2H^ 
v ,yzy 
(7.2.29) 
(e,ey0,+e,e,e,)". n n 1 0 y-n -1+P 7 2 2 y-P-X y ' Z *^ U ^ V "^  ^ W ' ^ 
£_, .n^iw-'-P-i 
= (- l )^(n!)^2-"(Y)„y-V'^Pu2 v ^ ^ R, P,Y;- xyz 
^ , UVW J 
(7.2.30) 
(e,e,e,+e,eAv)"' 
n n 1 
0 -1+a -I+B 7 2 2 -a-B-n 
x y z ^ u ' ^ v ^ ^ w "^  
ri-i -!^_iw-«-P-" 
(n!)'2-"(a + p)„y-'""""z-'^ '^ ^"u ' v l+a+n -l+p+n 2 , , 2 2 " ' a,P; . xyz 
UVW 
Some Proofs are given below : 





r=o r! (1)^ 






Proof of (7.2.10): 
(0X+1) nL-a-l-n 
r=o r! 
^ r! (1 + a ) / 
(-l)"(l + a ) , x - X ^ l ^ 
= n!(-l)''x-'-"L';' r^\ 
\^J 
Proof of (7.2.11): 
In , rv \ \ n ) -1-a-n a+(3-t 
^ ^ - ^ - ^ e r ' {x->-"-" }e; {y"^ ^^ " 
r=0 r! 
y 1 J M _ 1 ) 1 ( l±^(_ l )n -x - ' -« -7 l + a + p + n), y -*^- - / 
^ r! (1 + a), 
n!(-l)" x~'""y""'^ "*"" p(«.P)[| ^y 
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Proof of (7.2.15): 
(6x6,-ej"- 2 -!-b-n 2v+n-l X ^ y Z 
( 0 
v + -
V (-n)r I 2A 
r=0 V + -
V 2j, 
r_ 1 r ^^  V '"^'' i i l J ^ (_ 1)"+' y-'-*'-^  (2 V + n)^ 2^'^""'" (-ir^x 
v + -
V 2 y , 
(l + b)„x"^'^y-'-^zr"-'F2 
•n, ,2v + n; 
1 




(l + b)„ x^^"^y-'-V-"- 'Z; ^ z ^ b , -
V ^y / 




^ ( - n ) , ( - l ) ^ , ^ , , 
2^~——. (n + r)y 
r=0 
= y" 2F„ 
n,,n + l; 
- y 
= y"yn(2y) 
Proof of (7.2.25): 
(9„^-eJ"{x-'y^-' 
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r' ( ~ ' ^ ) r ( ~ 0 Aii-r^-l+arvr z er^x-'""e;y' p-i 
r=o r! 
V ( ' " " ) r ( ~ ^ ) ( ^ ' " 0 ' - ~ " ) n -l+g+n+r/nx M+T 
r=0 r! (1-a-n) , 
= (-ir(a)„x-'--yP-',F, - n , - p ; y_ 
1 - a - n ; x 
= (-l)"n!x"-'yP-'gl"'^^(x,y) 







n, x; f - 1 - I 
y 
: ^ ^ ^ n 
m 
yj 
7.3 BILINEAR OPERATOR REPRESENTATIONS OF 
LAGUERRE AND JACOBI POLYNOMIALS: 
In this section we obtain the bilinear operator representations of Laguerre and 
Jacobi polynomials using the operator of W.A. Al-Salam[l 1]. 
W.A.AI-Salam [11] considered the operators 
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(}) = y(l + yD),D = — 
dy 
(7.3.2) 
If we take D^ = — and D = — then it is convenient to use the following 
dx 
operators considered in [230]: 
ay 
G„ =x 1 + x 
and 




1 + y 
ay. 
(7.3.4) 








where "C n! 
' r ! (n- r ) ! ' 
Use has also been made of the following results due to W.A.A1-Salam[ll]. 






e"{x"""e-'< L<,"^ (x)}-e" j ^ e " x V j (7.3.9) 
e"'{x"""e-'' L °^^ (x)}= ^" ^  "'^- x°"""'"e-''L'„"i(x) (7.3.10) 
e"{x"f(x)}=x"""^ 
n! 
k=0 vk y 
n + a 
n - k 
(n -k ) !x 'D ' f (x ) (7.3.11) 
e"{x"(l-x)P""}=x"^"(l-x)Pn!P^P^(l-2x) 
e"{(l-x)"}=n!x"P„(l-2x) 
e"{x«(l-x)-^}=(a + l)„,F, c,a + n + l: 





e T { ( x y ) « ( l - x y ) - « i = i ^ Q l i i i ^ F , n,a + n + l; -xy 
e"f 1 ( n ! y J H ^ P . 
,1-xyJ (1-xy) n+l n 
^1 + xy^ 
^l-xyy 
a +1; 1-xy 
(7.3.15) 
(7.3.16) 
0 " ^ - ^ =(a + l ) n - ^ (1-x)^ (1-x) a+n+1 (7.3.17) 
7.4 BILINEAR REPRESENTATIONS: 
(e, + e j " {x«e-''f(x)yPe-^g(y)}=x«^"yPe-''-^n! 
n n-r r j^ k s 
r=0k=0s=0 k!s! 





(e, + e j " {x«e-^f(x)yPe-^g(y)}=x«yP-e- ' ' -^n!ixi ;^ 
r=0k=0s=0 
xLrk'^ (x)e'^ k(y)Dxf(x)D^g(y) (7.4.2) 
r^A ( e , + e J " { x ^ V - ^ ) = x - " y V ' ' - ^ n ! t L t U x ) L ( f ^ ( y ) ( ^ 
^ V x ; r=0 
(7.4.3) 
OR 










/ A'' X 
r=0 




^ r = 0 
c,e,"-^(9"xV)e/(eVPt (7.4.7) 
OR 
(e, +9 J " {x«"" e^" L(„"^(x)yP"'^  e"^ L f < )^) 




/• N u+n+m a+n+m^^P+k - x - y 
k!n! 
xI"^C, (m + n-r ) ! (k + r)!^(„) (p) ^^'^' 
r=0 r!(m-r)! •CVr(x)C.(y) 
y (7.4.9) 
OR 
, . ( \ a+n P+k+m - x - y 
k!n! 
^x^^ 
^ r!(m-r)! ^y^ 
(e,+eJ"^«f(x)yPg(y)}=x-"yPn! 
(7.4.10) 
(n - r + a)!(r + P)! 
. k T-vk 




n r n-r (n - r + (3)!(r + a)! 







( e , + e j " {x^(l-x)P-y^(l-y)^-}=x«y^-(l-x)^l-y)« 
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x 2 ; e ' ^ l - 2 x ) e ; P ) ( l - 2 y ) f Z i ] ^ 
r=0 (7.4.14) 
( ex -Gj"{x«( l -x ry^ l -y r^} 
= (a+ixx°^"ypy £L__(P±l)r_ 
r=or!(n-r)!(-a-n)^ 2^1 
c,a + n - r + l; 
a + 1: 
xy-^P+a^FJ'^'^"'''^^' 
P + 1; 'E' 
OR 
( 0 . - G j " { x " ( ] - x r y P ( I - y ) - ' ' 
(7.4.15) 
(P + l)„x°yP-y-__£!___(5^±l)r_ p 
^ r ! (n - r ) ! ( -p -n )^ ^ ' 
c, a +1 + r; 
a + 1: 
X2F, d,P + n - r + l; 




. 0 ^ ^ 0 ! : : 7 y z g ( a ^ ^ n! [(p + Di^ 
( l - W x ) - - ( l - y , ) M 2 . ; ^ ^ ; ^ ^ ^ : ^ ^ - ^ 
p r - n + r,a + n - r + ]; 
Ltt + l ; 
- w x 
1-wxh '^ 
- r , P + r + l; 
P + 1; 
OR 
( 0 w ^ x + e ^ ( | ) J " { ( w x ) « ( y z ) P ( l - ^^'x)-«-'(l-yz)-P-
(^vx)"(yz)P^"[(P + l)„f ^ n! [(a + l) .f 
(l-wx)"^'(l-yz)P^'^" ^ r ! (n - r ) ! [ ( -p -n ) J^ 
x 
(7.4.16) 
yz f yz 




- r , a + r + l; 
a + 1; 
- w x 
1-wx 
2F, 
- n + r,p + n - r + l; - y z 




(ew^x+0yCt )z ) " -
^ 1 ^ 
vl-WXy 1-yz 
n! 
v n + I (i-wxr'(i-yz)^ 
Zr!(n-r)!P„., 1 + wx V 1 1 + yz ' ' ' 
l - w x v l - y z y Vwx, 
(7.4.19) 
OR 
(e,<j),+e^,(},J"- ^ 1 ^ 
K l - w x y 
( 1 A 
vi -yzy 
( l - w x ) ( l - y z ) " ^ ' ^ 1-wxy 
^1 + yz^ 




(e.-o,)» a p X y' 
( l -x)«" ' ( l -y )P" ' 
(a + l)„x"""yPn! A 1 (P + 1)^  
.p+i E-( l _ x ) — ( l _ y ) ^ - ^ r ! ( n - r ) ! ( - a - n ) , 
y ( i - y ) 
x ( l - x ) (7.4.21) 
OR 
(ex-ej" a p X y^ 
( i - x ) " " ' ( i - y ) ' ' " ' 
(P + l ) „x"yP-__A 1 (a + 1), 
)-n+l L—i ( l _ x ) - ' ( l - y ) ^ - - ^ r ! ( n - r ) ! ( - | 3 - n ) , 
x ( l - x ) 
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CHAPTER - VIII 
ON A GENERALIZATIONS OF APPELL'S TYPE 
FUNCTIONS OF TWO VARIABLES AND THEIR 
EXPANSIONS 
ABSTRACT: The present chapter introduces 18 Appell's type generalized 
functions N | , i = l,2, 18 by considering the product of two 4F3 functions. The 
paper contains symbolic forms, Fractional derivative representations Integral 
representations and expansion formulae similar to those obtained by J.L.Burchnall 
and T.W.Chaundy for the four Appell's functions for these newly defined functions 
N,,N2 N,3. 
8.1 INTRODUCTION: 
The great success of the theory of hyper geometric functions of a single 
variable has stimulated the development of a corresponding theory in two or more 
variables.In 1880, P.Appell [24] considered the product of two Gauss functions from 
which the four Appell's functions emerged. Later 1893, Lauricilla [275] further 
generalized the four Appell functions F,, Fj, F3 and F4 to function of n-variable 
denoted by F ; , Fg, F^ and F^, where F^ = Fg = F^ - F^ = jF, and F^ = F,, 
F B = F 3 . F c = F 3 a n d F ^ = F , . 
During 1940-41, J.L.Burchnall and T.W.Chaundy [101,102 ] obtained a large 
number of expansions of Appell's double hypergeometric functions. H.M.Srivastava 
[340] and H.M.Srivastava and P.W.Karlson [341] gave certain interesting integral 
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representations for F^  .Recently M.A.Khan and G.S.Abukhammash [210] introduced 
10 Appell's type generalized functions Mj,i = 1,2,3,---J0 by considering the 
product of two 3 Fj functions instead of product of two Gauss functions taken by 
Appell to define F,, F2, Fj and F4 functions . They obtained fractional derivative 
representations,integral representations symbolic forms and expansion formulae for 
these newly defined functions M, ,M2,-" ,M,o similar to thcfse obtained by 
J.L.Burchnall and T.W.Chaundy for the four Appell's functions. 
In the last section of J.L.Burchnall and T.W.Chaundy [101,102] gave a 
glimpse of possible extension of their result to functions of higher order (i.e., with 
more parameters)for two variable for instant they defined. 
a; b,,b2 bp;b', ,b2---bp;x,y 
^ p ' ' ? ' ' p 'C | ,C2 ' " C p ; 
^ ^ (a),..n(b|)n,---(bp)^(b;)„(b2)„---(bp)„ ^^ ^ „ 
m = 0 „ = o m ! n ! ( c , ) „ ( C 2 ) ^ ( C p ) „ , ( c , ) n ( C 2 ) n • • • ( C p ) „ 
V(a) „.,E p+1 p 
a, b,,b2 bp;x 
C|,C2 •Cp; 
and gave the result 
p+i^P 
a, b'|,b2---b -y 
^ l ' ^ 2 • • • ' ' p ' 
(8.1.1) 
p(2) a; b p b j bp;b, ,b2---bp;x,y 
^\'^2 ''p'''l''^2'"^p ' 
f (a),(b,x--(bpX(b;K(b2x---(bpX _, , 
^or!(c,X(c2), (CpX(c;X(c2),--(Cp)/ ^ 
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>^  P^iFp 
^ P i^Fp 
a + r, b ,+r ,b2+r b„+r;x 
C| +r,C2 + r - •Cp+r ; 
a + r, bi+r,b2+r---b' +r;y 
' ' l ' ' ' 2 • • • ' ' p ' 
(8.1.2) 
Motivated by this section of [102] and the fact that such functions were encountered 
by M.A.Khan and G.S.Abukhammash [210, 214] during their study of two variable 
analogues of Saigo's [333] fractional integral operators, we consider in this paper the 
product of two 4F3 hypergeometric functions viz, 
4F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x)4F3(a',b',c',d';e',f',g';y) 
_ ^ ^ (a) , (a')„ (b) , (b')„ (c), (c')„ (d) , (d')„ X- y" 
^On=0 ( e ) „ ( e ' ) „ ( f )„ , ( f )n (g)n, (g ' )n Hi! II! 
the double series , in itself, yield nothing new , but if one or more of the each five 
pairs of products 
( a ) , J a ' ) „ , ( b ) J b ' ) „ ( c ) J c \ , (d)Jd ' )„ , (e)Je ' )n , ( f )Jf ' )n , (g) . (g ' )n 
be replaced by corresponding expression 
we are leading to nineteen distinct possibilities of getting new functions . One such 
possibility, gives us 
= IZ (")„, (b)„„ (c)„.„ (d)„. x" y" 
m! n! m=On=0 C^)m+n vWm+n tg )m+n 
which is simply 
4F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x + y) 
Since it is easily verified that (c.f, e.g.H.M.Srivaslava [342]) 
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CO 00 m n CO / - y 4 . v 'k '^ 
n,=on=o m! n! N=O N ! 
The remaining possibilities lead to the eighteen generalized Appell's type functions of 
two variables,which are as defined below subject to suitable convergence conditions: 
N,(a,a',b,b',c,c',d,d';e,f,f',g,g';x,y) 
^,h (e)„ , , ( f )Jf ' )„(g)Jg ' )n m! n! 
N2(a,a',b,b',c,c',d,d';e,f,g,g';x,y) 
£ | . ( a ) J a ' ) „ ( b ) J b ' ) „ ( c ) J c ' ) „ ( d ) J d ' ) „ X- y" ^^^^^ 
m=On=0 v^/tn+n V /m+n vg / m (g')n m! n! 
N3(a,a',b,b',c,c',d,d';e,f,g;x,y) 
l ^ y (a)Ja ' )„(b) , (b ' )„(c)Jc ' )„(d) , (dX X- y" ^^^^^ 
m=On=0 ( e ) , ^ . n ( O n i + n ( g ) m + n ^ 1 n ! 
N4(a,b,b ' ,c ,c ' ,d ,d ' ;e ,e ' , f , f ' ,g ,g ' ;x ,y) 
00 00 y x ( a ) . . n ( b ) J b ' ) „ ( c ) J c ' ) „ ( d ) J d ' ) „ X- y" 
N5(a,b,b',c,c',d,d';e,f,f',g,g';x,y) 
y y (a),..n(b)Jb')„(c),(c')„(d),(d')„ x"- y" 
, £ t i (e)^,„(f)Jf')Jg)Jg'), m! n! 
N6(a,b,b',c,c',d,d';e,f,g,g';x,y) 
£v(a) , . .n (b)Jb ' )„ (c) , (c ' )„ (d) , (d ' )„ X- y" ^^^^^^ 
ni=on (e)^,,(f)^_^Jg)„,(g')„ m! n! 
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N7(a,b,b',c,c',d,d';e,f,g;x,y) 
y y (a)..n(b)n,(b')n(c)Jc')„(d),(d')„ x" y" ^^^^^^ 
m=On=0 ( e ) m + n ( O m + n ( g ) m + n m ' " ' 
N8(a,b,,c,c',d,d';e,e',f,f',g,g';x,y) 
y y (a). .n(b). .n(c)Jc')„(d),(d')„ x" y" ^^^^^^ 
o^n=o (e)Je ' )„(f)Jf ' )„(g) . (g ' )„ m! n! 
N9(a,b,c,c',d,d';e,f,f',g,g';x,y) 
oO CO yy(a)n, .n(b)n, .n(c)Jc ' )„(d)Jd ' )„ X- y" 
N,o(a,b,c,c',d,d';e,f,g,g';x,y) 
y y (a)..n(b)..n(c).(c')n(d).(d')n x"^  y" ^3jj4^ 
m=On=0 ( e ) m + n ( f ) m . n ( g ) m ( g ' ) n m ' ^ 1 
N,,(a,b,c,c',d,d';e,f,g;x,y) 
00 00 y y(a) . .n(b) , ,„(c) , (c ' )„(d) , (d ' )„ x"- y" ^ ^ j j ^ ^ 
„=0n=0 (e )m+n(Om+n(g)m+n m ! n ! 
N|2(a,b,c,d,d';e,e',f,f',g,g';x,y) 
y y ( a ) . . n ( b ) , , „ ( c ) , , „ ( d ) J d ' ) „ x" y" 
,eo„=o(e)Je'),(f)Jf')n(g).,(g')n m! n! 
N,3(a,b,c,d,d';e,f,f',g,g';x,y) 
yy (a )n . . -n (b ) . . „ (c ) . . n (d ) Jd ' ) „x - y" 






| . | . ( a ) , , „ (b ) „ , „ ( c ) , , „ (d ) Jd ' ) „ x" y" ^^j_j^^ 
n,=On=0 ( e ) m + n ( f ) m + n ( g ) m + n ^ 1 II! 
N|6(a,b,c,d;e,e',f,f',g,g';x,y) 
QO CO 
_ ^ r ^ ( aU„(b ) , , n ( cUn(dUn >^ " y" 
^ontS(e)Je')„(f)Jf')n(g)n,(g')n "i! n! 
N|7(a,b,,c,d;e,f,f',g,g';x,y) 
m+n ^ y /o 1 '^l^ 
, £ t , n = o ( e ) „ , n ( f ) J f ' ) n ( g ) J g ' ) n Hi! n! 
N,g(a,b,,c,d;e,f,g,g';x,y) 
CO 00 
N • \ ' ( a )m+n (b)m+n (^)m+n (d)m+n ^ > ^ .g j 2 2 ) 
m=On=0 (s )m+n (f) m+n (g)m(g')n m! n! 
8.2 SYMBOLIC FORM: 
Burchnall and Chaundy [101, 102] introduced the inverse pairs of symbolic 
operators 
^,^, r(h)r(S + 6' + h) 
V(h)= ' ^ '- (8.2.1) 
r ( 5 + h) r (6 ' + h) 
, , ^ , r ( 5 + h ) r (5 ' + h) 
A(h) = - ^ '-^ '- (8.2.2) 
r (h)r (5 + 5' + h) 
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where 
5 s X — and 5' s y — 
dx dy 
by means of which they factorized the four Appell's functions and obtained certain 
transformations of these functions.These symbolic forms were used by them to obtain 
a large number of expansions of Appell's functions in terms of each other , of Appell's 
functions in terms of products of ordinary hypergeometric functions , or vice versa. 
In this section we have followed Burchnall and Chaundy's method to obtain 
the following factorizations of our newly defined functions N|,i = 1,2,---,18. 
N|(a,a',b,b',c,c',d,d';e,f,f',g,g';x,y) 
= A(e) ,F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x) ,F3(a',b',c',d';e,f',g';y) (8.2.3) 
N2(a,a',b,b',c,c',d,d';e,f,g,g';x,y) 
= A(e)A(f) 4F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x) 4F3(a',b',c',d';e,f,g';y) (8.2.4) 
N3(a,a',b,b',c,c',d,d';e,f,g;x,y) 
= A(e)A(f)A(g) ,F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x) 4F3(a',b',c',d';e,f,g;y) 
(8.2.5) 
N4(a,b,b',c,c',d,d';e,e'f,f',g,g';x,y) 
= V(a) 4F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x) 4F3(a,b',c',d';e',f',g';y) (8.2.6) 
N5(a,b,b',c,c',d,d';e,f,f',g,g';x,y) 
- V(a)A(e) 4F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x) 4F3(a,b',c',d';e,f',g';y) (8.2.7) 
N(,(a,b,b',c,c',d,d';e,f,g,g';x,y) 
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= V(a)A(e)A(f) 4F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x) 4F3(a,b',c',d';e,f,g';y) 
(8.2.8) 
N7(a,b,b',c,c',d,d';e,f,g;x,y) 
= V(a)A(e)A(f)A(g) 4F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x) 4F3(a,b',c',d';e,f,g;y) 
(8.2.9) 
Ng(a,b,c,c',d,d';e,e',f,f',g,g';x,y) 
V(a)V(b) 4F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x) 4F3(a,b,c',d';e',f',g';y) (8.2.10) 
N9(a,b,c,c',d,d';e.f,f',g,g';x,y) 
- V(a)V(b)A(e) 4F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x) 4F3(a,b,c',d';e,f',g';y) 
(8.2.11) 
N|o(a,b,c,c',d,d';e,f,g,g';x,y) 
= V(a)V(b)A(e)A(f) 4F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x) 4F3(a,b,c',d';e,f,g';y) 
(8.2.12) 
N,,(a,b,c,c',d,d';e,f,g;x,y) 
= V(a)V(b)A(e)A(f) 4F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x) 4F3(a,b,c',d';e,f,g;y) 
(8.2.13) 
N,2(a,b,c,d,d';e,e',f,f',g,g';x,y) 
= V(a)V(b)V(c) 4F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x) 4F3(a,b,c,d';e',f',g';y) 
(8.2.14) 
N,3(a,b,c,d,d';e,f,f',g,g';x,y) 




= V(a)V(b)V(c)A(e)A(f) 4F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x) 4F3(a,b,c,d';e,f,g';y) 
(8.2.16) 
N|5(a,b,c,d,d';e,f,g;x,y) 
= V(a)V(b)V(c)A(e)A(f)A(g) 4F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x) 4F3(a,b,c,d';e,f,g;y) 
(8.2.17) 
N,6(a,b,c,d;e,e',f,f',g,g';x,y) 
= V(a)V(b)V(c)V(d) 4F3(a,b,c,d;e,f,g;x) 4F3(a,b,c,d;e',f',g';y) 
(8.2.18) 
N,7(a,b,c,d;e,f,f',g,g';x,y) 
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= V(f )V(e) N, a,b,c,d; 
e,f,g,g'; 
x.y (8.2.52) 
8.3 FRACTIONAL DERIVATIVES: 
In 1971 Euler extended the derivative formula 
D'^{z'-} = X(X-\)iX-2)---(X-n+l)z X-n 
^^^"^^-^z^-"(n = 0,l,2,3-
r ( l + X-n ) (8.3.1) 
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to the general form 
D^{z^} = - n i ± ^ . M . (8.3.2) 
Til + X-ix) 
where ju is an arbitrary complex number. 
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8.4 INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS: 
In the theory of Eulerian integrals, the elementary formulas 
r(a)r(p) ru-( l -u)P- 'du = i ^ ^ , R e ( a ) > 0 , R e ( P ) > 0 
r(a + P) (8.4.1) 
f K V P - > ( l - u - v ) - ' d u d v = I^^^^^HPffl) 
•'•' r ( a + p + Y) 
u > 0,v > 0,u + V < l,Re(a) > 0,Re(p) > 0,Re(y) > 0 (8.4.2) 
Making use of (8.4.1) and (8.4.2) we give the following integral representations for 
N, ,N, , ,N, 
r(d)r(d')r(e-d-d')^,, .,, , . , , . , - , , , 
- — N|(a,a'b,b ,c,c ,d,d ;e,f,t ,g,g ;x,y) 
r(e) 
jju'^-'v^'-'d-u-v)^-^-"'-' .F. 3^2 
a,b,c; 
. f 'g; 
ux 3F2 





u > 0 , v > 0 , u + v< l ,Re(d )>0 ,Re(d ' )>0 ,Re(e -d -d ' )>0 
r(d)r(d') 
r(d + d') N, 
a,a',b,b',c,c',d,d'; 
d + d',f,f',g,g'; 
x,y 
f' d - 1 . , xd-1 TT 




f ' ,g'; 







| ju ' ' - 'v ' ' - ' ( l-u-v) '- ' ' - ' ' - 'M,(a,a ' ,b,b' ,c,c ' ;e,g,g';ux,vy)dudv 
(8.4.5) 
u > 0 , v > 0 , u + v< l ,Re (d )>0 ,Re (d ' )>0 ,Re ( f -d -d ' )>0 
r(d)r(d') 
r(d + d') N. 
a,a',b,b',c,c',d,d'; 
e,d + d',f,f'; x.y 
J^u ( 1 - u ) M| a,a',b,b',c,c'; 
e,f,f'; 
ux , ( l -u)y du (8.4.6) 
Re(d)>0,Re(d')>0 
r ( d ) r ( d ' ) r ( e - d - d ' ) 




= jju^- 'v^' ' ( l-u-v)"-"- '^ '- ' M2(a,a',b,b',c,c';f,g;ux,vy)dudv 
(8.4.7) 
u > 0,v > 0,u +V < l,Re(d) > 0,Re(d') > 0 ,Re(e -d -d ' ) > 0 
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= jju^'- 'v^'- 'Cl-u-vr"-"'- 'M3(a,b,b',c,c';f,f ' ,g,g';ux,vy)dudv 
(8.4.8) 
u > 0 , v > 0 , u + v< l ,Re (d )>0 ,Re(d ' )>0 ,Re(e -d -d ' )>0 





Iju"^-'v''-'(1 -u-v)^-"-" '- ' M4(a,b,b',c,c';f,g,g';ux,vy)dudv 
(8.4.9) 






j ju" 'v^ ' ' ( l -u-v)^-"-" ' - ' M5(a,b,b',c,c';e,f;ux,vy)dudv 
(8.4.10) 
u > 0 , v > 0 , u + v< 1 ,Re(d) > 0,Re(d') > 0,Re(g - d - d') > 0 





jju'^-'v^-'(l-u-v)^-' '- ' ' '- 'M,(a,b,c,c';f,f ' ,g,g';ux,vy)dudv 
(8.4.11) 
u > 0,V > 0,u + V <l,Re(d) > 0,Re(d') > 0 ,Re(e -d -d ' ) > 0 
r ( d ) r ( d ' ) r ( e - d ) r ( e ' - d ' ) ^ , F a,b,c,c',d,d'; 
r (e + e') Nc 'Le + e',f,f',g,g'; x,y 
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= f ' f ' „ 
Jo Jo 
' d-1 d ' - l / i xe -d - l / i se'-d'-l »» 





Re(e) > Re(d) > 0,Re(e') > Re(d') > 0 
r ( d ) r ( d ' ) r ( e - d - d ' ) 




jju''-'v'' '- '(l--u-v)^-''-^'-'M,(a,b,c,c';f,g,g';ux,vy)dudv 
(8.4.13) 
u > 0 , v > 0 , u + v < 1, Re(d) > 0,Re(d') > 0,Re(e - d - d') > 0 





= j ju ' - 'v ' ' - ' ( l -u-v) ' - '^- ' ' ' - ' M3(a,b,c,c';f,g;ux,vy)dudv (8.4.14) 
u > 0 , v > 0 , u + v< 1, Re(d) > 0,Re(d') > 0,Re(e - d - d') > 0 





| ju ' ' - 'v '^" '(l-u-v) '^ ' ' - ' ' ' - ' M8(a,b,c,c';f,g;ux,vy)dudv (8.4.15) 
u > 0 , v > 0 , u + v< l ,Re (d )>0 ,Re(d ' )>0 ,Re(e -d -d ' )>0 
[r(c)]' r(e - c)r(e' - c')r(c' - c) 
r(e)r(e') N 12 
a,b,c,d,d'; 
e,e',f,f',g,g'; x.y 
J ' f' r ' C-! c'-l c- l /1 ^e-c-1/1 xc ' -c ' - l / , xc'-
0 Jo Jo " ^ ^ ^"^ ^ ^^^ ( 1 - w ) 
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X V(c) M. a,b,d,d'; 
f,f ' ,g,g'; 
ux,vwy dudvdw (8.4.16) 
Re(e) > Re(c) > 0,Re(e') > Re(c') > 0,Re(c') > Re(c) > 0 
r ( d ) r ( d ' ) r ( e - d - d ' ) 
r(e) N 13 
a,b,c,d,d'; 
e,f,f;,g,g'; x,y 
= l\n'-\''-\\-n-wr'''''' M,(a,b,c;f,f',g,g';ux,vy)dudv 
(8.4.17) 
u > 0 , v > 0 , u + v < l,Re(d) > 0,Re(d') > 0,Re(e-d -d ' ) > 0 
r ( d ) r ( d ' ) r ( e - d - d ' ) 




jju''-'v'' '- '(l-u-v)^-''-'^'-' M,o(a,b,c;f,g,g';ux,vy)dudv (8.4.18) 
u > 0, V > 0,u + V <l,Re(d) > 0,Re(d') > 0 ,Re(e -d -d ' ) > 0 





jp-'v^-'(l-u-v) e-d-d'-l T? 3^2 a,b,c; 
f,g; 
UX +vy dudv 
(8.4.19) 
u > 0,v > 0,u + V <l,Re(d) > 0,Re(d') > 0 ,Re(e -d-d ' ) > 0 
Burchnall and Chaundy [101, 102] note that on a simple hiypergeometric series 
— — F(a,b;c;x) = --—F(a,b;c + r;x) 
(5 + c), (c)^ 
with similar formulae for the double series, provided that they replaced 6by 6',5 + 5' 
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when the parameter c occurs with suffix n , m + n instead of m. 
Again , in the coefficient of x'^v'", changes (a)„^„ in to 
( - a - o - o +1)^ 
( a - r ) - 2 r 
8.5 A SET OF LEMMAS: 
Burchnall and Chaundy [101, 102] quote as lemmas the well known identities 
r (h)r(m + n + h ) _ ^ ( - m ) , ( - n ) , 
r ( m + h)r(n + h) h r!(hX 
r(m + h)r(n + h ) _ A (-m),(-n), 
r (h)r(m + n + h) ; : ^ r ! ( - h - m - n + l), 
-ti-y '^^ --^ ~"^ -^ ~"^ - (8.5.3) 
% r!(-h + r - l ) , ( m + h),(n + hX 
r(h)r(m + n + h) r (m + k) r (n + k) 
r (m + h)r (n + h)r(k)r(m + n + k) 
^ (k-h) , (k) , , ( -m) , ( -n) , 
i^r!(k + r - l X ( m + k),(n + k),(h), 
A (h -k ) , ( -m) , ( -n ) , 
V - ^ '-^ '-i^—'-±- (8.5.5) 
^ r ! ( h ) , ( - k - m - n + l), 
of these (8.5.1) is Gauss's theorem (or Vandermonde's theorem if m, n are positive 
integers), and (8.5.2) is a variant of (8.5.1) valid only when one of m, n is an integer; 
(8.5.3), (8.5.4) are limiting form of Dougall's theorem given by Bailey [29] and 
(8.5.5) is Saalschutz's theorem valid only when one of m, n is a positive integer. 
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8.6 EXPANSIONS: 
Following the method adopted by Burchnall and Chaundy [101, 102] we 





U r!(e + r-l),(e)2,(f),(f'X(g),(g'X 
X4F3 
a + r,b + r,c + r,d + r; 
e + 2r,f+ r,g + r; 4F3 
a' + r,b' + r,c' + r,d' + r; 




. e,f,g; 4F3 
a,b',c',d'; 
e',f',g'; 
_A(-l)-(a),(b),(c),(d),(aX(b') ,(c ') ,(d ') ,^, , 
r-0 r!(e),(e').(f),(f').(g),(g'). 
xN, 
a + r,b + r,b' + r,c + r,c' + r,d + r,d' + r; 





^ (b),(b-),(c),(c'),(d),(d'), _, 
^ r ! ( e ) , ( e ' ) , ( f ) , ( f ' ) . ( g ) , (g ' ) / ^ 
X4F3 
a + r,b + r,c + r,d + r; 
e + 2r,f+ r,g + r; 4F3 
a + r,b' + r,c' + r,d' + r; 











a + r, a' + r, b + r, b' + r,c + r,c' + r,d + r, d' + r; 







a + r, a' + r, b + r, b' + r, c + r, c' + r,d + r, d' + r; 






^ f (-l)^(a),(b),(b'),(c),(c'),(d),(d'), „, 
r=0 r!(e)2,(f),(f').(g)r(g')r 
xNs 
a + r,b + r,b' + r,c + r,c' + r,d + r,d' + r; 









a + r,a + r,b + r,b' + r,c + r,c' + r,d + r,d' + r; 








a + r,b + r,b' + r,c + r,c' + r,d + r,d' + r; 







r=0 r ! ( e ) 2 . ( f ) 2 r ( g ) r ( g ) 2 r 
xN-
a + r,a' + r,b + r,b' + r,c + r,c' + r,d + r,d' + r; 






^0 r!(g + r-l),(g)2,(e),,(f), , 
xN-
a + r,a' + r,b + r,b' + r,c + r,c' + r,d + r,d' + r; 








a + 2r,b + r,c + r,c' + r,d + r,d' + r; 







a + 2r,b + r,c + r,c' + r,d + r,d' + r; 









a + r, a + r, b + r, b' + r, c + r, c' + r, d + r,d' + r; 








a + r,b + r,b' + r,c + r,c' + r,d + r,d' + r; 








a + r, b + 2r,c + r,c' + r,d + r,d' + r; 






_^(a) , , (b) , (b) , (c) , (c ' ) , (d) , (d ' ) ,„ . 
U r!(e)2,(f),(f'),(g),(g'), 
xN. 
a + 2r,b + r,b + r,c + r,c' + r,d + r,d' + r; 






_^(a), ,(b),(c) ,(c ') ,(d),(d ') ,^, , 
U> r!(e),,(f),,(g),(g'), 
xN. 
a + 2r,b + r,b + r,c + r,c' + r,d + r,d' + r; 









a + 2r,b + r,c + r,c' + r,d + r,d' + r; 







a + 2r,b + r,c + r,c' + r,d + r,d' + r; 








a + 2r,b + r,b + r,c + r,c' + r,d + r,d' + r; 





_ y (a),.(b),.(c),(d),(d'), ^_, 
;ir!(e)2,(f),(f').(g).(g'X 
xNc 
a + 2r,b + 2r,c + r,c' + r,d + r,d' + r; 










a + 2r,b + 2r,c + r,d + r,d' + r; 






^ r ! ( e + r-l),(e)2,(f),(f').(g)r(g')r 
xN 12 
a + 2r,b + 2r,c + 2r,d + r,d'+ r; 





f (a)2.(b)2.(c)2.(d).(d'), ^^ , 
^r!(e),,(e),(f),(f'),(g),(g')r 
xN 12 
a + 2r,b + 2r,c + 2r,d + r,d' + r; 





_^(a) , , (b) , , (c ) , , (d) , (d ' ) , ,^ 
^or!(e),,(f),(f)2,(g),(g'), 
xN 14 
a + 2r,b + 2r,c + 2r,d + r,d' + r; 






_^ (-l)^(a),,(b),,(c),,(d),(d'), ,^ .^ ,^ 
r=0 r!(e),,(f + r-lX(f), ,(g),(g'X 
xN 13 
a + 2r,b + 2r,c + 2r,d + r,d' + r; 





^(- l ) - (a) , , (b) , , (c) , , (dX(d ' ) ,„ , 
^ r!(e)2,(g + r-lX(f)2,(g)2, 
xN 14 
a + 2r,b + 2r,c + 2r,d + r,d' + r; 







a + 2r,b + 2r,c + 2r,d + r,d' + r; 





- y (a),,(b),,(c),,(d),, ,^, 
r=0 r!(e),(e),,(f),(f'),(g).(g'), 
Nn 
a + 2r,b + 2r,c + 2r,d + 2r; 
















;^r!(f + r-l),(e),,(f)2,(g),(g')r 
Nn 
a + 2r,b + 2r,c + 2r,d + 2r; 






^ (a),,(b),,(c),,(d),, ^^ , 
^r!(e)2,(f)2,(f),(g),(g')r 
xN, 
a + 2r, b + 2r,c + 2r,d + 2r; 




EXPANSIONS OF APPELL 'S 
DOUBLE HYPERGEOMETRIC 
FUNCTIONS 
CHAPTER - IX 
EXPANSION OF APPELL'S TYPE DOUBLE 
HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
ABSTRACT: In [210] M. A. Khan and G. S. Abukhamusash and in [259] 
M. A. Khan and the present author gave numerous formulae involving the elementary 
hypergeometric functions of Appell's type.It would be tedious to put all these on 
record and we collect here typical examples that should be sufficiently 
representative.For the most part of these formulae appear as a special cases of 
corresponding formulae of [210] arising from special values of the arguments or the 
parameters. 
9.1 EXTENSION OF FUNCTIONS OF HIGHER ORDER: 
Appell's type functions have been defined in terms of product of two jFj-
functions the same in a way that M.A. Khan and G.S.Abukhammash [210] have 
written symbolically as 
M|(a,a',b,b',c,c';d,e,e';x,y) 
- A(d) 3F2(a,b,c;d,e;x) 3F2(a',b',c';d,e';y) (9.1.1) 
M2(a,a',b,b',cx';d,e;x,y) 
- A(d) A(e) 3F2(a,b,c;d,e;x) 3F2(a',b',c';d,e;y) (9.1.2) 
M3(a,a',b,b',c,c';d,e,e';x,y) 
= V(a) 3F2(a,b,c;d,e;x:i 3F2(a,b',c';d',e';y) (9.1.3) 
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M4(a,a',b,b',c,c';d,e,e';x,y) 
V(a)A(d) 3F2(a,b,c;d,e;x) 3F2(a,b',c';d,e';y) (9.1.4) 
M6(a,a',b,b',c,c';d,e,e';x,y) 
V(a)V(b) 3F2(a,b,c;d,e;x) 3F2(a',b,c';d',e';y) (9.1.5) 
where V and A are symbolic operators defined as 
V(h) r(h)r(S + 5' + h) 
r (5 + h)r (5' + h) (9.1.6) 
A(h) = r (5 + h)r (5' + h) 
r(h)r(8 + 5' + h) (9.1.7) 
and 
5 = X — and 5' s y — 
dx dy 
If we extend these formulae so that on the right the parameters od V , A and 
3F2 all are different , we get on the left,double hypergeometric function of higher 
order. Thus 
A(h) 3F2(a,b,c;d,e;x) 3F2(a',b',c';d',e';y) 
00 00 (h)Ja) , (b)Jc)Jh)„(a ' )„(b ' )„(c ' )„ x^ y" 
^ot^o (h)„,„(d)Je)Jd')„(e')„ m! n! 
s F 
h,a,b,c;h,a',b',c'; 
h : d,e; d',e'; 
x,y (9.1.8) 
A(h)A(k) 3F2(a,b,c;d,e;x) 3F2(a',b',c';d',e';y) 
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-EZ (h) .(k)Ja)Jb)Jc) ,(h)„(k)„(a ' )„(b ' )„(c ' )„ x"" y 
, t 4 ^ (h)„,„(k)^,„(d)Je)Jd'),(e ')„ m! n! 
h,k,a,b,c;h,k,a',b',c'; 
h,k: d,e; d',e'; x,y 
(9.1.9) 
V(h) 3F2(a,b,c;d,e;x) 3F2(a',b',c';d',e';y) 
00 CO 
m=On=0 
(h)..n(a)Jb)Jc),(h)„(k)„(a')„(b')„(c')„ x^ y" 
(h)Jd)Je)Jh)„(d ' )n(e ' )n m! n! 
= F 
h :a,b,c;a',b',c'; 
h,d,e; h,d',e'; '^.y 
(9.1.10) 
V(h)A(k) 3F2(a,b,c;d,e;x) 3F2(a',b',c';d',e';y) 
00 00 (h) . .n (k)Ja)Jb) , (c )Jh)„(k)„(a ' )„ (b \ (c ' )„ x^ y" 
^ot^o (k)_(h)„(d)Je)Jh)„(d ' )„(e ' )„ m! n! 
= F 
h : k,a,b,c;k,a',b',c'; 
k : h,d,e; h,d',e'; 
x,y (9.1.11) 
V(h)V(k) 3F2(a,b,c;d,e;x) 3F2(a',b',c';d',e';y) 
- f y ( h U n ( k ) . . n ( a ) . ( b ) , ( c ) J a ' ) „ ( b ' ) „ ( c O „ x"- y" 





in a notation that seems more economical than that suggested by Appell and 
Kampe'de Fe'riet. 
The expansion for V,A,VA given in [210] are still valid , and we obtain 
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expansion analogues to those of [21] §5. 
h,a,b,c;h,a,b,c ' ; 
h : d,e; d',e'; 
x,y 
_y(-iy[(h)J^(aX(bX(c),(a%(b'X(c ') , ^^ . 
U r!(h)2,(h + r-l),(dX(e),(d%(e'), 
X4F3 
h + r,a + r,b + r,c + r; 
h + 2r,d + r,e + r; 4F3 
h + r,a' + r,b' + r,c' + r; 







a + r,b + r,c + r; 
d + r,e + r; 
F 
a' + r,b' + r,c' + r; 
d' + r,e' + r; 
(9.1.14) 
h: k,a,b,c;k,a',b',c'; 
k: h,d,e; h,d',e'; 
x.y 
^ [(k),f(k-h),(a),(b),(c),(a'),(b'),(c'), ,^, 
^ r ! ( k + r-l)J(k),J^(h),(d),(e),(d'),(e ') , 
X4F3 
k + r,a + r,b + r,c + r; 
k + 2r,d + r,e + r; 
X 4F3 
k + r,a' + r,b' + r,c' + r; 
k + 2r,d' + r,e' + r; 
(9.1.15) 
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Proof of (9.1.8): 
V(h) 3F2(a,b,c;d,e;x) 3F2(a',b',c';d',e';y) 
Using symbolic operators 
_ r ( S + h)r(5 ' + h ) ^ ( a ) J b ) J c ) , X- f (a')„ (b')„ (c')„ y" 
r(h)r(6 + 5' + h ) £ (d).(eL m! to (d')„ (e')„ n! 
(a)Ja')„(b)Jb')„(c),(c')„ (h)Jh)„ x"- y" 




h: d,e: d',e'; x,y 
Proof of (9.1.11): 
V(h) A(k) 3F2 (a, b, c; d, e; X) 3F2(a', b', c'; d', e'; y) 
Using symbolic operators 
_r(h)r(5+5'+h)r(s+k)r(5'+k)^ (a),(b)JcL x-
r(5+h)r(5'+h)r(k)r(5+§'+h)£ (d)Je)„ m! 
(a ' l (b')n (c')„ y" 
n = 0 (d')n (e')n n! 
yy(a )Ja ' )„ (b) , (b ' )„ (c ) , (c - )„ (h) , , „ (k)Jk ' )„ x^ y" 
i^ ont-o (d)„ (d')„ (e), (e')„ (h) , (h')„ (k),,„ m! n! 
= F 
h: k,a,b,c;k,a',b',c'; 
k: h,d,e; h,d',e'; 
x,y 





= V(h) 3F2 (a, b, c; d, e; x) 3F2 (a', b', c'; d',e'; y) 
^r(h)r(54-S' + h ) ^ (a)Jb) , (c) , x- f (a')„ (b')„ (c')„ y" 
r(5 + h)r(5' + h).t'o {d)Jcl m! to (d')„(e')n "! 
By Gauss theorem 
= y ( - m U - n ) r y y(a)Ja')„(b)Jb')„(c),(c')„ x"- y" 
^0 r!(h\ ^o£t> (d) Jd')„ (e) Je')„ m! n! 
00 00 00 
=Z I I 
r=0 m=0 n=0 
m + r . ,n+r (a)...(b).,.(c),,,(a')„,Xb')„,,(c')„,, x^^- y 





(a + r),(b + r),(c + r),(a' + r)„(b' + r)„(c' + r)„ x"' y" 
m!n!(d + r),(d' + r)„(e + r),(e ' + r)„ 
^j. (a),(b),(c),(a'),(b%(c% ^^, 
h r!(hX(dX(eX(d'X(e'X 
X3F2 
a + r,b + r,c + r; 
d + r,e + r; 3F2 
a' + r,b' + r,c' + r; 
d' + r,e' + r; y 
Proof of (9.1.15): 
h: k,a,b,c;k,a',b ,c'; 
k: h,d,e; h,d',e'; 
>i,y 
:V(h)A(k) 3F2(a,b,c;d,e;x) 3F2(a',b',c';d',e';y) 
r(h)r(s+5'+h)r(5+k)r(5'+k) 
r(6+h) r(5'+h) r(k) r(5 - §'+h) 
^ y (a) . (b)Jc) , X- ^ (a')„ (b')„ (c'X y" 
to (dL(e)„ m! „t; (d')n (e')n "' 
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Using lemma (8.5.4) 
. y (k-h).(k),.(-mU-n), 
h r!(k + r - l H m + r H n + kUh) , 
^ | . £ ( a ) J a ' ) , ( b ) ^ ( b ' ) „ ( c U c ' ) , x-" f_ 
m=0 n=0 (d) J d ' ) , (e) J e ' ) , m! n! 
y y y (k-h),(kX(k)„,,(aU,(b),,,(c),,, 
r=0 t , n=or ! (k + r - l X ( k ) , , 2 r ( h ) . ( d U r ( d ' ) n . r 
( a ' ) n . . ( b ' ) „ , . ( c ' ) „ , , x - - y " - x - y 
(e)n,+r (e')„+r m! n! 
I [ (kXf(k-hX (a), (b), (c), (a'), (b% (c'), , , , 
,t-o r! (k + r - 1 \ [(k)^, ]^ (h), (d), (e), (d'X (e'), X y 
X4F3 
k + r,a + r,b + r,c + r; 
k + 2r,d + r,e + r; 4F3 
k + r,a' + r,b' + r,c' + r; 
k + 2r,d' + r,e' + r; 
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CHAPTER X 
ON A GENERALIZATIONS OF 
LA URICILLA 'S FUNCTIONS OF 
SEVERAL VARIBLES 
CHAPTER - X 
ON A GENERALIZATIONS OF LAURICILLAS 
FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
ABSTRACT: The present chapter introduces 10 Appell's type generaUzed 
functions Nj,i = l,2, 10 by considering the product of n- 3F2 functions. The 
chapter contains Fractional derivative representations ,Integral representations and 
symbolic forms similar to those obtained by J.L.Burchnall and T.W.Chaundy for the 
four Appell's functions ,have been obtained for these newly defined functions 
N, ,N, N,o. 
10.1 INTRODUCTION: 
The great success of the theory of hyper geometric functions of a single 
variable has stimulated the development of a corresponding theory in two or more 
variables.In 1880, P.Appell [24] considered the product of two Gauss functions from 
which the four Appell's functions emerged . Later 1893, Lauricilla [270] further 
generalized the four Appell functions F,,F2,F3 and F4 to function of n-variable 
denoted by F ; , Fg , F^  and F^, where F^ = Fg = Fc = F^ = ^¥^ and F^ = F^, 
FB=F3,Fe^=F3andF^=F,. 
During 1940-41, J.L.Burchnall and T.W.Chaundy [101, 102 ] obtained a large 
number of expansions of Appell's double hypergeometric functions. H.M.Srivastavs 
[340] and H.M.Srivastava and P.W.Karlson [341] gave certain interesting integral 
representations for F4 .Recently M.A.Khan and G.S.Abukhammash [210] introduced 
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10 Appell's type generalized functions M,,i = 1,2,3,•••,10 by considering the 
product of two 3F2 functions instead of product of two Gauss functions taken by 
Appell to define F,,F2,F3andF4 functions . They obtained fractional derivative 
representations,integral representations symbolic forms and expansion formulae for 
these newly defined functions M|,M2,---,M,o similar to those obtained by 
J.L.Burchnall and T.W.Chaundy for the four Appell's functions. 
In the last section of J.L.Burchnall and T.W.Chaundy [101,102] gave a 
glimpse of possible extension of their result to functions of higher order (ie, with 
more parameters)for two variable for instant they defined. 
F(2) a; b,,b2 b ;bi ,b2---b' ;x ,y 
C , , C 2 Cp;c , , c2 - - -Cp 
ff (a)n..n(b|) , .---(bp)^(b,)„(b2)„---(bp)„ ^^ ^ „ 
m=0 n=om!n!(c,)^(c2)„ icjjc^)^{c^)„---{c.)„ 
V(a) ,,,F, p+i p 
a, b|,b2 bp;x 
^1 '^-2 ^ p ' 
P + IF, 
a, b, ,b2---bp;y 
and gave the result 
(10.1.1) 
F ( 2 ) 
P+rp 
a; b,,b2 bp;b|,b2---bp ;x,y 
- (aX(b , ) , - (bpX(b; ) , (b2X-(bp) , ^^^ ^ 
krlic,X(c,l (CpX(c iX(c2) , - - - (Cp) / ^ 
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"" P-^iFp 
a + r, b ,+ r ,b2+r bp+r;x 
C| +r,C2+r Cp+r; 
p+i 
a + r, b, +r,b2 +r-"bp +r;y 
C|,C2 " " C p , 
(10.1.2) 
Motivated by this section of [102] and the fact that such functions were 
encountered by M.A.Khan and G.S.Abukhammash [210, 214] during their study of 
two variable analogues of Saigo's [333] fractional integral operators, we consider in 
this chapter the product of n -3F2 hypergeometric functions viz, 
3F2(a,,b,,c,;d,,e,;x,)3F2(a2,b2,C2;d2,e2;x2) 3F2(a„,b„,c„;d„,e„;xJ 
zz z 
m,=OiTiT=0 m =0 
1 2 n 
( a i ) m , ( a 2 ) n , • • • ( a n ) m ) ( b ) ) m , """ ( b 2 ) m " " - ( ^ n )m (^1 ) m , ( C 2 ) m "" • ( C n ) r I 2 n I 2 n 1 2 
( d l ) m , ( d 2 ) m • • • ( d n ) m ( 6 ] )m, ( £ 2 ) 0 1 " " ' ( e n / m 1 2 n 1 2 n 
X, X „ ' (10.1.3) (m,)! ( m j ! 
the n series, in itself, yield nothing new , but if one or more of the each five pairs of 
products 
(a,)m, •••(aj„^,(b,)„^ •••(bn)m,'(Ci)n,, •••(cj„_^,(d,)„^ •••(dJ„_^,(e,)„^ •••(ej„ 
be replaced by corresponding expression 
we are leading to eleven distinct possibilities of getting new functions . One such 
possibility, gives us 
en 00 
S Zw Z 
2. ^^'^m,-i-m2+ • + m „ l b ) ^ . . . ^ + - n n ^ ( c ) m | + 
r-'"2 
+ • m V ' ' m , + m 2 + - +m 
m,=Om-,=0 m =0 




X , ' X / 
X • (m,)! ( m j ! 
which is simply 
3F2(a,b,c;d,e;x, +X2 + + x j 
Since it is easily verified that (c.f., e.g.H.M.Srivastava [342]) 
m. m 
X, I X / 
(m,)! (m„)! E Z Z f(m,+m2+ + m j 
= f< iL±l i l : i i : lo : (,o,.4) 
N.0 N ! 
The remaining possibilities lead to the ten generalized Appell's type functions of n-
variable,which are as defined below subject to suitable convergence conditions: 
N|(a|,a2,-'"an,b|,b2,---b„,c,,C2,-'"5C^;d,e|,e2,---,en;x,,X2,-""Xn) 
= 1 1 Z 
rTi.=Om,=0 m =0 
( a i ) m , ( a 2 ) m • • • ( a n ) m K ^ l )m, ( b 2 ) m , " " - ( b p )m (^1 )m, ( £ 3 ) ^ • • - ( c ^ ) , 
1 2 n 1 2 n 1 2 
(d)n i ,+niT+ ••+m ( ^ l ) m , (^2)111^ " • ( ^ i J m 1 2 n 1 2 n 
m, m 
X, ' X / (10.1.5) 
(m,)! ( m J ! 
N2(a|,a2,---a„,b,,b2,---b„,c,,C2,---,c„;d,e;X|,X2, x j 
CO CO OC 
-I I I 
m.=Om,=0 m =0 
I 2 n 
( a i ) m , ( a 2 ) m • • • ( a n ) m X ^ l )m, ( ^ 2 ) 0 , '" " ( b n )m ( C l ) m , ( ^ 2 ) 0 1 '" "(Cn )m y I 2 n 1 2 n 1 2 n 
v'-^/m.+m-.+ ' + m v - 'm,+m,+- •+ni 1 2 n 1 2 p. 
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X, 
(m,)! (mj! (10.1.6) 
N3(a,b,,b2,---b„,c,,C2,---,c„;d,,d2---,d„,e,,e2,---,e„;x,,X2,---xJ 
« •» «> (a) (b,) (b.) •••(b ) ( c ) (c.) •••(c ) 







II I (a) irij+mTH Hm ( b l ) m , ( b 2 ) m 2 • • • ( b n ) m „ (C l )m , (C2)m2 " " ' ( ^ n ) , 
' " ) m , + m2+-+m|^ ( ^ l ) m , (^2)1^2 • " ' ^ n ) ™ ^ 
(m,)! (mJ! (10.1.18) 
N5(a,b,,b2,---b„,C|,C2,---,c„;d,e;x,,X2,---xJ 
00 00 
« ( a ) n , , . m 2 + - . + m „ ( b l ) m , ( b 2 ) m 2 " - ( b n ) m „ ( C l ) m , ( C 2 ) m 2 - - " ( ' ^ n ) r 




• ^ ^-1 —^1 V -'Tifi|+mo+ +171 V'-'7m,+m2+ -i-m V 1/m, V 2''mT v n A 
m,=0m2=0 m^=0 ( d , ) „ , ( d 2 )m2 ' ' ' ( ' ^ n )m^ (^1 )m, (^2 )m2 ' " ' ( ^ n )m^ 
n 




X, ' X " 
x - ^ - —^^— (10.1.11) (m,)! ( m j ! 
Ng(a,b,c,,C2,---,c„;d,e;X|,X2,-"Xj 
°o « «> fa) (b) (c) Tc-,) •••(c ) 
V"/m,+m2+-+m V^/m,+m2+- •+m ^ ' '^ " i^ ^ 2 /m2 v n / r = 11 I 
x - ^ - - . ^ ^ (10.1.12) 
(m,)! ( m j ! 
N9(a,b,c;d, ,d2--- ,d„,e , ,e2,--- ,e , ;x , ,X2,---xJ 
XI ao Qo Ta) rb) (c^ 
_ ^-1 -r-i •r-i V /m|+m2+-+m V /m,+m2+-+ni|^ V^/'m]+m2+-+m 
m,=0m2=0 m^=0 ( d , )m| ( d j ) ^ , ^ " • " ( d J ^ ^ (C, ) ^ ^ ( € 2 )n,^ • • • ( c j ^ ^ 
m, m 
X X 
x ^ ^ —a— (10.1.13) 
(m,)! (mJ! 
N,o(a,b,c;d,e,,e2,---,e„;x,,X2,---xJ 
•» « a; fa) (b) (c) 
^-1 ^-1 ^-1 V -'m|+m2+ •+m V /m.+mTH—i-m^ -'m,+m2H mi , 
m|=0m2=0 m|^=0 (d )m ,+ iT i 2++Tn^ ' ^ 1 / m , (^2)1112 " ' ' ^ n ) n i ^ 
x - J "— (10.1.14) 
(m,)! (mJ! 
10.2 SYMBOLIC FORM: 
We introduce the inverse pairs of symbolic operators 
^,^^ r(h)r(5,+52+--- + 5 +h) 






S, = x , - — , 8 2 = X 2 - — , - - - 6 „ - X , 
X| 5X2 5x^ 
then 
m. m-, m„ 
v(h)(h),,(h),^-(h),^ xr-x^^-x:'" =(h),_,,^ ,...„_^  xpx2^-x:" 
and so, if (h)^ (h)^ •••(h)m occurs in the numerator of the coefficient of 
111, ITIT m „ X| ' X2 ^ • • • x„" , it is changed into (h)^ ^^ ^...^ by the operator V(h) .The operator 
A(h) effects a similar change in the denominator .these symbolic forms were used by 
them to obtain a large number of expansions of Appell's functions in terms of each 
other , of Appell's functions in terms of the products of ordinary hypergeometric 
functions, or vice versa. 
In this section we have followed Burhnall and Chaundy's method to obtain the 
following factorizations of our newly defined functions N| , i = 1,2,3, 10-
N|(a,,a2,---a„,b|,b2,---b^,C|,C2,---,C|,;d,e|,e2,---,en;X|,X2,---x^) 
= A(d)3F2(a|,b,,C|;d,e|;X|)3F2(a2,b2,C2;d,e2;x2) 3F2(a„,b„,c„;d,e„;x„) 
(10.2.3) 
N2(a, ,a2,---a, ,b, ,b2,---b„,C|,C2,--- ,c„;d,e;X|,X2,---xJ 
= A(d)A(e)3F2(a|,b,,c,;d,e;x,)3F2(a2,b2,C2;d,e;x2) 3F2(a„,b„,c„;d,e;x J 
(10.2.4) 
N3(a,b, ,b2,---b„,c, ,C2,--- ,c„;d, ,d2---,d„,e, ,e2,--- ,e„;x, ,X2,---xJ 
= V(a)3F2(a,b|,c,;d,e|;x,)3F2(a,b2,C2;d,e2;x2) 3F2(a,b„,c„;d,e„;xJ 
(10.2.5) 
N4(a,b,,b2,---b„,c,,C2,---,c„;d,e|,e2,---,e„;x,,X2,---xJ 
= V(a)A(d)3F2(a,b|,c,;d,e,;X|)3F2(a,b2,C2;d,e2;x2) 3F2(a,b„,c„;d,e„;xJ 
(10.2.6) 
N5(a,b,,b2,---b„,c,,C2,---,c„;d,e;x,,X2,-"X„) 
= V(a)A(d)A(e)3F2(a,b,,C|;d,e;x,)3F2(a,b2,C2;d,e;x2) 3F2(a,b,,c„;d,e;xJ 
(10.2.7) 
N6(a,b,c,,C2,---,Cn;d,,d2---d„,e|,e2,---,e„;x,,X2,---xJ 
= V(a)V(b)3F2(a,b,C|;d|,e,;x,)3F2(a,b,C2;d2,e2;x2) 3F2(a,b,c„;d„,e„;xJ 
(10.2.8) 
N7(a,b,C|,C2,••-,£„ ;d,e,,e2,---,e„;x,,X2,---x J 
= V(a)V(b)A(d)3F2(a,b,C|;d,e|;X|)3F2(a,b,C2;d,e2;x2) 3F2(a,b,c„;d,e„;xJ 
(10.2.9) 
N8(a,b,c,,C2,---,c„;d,e;X|,X2,---xJ 
= V(a)V(b)A(d)A(e)3F2(a,b,c,;d,e;x,)3F2(a,b,C2;d,e;x2) 3F2(a,b,c„;d,e;xJ 
(10.2.10) 
N9(a,b,c;d,,d2---d,,e,,e2,---,e„;x,,X2,---xJ 




= V(a)V(b)V(c)A(d)3F2(a,b,c;d,e,;x,)3F2(a,b,c;d,e2;x2) 3F2(a,b,c;d,e„;x J 
(10.2.12) 
N. 
^5b | ,b2"" ,b^ ,C | ,C2 ," - " , c^ ; 
X | , X 2 , " ' , X ^ 
= V(a)N, 
a?3r"s3»b , ,b2 , - "sbn ,C | ,C2 , ' " - ,Cp; 
0,61 ,Q2-,'",Q„, '^]y'^2'"''^n 
(10.2.13) 
N, 
a , &5'•••.&, b | , b 2 , ' " s b j j j C i , C 2 , - ' - , c „ ; 
X ] , X 2 , ' " ' j X ^ 
= A(a)N, 
a 5 b | , b 2 " " , b ^ , c , , C 2 , - ' s C „ ; 
" 5 ^ 1 j ^ 2 ' ' " ' ^ n ' 
X i , X 2 , - - - , X ^ (10.2.14) 
N. 
a , b , , b 2 - - - , b „ , c , , C 2 , - - - , c , : 
d,e: 







a , a , - - - , a , b | , b 2 , - " , b „ , C | , C 2 , ' ' ' , C j , ; 
d,e; 
X , , X 2 , - - - , X j , 
A(a)N3 
a ,b , ,b2- - - ,b„ ,C | ,C2 , • • • ,€„ ; 
d,e; 




u , e i , 6 2 , • • • , £ „ , 
^ l > ^ 2 ' ' " ' ^ n 
= A(d)N3 a,b, ,b2,--- ,b, ,c, ,C2,-",c„; 
d,d,---,d,e,,e2,---,e„; 
X | , X 2 , - ' S X n (10.2.17) 
N, 
a,b,,b2,-"5b^,c,,C2,"-",c^; 
_d,d,---,d,e,,e2,-",e„; ^ 1 ' ^ 2 ' ' ' ' ' ^ n 
= V(d)N, a,b , ,b2- - - ,b , ,c , ,C2, - - - ,c„: 





X| +X2 +--- + x„ 
= V(c)N, a,b,c,c,---,c; 
d,e; 
X , , X 2 , - - - , X j , (10.2.19) 
F 
3 I 2 
a,b,c; 
d,e; 
X| + X 2 + HX,. 
A(e)N 10 
a,b,c; 




X| + X 2 H + X^ 
= V(c)A(e)N7 a,b,c,c,---,c; 
d,e,e,---,e; 
X i , X 2 , - - - , X j | (10.2.21) 
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N. 
d,,d2,---,d„,e,,e2,---,e„; ^ 1 5 ^ 2 ' " ' ' ^ n 
V(b)N; 
a,b,b---,b,c,,C2,---,c„; 
* ^ l ' " 2 ' ' " » ' ^ n ' ® l ' ^ 2 ' ' " ' ' ^ n ' 
^ 1 ' ^ 2 ' ' " ' ' ^ n (10.2.22) 
N. 
a,b,b,---,b,c,,C2,---,c„; 
^ 1 ' ^ 2 ' ' ' " ' ^ n 
A(b) N , 
^ 5 b , C | , C 2 , - " 5 C | , ; 
d,e,.e2,---,e„; ' ^ l ' ^^2 ' ' ' ' ' ^ n 
(10.2.23) 
N. 
^ 5 b , c , , C 2 , - " s C „ ; 
> ^ | » X 2 ' ' " ' ^ n 
= V(b)N, 
a,b,b---,b,C|,C2,-",c„; 
QjS] 5^2 ' ' ' " ' n ' 




X| , X 2 , - " ' ! X n 
A(b)N, 
s , b , c , , C 2 , - - - , C j , ; 
Cl»6l 5C2 ' ' " ' ^ n ' 




X | , X 2 , - " " 5 X j , 
= V(b)N. a,b,b---,b,c,,C2,---,c„; 
d,e; 





^ 1! X 2 , • • • , X1^ 
A(b)N, a,b,c,,C2,-",c„; 




_d|,d2,-",d„,e,,e-2,---,e„; X | , X 2 , " ' ) X „ 
V(c) N, a,b,c,c,---,c; 
d|,d2,---,d„,e,,e2,---,e,; X | , X 2 , - - - , X „ (10.2.28) 
N, 
a,b,b,---,b,c,c,---,c; 
d|,d2,---,d„,e,,e2,---,e„; X | , X 2 ,• • • j X , , 
A(c) N, a,b,c; 




u , e | , 6 2 ,• • " , 6 ^ 1 ' 
^ 1 5 X 2 , • • • ^ x ^ 
= A(c)N, a,b,c,c,---,c; 
Cl,C] , 6 2 ' ' " ' ^ n ' 
X i , X 2 , - " » X j ^ (10.2.30) 
Nv 
a,b,c,c,'--,c; 
' ^ l ' ^ ^ 2 ' ' ' ' ' ' ^ n 
A(c)N a,b,c; 
d,e,,e2,---,e,; 
X i , X 2 , - " ' 5 X „ (10.2.31) 
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10.3 FRACTIONAL DERIVATIVES: 
In 1971 Euiler extended the derivative formula 
»n f„;>. Dl{z'^} = X{X-l)(X-2)---{X-n + \)z A-l 
r( i+^) , _ „ , _ 
r ( l + A.-n) z"-"(n = 0,l,2,3 ) (10.3.1) 
to the general form 
r(i+x-(a) (10.3.2) 
where |J, is an arbitrary complex number. 
Using (10.3.2) we give the following fractional derivative representations: 
D^^ z^-',F, 
Y i ; 
X | Z 2F, 
a2,p2; 
.Y2; 




r(^ ) z^''N4(X,a|,a2,---a,,p,,(32,---,p^;|.i,Yi,y2,---,Y,;x,z,X2Z,---x,z) 
(10.3.3) 
£)b2-d2Qb3-d3 ___pb„-d„j^C2-e2j~j03-63 __j^c„-e„ 
>'l ^2 >n-l ^1 ^2 ' •n- l 
" 2 - ' , ' ' 3 - ' , b n - ' ^ 2 - ' ^ 3 - ' '^"- ' 
y i ' 7 2 • • • y n " i Zl ^2 •••Zn-1 ( l - y i Z l - y 2 Z 2 Y n - l Z n - l ) ' 
X 3 F 2 
a,b,,C|; 
d,,e, : ( l - y , z , - y 2 Z 2 y,_,z,_ -x,z 
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r ( b 2 ) - - - r ( b „ ) r ( C 2 ) - - - r ( C „ ) d^-l d3-l d„-l e2-l e3-l__ e„-l 
r(d2)---r(djr(e2)---r(ej 
xN3(a,b| ,b2,---b,,c, ,C2,---,c„;d| ,d2"-,d,,e, ,e2,---,e„;x,y,z, ,y2Z2,---y„_|Z„_|) 
(10.3.4) 
D:pD:r-D:r"k'"'xr'-xr' 
Fi"*[a;b, ,b2,--- ,b„;d, ,d2,-",d„;x, ,X2,--- ,xj} 
r ( C | ) r ( C 2 ) - - - r ( c J ^ e , - l ^ , e 2 - l ^ e „ - l 
r(e ,)r(e2)-r(ej - X , X 2 • • • > ^ n 
N3(a,b | ,b2,---b, ,c , ,C2,--- ,c , ;d | ,d2--- ,d„,e , ,e2,--- ,e , ;X| ,X2,---xJ 
(10.3.5) 
Dxf'D',p---D;p"|x;'"'x22"^--x>"'Fi")[a;b,,b2,--sb„;d;x,,x^ 
r ( c , ) r ( C 2 ) - - - r ( c J e,-l,,e2-l _ ^e„ 
r(e ,)r(e2)-r(ej X ] ^ 2 • • • X ^ 
xN4(a,b, ,b2,---b„,c, ,C2,--- ,c„;d,e, ,e2,--- ,e^;x, ,X2,---xJ (10.3.6) 
D.; ' 0 4 ^ . . . D ; ! ! " ( X , ' - X 2 2 • • • X ; 
xF^"*[a, ,a2,--- ,a, ;b, ,b2,--- ,b,;d;X|,X2,---,xJj 
_ r ( C , ) r ( C , ) - - - r ( c J ^ ^ e , - l ^ ^ e , - l _ e , - l 
r (e , ) r (e , ) - r (e j -X, X2 •••Xn 
N,(a, ,a2,--- ,an,b | ,b2,---b„,c, ,C2,--- ,Cn;d,e | ,e2,-"5en'^i '^2 ' '"^n) 
(10.3.7) 
1 2 n t J 
_ r ( c , ) r ( C 2 ) - - - r ( c J ^ ^ e | M ^ ^ e 2 - l _ e „ - l 
r(e,)r(e2)--r(ej '^l ^ 2 • • • ^ n 
X Ng(a,c,,C2,-'"Cn,c,,C2,-"5Cn;d,,d2 --sd^je, ,e2,---,ej,;X|,X2,-"Xn) 
(10.3.8) 
D ' ' ' jz ' 'Fi"^[b;c,,C2,---,c„;e|,e2,---,e„;x,z,X2Z,---,x„z]) 
r ( a ) 
——z''" ' N7(a,b,c,,C2,---,c„;d,e,,e2---,e„;x,z,X2Z,---x„z) 
r(d) 
(10.3.9) 
Dz (z'' 'F^"^[b;C|,C2,---,c„;e;X|Z,X2Z,---,x„z] 
r ( a ) 














D-d,pd,^d2j3d,-d3___j^d-d„ i d , - l ^ d , - l . . . ^ d,-l^a-l 
z « | U2 
'n-1 1 " 2 n-1 
xV(d|)F^"^[b;c;e,,e2,---,e„;x,z,w,X2Z,W2X2Z---,w„_,x„z]) 
z'''^' N9(a,b,c;d,,d2,---,d„,e|,e2---,e„;X|Z,w,X2Z,---wn,x,z) 
r (d , ) r (d2) - - - r (d j 
(10.3.14) 
a , -u„ a^-a, „ a-,-a, _ a„-a Dj D..^  'D 2-='lr>='3-'^l . . . r > ' ' n - « l J , „ a , - l „ a 
n 
a ^1 a r 
xA(a,)F^' (n) 
b | , b 2 , - - - , b , , C | , C 2 , - - - , c „ : 




z '" N2(a|,a2,---,a,,b,,b2,---,b,,c-l,C2,---,c„;d,e;x,z,w,X2Z,---w„_,x„z) 
(10.3.15) 
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10.4 INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS: 
In the theory of Euilerian integrals,the elementary formulas 
f 'u«- '(l-u)P- 'du = I^^^^nP),Re(a)>0,Re(P)>0 Jo r(a + P) ^ ^^ ^ (10.4.1) 
f f u"-'v^-'(1 - u - v r dudv = n ^ ^ H M l Y ) 
JJ r ( a + p + y) 
u > 0 , v > 0 , u + v < l,Re(a) > 0,Re(p) > 0,Re(Y) > 0 (10.4.2) 
and so, 
JJ- K "? uj''^'du,du2---du„ 
r(ai)r(a,) r(ajr(P) 
r ( a , +a2 +---a„ +P) 
u, >0,U2 >0,---,u„ >0,u,+U2+--- + u„ <1, 
Re(ai) > 0,Re(a2) > 0,---,Re(aJ > 0,Re(p)> 0 (10.4.3) 
Making use of (10.4.1) and (10.4.3) we give the following integral representations for 
N, .Nj . ,N„ 




a 2 b 2 ; 
U2X2 2F, 
an 'b , : 
£ « ; 
U n ^ n dU| du2 •••du^ 
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U| >0,U2 >0, - - - ,u , >0,U| +U2+--- + u„ <1 , 
Re(c,) > 0, Re(c2) > 0, • • •, Re(c„) > 0, 
R e ( d - c , -C2 c j > 0 
r(C|)r(c2) r(cj 
r(C| + C 2 + - - - + C J 
xN|(aa2,--- ,a„,b | ,b2,--- ,b„,C| ,C2,--- ,c„;c,+C2+--- + c , ,d | ,d2 , - - - ,d„ ;x , ,X2,- - -xJ 
= |U^'- ' (1-U),^. ,(1-U)^3^' (1-u)^"- ' 
XjF, a,,b,; ux, 2F, 
32,b2; (l-u)x. ••2F, an 'b„; 
dn; 
( l - u ) x , dii 
(10.4.5) 
Re(c,) > 0,Re(c2) > 0,---,Re(c J > 0 
c,-1 CT-I C „ - I 
n In^'^T u : ; ' ( l - u , - U 2 - . _ ^ j ' ' - c , - 2 - -S- 'du,dU2--du„ 
XFB" 
a,,a2,---a„,b, ,b2,--- ,b^: 
e ; 
U| x , , U 2 X 2 - - - , u „ x „ du, du2 •••du„ 




u, >0,U2>0,---,u, >0,u,+U2+--- + u„<l,Re(c,)>0,Re(c2)>0,--- ,Re(cJ>0, 
Re(d-c, -Cj c j > 0 
r(c,)r(c2) r(cj 
r ( c , +C2+--- + C J 
xN2(aa2,---,a„,b,,b2,---,b„,C|,C2,---,c„;C| +C2+--- + c„,d,,d2---,d„;X|,X2,---x J 
{u^>" ' ( l -u) ,^_,( l -u)^3 ' ' ( l - u ) V 
xF^ 
^ l ' ^ 2 ' ' " ^ n ' t » l ' b 2 ' " " ' t » „ ; 
U X , , ( 1 - U ) X 2 - - - , ( 1 - U ) X „ du 
(10.4.7) 
Re(c,) > 0,Re(c2) > 0,-••,Re(c„) > 0 
r(b,)r(b2)-r(b jr(c,)r(c2)-r(c„)r(d, -b,)r(d2 -b2)--r(d„ -b j 
r ( e , ) r ( e 2 ) - r ( e j 
^^  r(ei -c , ) r(c2 -e2)---r(e„ -Cn) ^j 
r ( d , ) r ( d 2 ) - - r ( d j 
^5b, ,b2 , -"sbn ,C | ,C2 , -"" ,c^; 
d , , d 2 - - - , d , , e , , e 2 , - - - , e „ ; 
X l , X 2 • • • . X „ 
=jj...K'-'ur-"y b , - l bT-l b „ - l c , - l c^-l e „ - l \ V,' V2' V„" ) 
, d^-bT-l vd„-b„-l 
X ( l - U , ) , , _ , , . , ( l - U 2 ) " 2 " " 2 ^ ' - ( 1 - U j " " - ' " -
x ( l - V , ) , ^ _ , ^ ^ , ( l - V 2 ) ^ 2 - ^ - 2 - ' . . . ( l - v J ^ n - ^ n - ' 
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x(l -u ,v ,x , -U2V2X2- -u„v„xJ-Mv,dv2---dv„du,du2---du„ 
(10.4.8) 
Re(d,) > Re(b,) > o,Re(d2) > Re(b2) > 0,---,Re(d„) > Re(b J > 0, 
Re(e,) > Re(e2) > 0,-- ,Re(eJ > Re(cJ > 0 
r(c,)r(c2)-r(c„)r(d-c,-c2 cj 
r(d) 
x N . 
a ,bpb2 , - - - , b^ , c , ,C2 , - " - , c„ ; 
d , e | , e 2 , - - - , e „ ; ; X I , X 2, • • • X j^  J 
= \l JU| ' 'U2 '" U n " " ( l - U | - U 2 Un) d-c,-c2--c„-l 
X F ; 
a , b , , b 2 , - - - , b ^ ; 
.^\'^2^"'^^n ' 
U X | , U X 2 - - - , U X „ dU| du2 •••du^ (10.4.9) 
u, >0,U2>0,--,u„ >0,u,+U2+--- + U, <l ,Re(c,)>0,Re(c2)>0,--- ,Re(cJ>0, 
Re(d-c , -C2 c j > 0 
r(c,)r(c2) r(c„)r(d-c,-c2 cj 
r(d) 
x N . 
^ ' b p b j j - ' s b ^ , C | , C 2 , - - - , c ^ ; 
d,e ; 
; x , , x 2 , - - - X n ) 
jj K''ur' ur'(i-u,-u2--uj^-'-^--n-' 
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xF^ 
a ,b , ,b2 , -" ,b„ ; 
e ; 
U, X, ,U2X2--- ,U„X„ dU|du2---du„ (10.4.10) 
u, >0,U2 >0,---,u„ >0,u, +U2+--- + u„ <l ,Re(c,)>0, 
Re(c2)>0, - - ,Re(cJ>0, 
R e ( d - c , - C j c j > 0 
r(c,)r(c2) r(cjr(d,-c,)r(d2-c2) r(d„-cj 
r(d,)r(d2) r(dj 
N, 
' i 5 b | , b 2 , - - - , b j ^ , c , , C 2 , ' - - , c , , ; 
d|,d2,---,d, ,e|,e2,---,e„; , X | 5 X 2 ,• • • X^) 
Hi n^''^ U r ' ( l - U , / ' - ^ ' - ' ( l - U , / ^ - ^ 2 - ' - ( l - u J ^ " - n -
xFc 
a,b; 
U, X| ,U2X2-- - ,U^X„ d u , du2 • • •du^ (10.4.11) 
Re(d,) > Re(c,) > o,Re(d2) > Reic^) > 0,---,Re(d J > Re(c J > 0 
r(c,)r(c2) r(cjr(i-c,-c2 c j 
r(d) 
N. 
a , b , C | , C 2 , - - - , c ^ ; 
Q 5 ^ 1 5 ^ 2 ' " ' ' ^ n ' 
5 ^ | ) X 2 ' " " ' ^ n ) 
= !l K'"'ur' u:"-'(i-u,-u2--uj^-'-^--"-' 
Fc 
a,b; 
U, X | ,U2X2- - - ,U ,X„ d u , d u 2 • • • d u ^ (10.4.12) 
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u, >0,U2>0,---,u„>0,u,+U2+--- + u„<l ,Re(c , )>0, 
Re(c2)>0,---,Re(cJ>0, 
R e ( d - c , -C2 C j , ) > 0 




5 ^ ^ ) 5 X 2 , • • • x ^ ) 




u, X,+U2X2+-- - + u„x„ du, du2 •••du^ (10.4.13) 
u, >0,U2 >0,---,u„ >0,u, +U2+--- + u„ <l ,Re(c,)>0, 
Re(c2)>0,---,Re(cJ>0, 





' • " 1 ' 
d,e,,e2,---,e„; j ^ l j X 2 » ' " ' ^ n ) 
= J u (1-u) Fc a,b; U , X , , U 2 X 2 - - - , U „ X „ du 
(10.4.14) 
Re(d) > Re(c,) > 0 
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CHAPTER XI 
SOME RODRIGUES FORMULAE 
OF Fi AND <t)i TYPE 
POLYNOMIALS 
CHAPTER - XI 
SOME RODRIGUES FORMULAE FOR F, AND ^, 
TYPE POLYNOMIALS 
ABSTRACT: The present chapter gives some Rodrigues formulae for polynomials 
corresponding to F^ and ,^ type functions. 
11.1 INTRODUCTION: 
Using Leibnitz formulae for nth derivative of the product of two and three 
functions some elegant Rodrigues type formulae for polynomials corresponding to ,^ 
function and Appell's F^ function have been derived in this chapter. 
11.2 RODRIGUES TYPE FORMULAE: 
D"{x"""-'(l-xrP(l + x)-
(a),x"- '(l-xrP(l + x r F , n;p,y; 
a; 
X X 
1-x 1 + x 
(11.2.1) 
D"{x"""-'(i-x'r'^) 
« - i n _ v.2^-Pl (a),x«-'(l-xO-^F, -n;p,p; ^ ^ x 




(a)„x-«-"(l-x)-P(l + x r F , -n;p,y; 
1 - a - n ; 
X X 




-n;P,P; j i }<_ 
l - a - n ; 1-x ' l + x 
(aX^x^-'Cl-xr^-^^ -n;P; 
a : 
D"{x«-'^V'"''(l + xrPJ 
= (a)„x"-'(l + xrPe-" '^'(t), 




mx, 1 + x 
"-P- l^-mx. 
= (a)„x"-^ -'e~'™(|) 








= (a)„x"-'e~""'e-'^ ''(t) n; k; 
a; 
X, X (11.2.8) 
Proof of (11.2.1): 
D"{x"-*'"''(l-x)"P(l + x)-^} 
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yy(-" ) r . s ( - l ) "^ 
^ ^ r!s! D"-^ -^ x«""-'D (^i - xr^D'ci+xr 
(-n).,s(-l)^ ^ («)n 
^ ^ r!s! (a) 
I I 11 1 
P-S/- i \ r . X—(-iy(PX(l-x)-^-(-l)^(y),(l + x r -
r+s 
'«-'n _v,\-P (a)„x«- ' ( l -xr( l + x r F , -n;P,y; x x 
a; 1-x 1 + X 
Proof of (11.2.4): 
D"}x-"(i-x'r'^} 
r=Os=0 
(-nX,s(-iy ' r+s 
r!s! 
j ^n - r - s l^a+n-1 j ^ s j ^ j _ ^ ^ - p j j ^ r |^ j ^ ^^ -y | 
(-n)r+s(-l)^ 
= 11 
f = ^ ^ r!s! 
(Ct)n M / l \ r , 
(1-a-n)^ x""^"^-"(-ir(p)s(i-xr-^(-i)^(yX(i+xr-
« - " n _ x , 2 \ - P i (a)„x"-"(l-xO-^F, -n;p,(3; ^x ^ 1 - a - n ; 1-x ' l + x 
Proof of (11.2.5): 
D"{x"-'*"e-"''(l-x)" 
r=ns=n r!s! 
= S Z , , ; ; " -x—' ( - l ) - (m) -e - ( - l ) - (P ) , ( l -x ) -P -
,=os=o r!s! (a)_ 
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a - ' / I _ v.^-Po-'"^; 
- (a )„x" - ' ( l -x re - ' "> n;P; 
a; mx. 1-x 
Proof of (11.2.6): 
D"{x"-'"V'"''(l + xr ' ') 
r=0s=O r ! s ! 
Z I ^ " U n r (cc)n x — ( - l ) - ( m ) - e - ( - i y ( a ( l + x)-P-
r=os=o r!s! (a),^3 
" - ' / - I _ v . \ -P^- ' " ' ' , 
= (a)„x«- '( l-xre- '"> -n;P; 
a; mx, 1 + x 
Proof of(l 1.2.7): 
D" {x"-'*" e-^^x-P} 
^ ^ ( - n ) , , , ( - l ) ^ 
r=Os=0 r!S! Icjl 
j ^ n _ , _ 3 | ^ „ , n - l | j ) s | g - m x | j ) r j ^ - p 
ES^-^%y^:^^x"""" ' ( - l ) ' (m)^e--"^(- l )^(P)^x-P-^ 
r=0 s=0 r!s! (a), 
a-(3-l -mx I (a),x«^^-'e-" '^'(t. n;P; 
a; mx,l 
Proof of (11.2.8): 
D" {x" '^+"e-'"''e-'^ ''} 
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r=Os=0 r!s! 
j^n-r-sJ^a+n-l |Qs |g-nix | j ) r |g-kx | 
Z Z ^ ")r.s(^  1)'"' (a)n x""^"^-'(-l)^(m)^e-"''(-l)^(kXe-''' 
^ ^ r!s! (a) 
r+s 
a-l „-mx„-kx. / „ , \ , a - „-mx„-KX I 





THE LA GRANGE POL YNOMIALS 
OF SEVERAL VARIABLES AND 
THE UNBRAL CALCULUS 
CHAPTER - XII 
THE LAGRANGE POLYNOMIALS OF SEVERAL 
VARIABLES AND THE UMBRAL CALCULUS 
ABSTRACT: The present chapter deals with the the theory of Lagrange 
polynomials of several variables and of associated generalized forms,using the 
approach based on the integral transform method and the Umbral calculus. 
12.1 INTRODUCTION: 
The Lagrange polynomials in three variables g|,'^ ''^ '^ ^(x,y,z) are defined 
through the generating function [191]. 
1 00 f n 00 -^ "I S^gr-^'(x,y,z) (12.1.1) ( l - x t r ( l - y t ) P ( l - z t y n^on! 
[strictly speaking definition of Lagrange polynomials of three variables in [191] does 
not employ the n! at the denominator of the summation on the r.h.s. of Eq.(l)]. 
The use of identity [20] 
a = e t dt (12.1.2) 
r(v) Jo 
allows to derive the following integral representation of the Lagrange polynomials of 
three variables 
r(a)r(P)l (Y) -"O -"O 
(12.1.3) 
where Pr,(x,y,z) denotes the trinomial 
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p„(x,y,z) = n!£2; 
r=Os=0 
It is easy to obtain from Eq. (12.1.3) 
^n^ 
v^y 
^ n - r ^ 
V s J 
n-r-s r s 
X y z 
(12.1.4) 
r=os=o (n-r-s)! r !s! 
where (p,)^  = r()j, + r)/r(|j,) is the Pochhammer symbol. The polynomial (12.1.5) 
.exhibits a structure , which according to the prescription of ref. [123] can be viewed 
as the umbral image of ordinary polynomials. By defining indeed the umbral 
quantities [124]. 
ax,(3y,YZ (.12.1.6) 
with the properties 
( a x ) " = ( a ) „ x " 
(Pyr=(P)ny" 
( Y Z ) " = ( Y ) n Z " (12.1.7) 





X(ax)" = (ax) n+l 




and similarly for ihe y-counterpart and z-counterpart, we find the Lagrange 
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polynomials of three variables satisfy the 'differential equation' 
(X + Y + Z)PJg';'P'^>(x,y,z)]==ng';P-^'(x,y,z) (12.1.11) 
It is also clear that the umbral image of generating function (12.1.1) is 
r=on! " 
(12.1.12) 
In the following we will show that the notion and the formalism of monumbrality can 
extended to a large family of polynomials as well as of functions and will provide a 
powerful tool to simplify calculations. 
12. 2 MONUMBRAL POLYNOMIALS OF LAGRANGE TYPE: 
In the previous section we have noted that the umbral image of generating 
function of Lagrange polynomials three variables is of the exponential type. We find 
that as to the ordinary decoupling algebra the following, easily understandable rules , 
hold [124] 
^(ax)+(Py)+(Yz) ^ „ ( a x)^(Py)„(y2) 




or in more explicit form 
g[a(x+y+z)] _^  
n=o n! L=o r! 
rV.^^^s^ 
1- (12.2.3) 
J\s=0 S! ^ 
This point will be more carefully discussed in the following.Furthermore 
1 
> ( " X ) 
and 




According to the above rules we aote e.g. that 
g(ax)t ^g(ox)t+(py)t+(y2)tg(-py)tg(-rz)t (12 2 6) 
thus finding the identity 




V S ; 
E I ~ gl-f:r(x,y,z)(-py)^(-yz)^ (12.2.7) 
(0t)n r=Os=0 
where 
•^  r(-p) 
r(-y) 
which represents the expansion of an ordinary monomial in terms of Lagrange 
polynomials of three variables. We consider the generating function 
1 CO I " 
= Z ^ h ^ P ' ^ ' ( x , y , z ) (12.2.8) ( l -x t )" ( l -y t^)P( l -z t^ )^ n=on! 
and for reasons which will become clear in the following we define the 
hj"''^'^'(x,y,z) as Lagrange Hermite polynomials of three variables. By following 
the same procedure as before we get 
h<; P-^ ' (X, y, z) = ] f |°e-<>^^^ '^'H„ (xv ,^ yn, zX)dX dn dij/ 
r(a)r(p)r(y) * * 
(12.2.9) 
'^-'" 3 ' n-2r-3s r s 
H„(x,y,z) = n ! l : ^ /" ^^ (12.2.10) 
,=0 s=o (n-2r-3s)!r!s! 
where H„(x,y,z) are Hermite-Kampe' de Fe'riet polynomials of three variables 
[25].It also fairly simple to obtain the explicit expression of the hj,"''^ '^ *(x,y,z) in the 
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form 
l , J l , J , x n - 2 r - 3 s / o , , x t / . , „ \ s 
h r " ( x , y . z ) ^ n l t t < " f ' 7 ' P ^ | f „2 .2 .n , 
r=o s=o (n-2r-3s)!r!s! 
which ensures that they are umbral image of the Hn(x,y,z).They satisfy therefore 
the equation 
(X + 2YP,+3ZPy)[h!."'P'^>(x,y,z)] = nh!,"'P'^>(x,y,z) (12.2.12) 
and the umbral image of generating function 
^(ax) . . (Py) t^ (yz) ,5^y t ; i j^ (a .p .y ) (^^y^2) (12.2.13) 
r=o n! 
According to the previous discussion we get 
g(ax)t _g(ax)t+(Py)t2+{yz)t^g(-Py)t2^(-yz)l3 . j 2 2 ] 4 ) 
which yields 
ia\^oh ( n - 2 r = 3s)!r!s! "-''''^ 
(12.2,15) 
To establish the other theorems, associated with umbral polynomial forms , we need 
further consideration on the underlying formalism , this aspect of the problem will be 
discussed in the forthcoming section. 
12.3 THE ADDITION THEOREM: 
Dattoli,G.,Ricci,P.E.and Cesamo,C. [125] pointed out that according to 
Eq.(14) the naive exponential decoupling rule does not hold.The use of Eq. 26 of 
[125], ie, 
g[u(x+y)J _ g(dx>+(ay) 
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= gl"") g(«y) 
h r! h s! 
•" x ' ^ a . 
; i r! ^ s! 
where a'^ a^ = a^ ^^  
Following the above result,we can write 
[a(x+y+z)] = "V _ ' y 2 _ y "'r+s+k'^ 
r=o II s=0 S! k=o K! 
(12.3.1) 
According to the above relation we can reconsider the results of the previous section 
which can be written in a more general operational form, namely 
n l 2 " 3 1 
x"=—ZI 
( a ) „ ^ s=o (n-2r-3s)!r!s! 
where we have denoted with 
h^£L(x,y,z)P,y>,z^ (12.3.2) 
h':.t^'(x,y,z)=^n!XS 
r=0 s=0 (n-2r-3s)!r!s 
(12.3.3) 
h(a,P.T)(x + u,y + v,z + w) = £ X rr.\ 
r=Os=0 
^n - r^ 
vfy V s y 
h<«f:p(x,y,z)h[:f^'(u,v,w) 
(12.3.4) 
Replacing h with g we obtain the addition theorem corresponding to the cases of 
Lagrange polynomials of three variables. 
12.4 m-VARIABLE GENERALIZATIONS: 
The Lagrange polynomials in m-variables gn"'"^' '""^  (X|,X2,---,x^) are 
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defined through the generating function 
1 00 f n I _ ( a , , a , , - - , a ^ ) S ^ g r ^ ' - ^ " - ' ( x „ x „ - . , x J 
( l - x , t r ' ( l - X 2 t ) " 2 . . . ( l - x J ) " - n=on!' 
(12.4.1) 
The use of identity (12.1.2) allows to derive the following integral representation of 
the Lagrange polynomials of m-variables 
(a|,a-,,--,a ) , . 1 
r ( a , ) r ( a 2 ) - r ( a j 
-«,H2-+5m) 
x C " ' •••Cr''Pn(x,^i,X2^2,---,x^^„)d^^ d^„_, •••d^i (12.4.2) 
where 
P n ( X | S l 5 X 2 S 2 » " " ' X ^ q ^ ) 
_ n-r, n-r, r , / \ 
n 1 I m-W n I 
r,=0 r,=0 r =0 V\ J 
1 I m 
^n-r ,^ 
V '2 y 
n-i"! W i 
n - r , - T T — r „ r, r„-I 
It is easy to obtain from Eq. (12.4.2) 
- ( " l ' " 2 ' ' • •"ni ' 
gn ( X | , X 2 , - - - , X ^ ) 
(a,) 
1 2 m l 
n-r,-r2--r,^(a2) X2^.-(a^) x 
m-l 
( n - r , — - r , J ( r , ) ! - ( v , ) ! 
Now 
a, x,,a2X2,---,a^X|^ 




( a 2 X 2 ) " = ( a 2 ) n X 2 
(a„ ,x„)"=(a^)„x; ; 
and the operators 
X p P x , 
^ 2 ' P x 2 
^ ^ m ' ^ x^ 
such that 
X , ( a , x , r = ( a , x , r ' 
P,^(a,x,)"=n(a,x,)"- ' 
and similarly for the Xj-counterpart, X3-counterpart and upto x^-counterpart, we 
find the Lagrange polynomials of m-variables satisfy the 'differential equation' 
(X,+X2+---XJP,Jgl" '"^^-"-^(x, ,X2,--^xJ] = ngl">'"2'-'"-'(x,,X2,---^ 
(12.4.3) 
It is also clear that the umbral image of generating function (12.4.1) is 
J ( a , x ,Ma2X2H- . ( a , ^x„ ) ] , ^ ^ t ; ^ g ( a „ a 2 , . . . , a „ ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . _^^^^^ ( 1 2 . 4 . 4 ) 
r=on! 
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^(a|X,)+(a2X2)+-(a^x„) ^ g a , x , ^ a 2 X 2 . , , g " ^ x ^ (12.4.5) 
and 
J(aiX,+X2+-•fx^)] «,x, ajXj _ a „ x ^ 
9 t e ' ' e ^ ^ • • • e (12.4.6) 
more explicit form 
J(a,x,+X2+-••+x^)] «> a , X z r , - l 
r,=o r,! 
(12.4.7) 
and we note that 
(a,x,)t _(a,x,)t+(a,x)t+- (a x^)t (-a-,x-,)t ^(-am'^m*' 
' r i J x,A,,.^^u2A;i-r- Au„,K^,i ^-U2^2 (12.4.8) 
and finding the identity 





^ n - r . ^ n - i " i i"m~i 
V ^2 ; V 





r, _ r ( - a , + r | ) x / ' 
r(-a,) 
( - a j X j ) ^ = _ r ( -a2 +r2)x2^^ 
r ( -a2) 
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r(-a„) 
which represents the expansions of an ordinary monomial in terms of Lagrange 
polynomials of m-variables. 
We consider 
(i-x,.)M-x,,^r=...(i-x„,"r" hr.^' ^^'•''' •='"' 
(12.4.10) 
we define h^ , '' ^^  "^  (x,,X2,---,x^) as Lagrange-Hermite polynomials of m-
variables. 
r ( a , ) r ( a 2 ) - - - r ( a ^ ) ^ -^  
x^p-'.-.C"^-'H„(x,^,,X2^„--,x„^Jd^„d^^_,-d^, (12.4.11) 
and 
n n-2r, n-2r, mr , 
l-^][~j^] [ ^ m ^ 
Hn(x,^i,X2^2,---,x^^,J = n ! £ Y. ••• £ 
r,=0 r2=0 r,^=0 
n - 2 r , - 3 r - i — m r „ i x j • x j ' 
xr 1 2 TTi-l 2 m 
- ( n - ^ - 3 , . . . - . . _ , V . . . O 
where H„(X|E,,,X2^2'""'^m^m)^''^ Hermite-Kampe'de Fe'riet polynomials m-
variables. It also fairly simple to obtain the explicit expression of the 
, (a , a , , • , a „ ) , ^ • , ,• 
h^ ' ^ •" (x,,X2,---,X|^) m the form 
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n n-2ri n-2r, mr„ , 
[ f ] [ ^ ] [ L m-lj 
hr""-- '^- '(x„x„-. ,xJ = n!i: I - X 
r,=0 r2=0 r^=0 
r, r„- l 
'" '- ' (12.4.12) 
(n-2r,-3r2----mvi)r,!---r , l . . . r I 
m 
which ensures that they are umbral image of the H„(x^^^,X2B,2,•••,x^^J„) .They 
satisfy therefore the equation 
(«l '"2'-"m^. (X,+2X2P, +3X3P. + + mX„P„ ) [ h j ' 2' n, (x„x2,---,x^)] 
nIi ' ; ' '"2--"-\x, ,X2,-- ,xJ (12.4.13) 
and the umbral generating function 
^(a,X|),.(a2X2). - ( a ^ x ^ ) . = ^ ^ h ' ; ' • " 2 ' - " - \ x , , X , , • • ' , X „ ) ( 1 2 . 4 . 1 4 ) 
According to the previous discussion we get 
^(a|X,)t ^„ (a |X | ) t+ (a2X2) t2+-+(a^x^) t ' ^ ( - a 2 X 2 ) t \ _ ( - a ^ x ^ H ' " 
which yields 
n n-2r, n-2r| mi_ , 
xr——ZZ- I (a, )„ ,f4 r% rt^ o (n - 2r, - 3r2 mr^_,) 
x h ; : y ; ^ : : : - ^ l , ( X i , X 2 , - , x J ( - a 2 X 2 ) ^ ' - ( - a , , x J ^ - (12.4.15) 
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Using Eq. 26 of [125] ,we can write 
rrO ^ l ' 2^=0 ""2' r„=0 ^J. 
n n-2r, n-2r, mr , 
( « ! )n rt^ O r^O ri^O (ll - 2r, - SFJ IIir„_, ) 
><h l !y ; ^ : l t . , ( xMX, , - - - , x J ( a , x , / ' - . - ( a , x J^ - ' (12.4.16) 
where we have denoted with 
n n-2r, n-2r, mr„ , 
[ ^ ] [ ^ ] [—! ^ ; 
2 3 m hl""'^-- '" '(x,,x„-,xJ = n!Z Z - Z 
(a,x,) 
r,=0 r2=0 r „ = 0 
n-2r,-3r2 --mr^,, (03X2/I • • • ( A ^ x ^ / m 
(n-2r,-3r2----mr,_i)r,!--T„! 
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ABSTRACT: Based on the technique used by M.A.Khan and A.K.Shukla [3] certain bi-
lateral generating formulae for polynomials have been obtained in the form of operational 
representations .The results obtained are believed to be new. 
1. INTRODUCTION: Recently in 2009, M.A.Khan and A.K.Shukla [3] evolved a new 
technique to give operator representations of certain polynomials. Using the same tech-
nique M.A.Khan and K.S.Nisar [4,5,6,7,8,9] obtained operator representations of certain 
polynomials .Using the said technique in the present paper certain bilateral generating 
formulae for polynomials have been obtained in the form of partial differential operator 
representations. 
2. THE DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS, AND RESULTS USED : In deriving the 
operational representations of various polynomials M.A.Khan and A.K.Shukla [3] used the 
following results which we also need here. 
D"^' = F ? ? ^ - ^ ^ ' " ^ D^T- (21) 
r ( i + A - /J.) ' dx ^ ' 
where A and M, A > /^  are arbitrary real numbers. In particular, use has been made of 
the following results; 
D' e-^ = {~iy e"" (2.2) 
D*" x"" = (a)r (-!)'• x~"~'",a is not an integer (2.3) 
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D " - ^ ^ a - l + n ^ i ^ ^ a - l + r . 2 . 5 ) 
(of) f _ l ) " 
^n-T-^-a ^ _^^ :iiv / x~°'-''+\a IS not an integer (2.6) 
(1 - a - 7i)r 
where n and r- are denote positive integers and 
(ft)„ = a (« + 1) (ft + n - 1); (a)o = 1 
D"-^ {x"+"e-"} = (n - r)! x'^^'e-^ L^n-r\x) (2.7) 
^ n - r | g - . = | ^ ( _ i ) n - r ^ - . ^ / / „ _ , ( x ) (2 .8 ) 
D"-'" { (x- l ) '*+"( i + l) ' '+"}= 2 " - ^ ( n - r ) ! 
X ( i - l)"+'-(x + 1)^+^ PtX"'^^'\x) (2.9) 
D"-" {(x^ - 1)"+"} = 2"-^ (n - r)! 
X (x^ - 1)-+'-Pi^r''*+'-)(x) (2.1(1) 
D^L^:\x)= i-iy L'^:X'\X) (2.11) 
^' ^"(^) = (^rrl)! ^"-^(^^ (2.12) 
D^ P^^)(x) = 2-'=(l + a + /3 + n)fc Pi::'='^ ^+'->(x) (2.13) 
D' Pi«'")(x) = 2-'^(l + 2a + n), Ptt''"^'\x) (2.14) 
D' P„(x) = 2-'=(l + n), Pf_f (x) (2,15) 
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We also need the definition of the following polynomials (set; 
L E G E N D R E POLYNOMIAL 
It is denoted by the symbol P„(x) and is defined as 
-n, n + 1 ; 1 — x 
iii.r^i 
Pn{x)= 2F1 1; 2 
LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS 
It is denoted l)y the symbol /v|,"^ (x-) and is defined as 
L'nHx) = ^ ^ ^ iFx - n ; 




It is denoted by the symbol Hn{x) and is defined as 
- i n , - | n + l ; _1_ 




It is denoted by the symbol P^"'^^(x) and is defined as 
—n, l + a + P + n ; 1 - x pK/3)(^ ) = ( i ± ^ ^F^ 
ni 1 + a; 2 
ULTRASPHERICAL POLYNOMIAL 
(2.19) 
The special case of /3 = a of the Jacobi polynomial is called Ultraspherical polynomial 
and is denoted by P^'*'"'(x).It is thus defined as 
Pt-K^) = ^-~~ 2F1 -n, 1 + 2a + n ; 1 - X 1 + a: 2 
3. OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS: 
If D = ~, then by Leibnitz theorem 
(2.20) 
D" {uv) = Yl ''CrU'-'uD^v 
r = 0 
r=0 s=0 r!5! 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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If D^ = £ and Dy = ^ , D, = ^^ M.A.Khan and A.K.Shukla [3j wrote the 
binomial expansion for [Di + Dy + D^)" as 
{D^ + Dy + D,r ^ E E ('^ )-^;^~^)''^ ^ D^—^DIDI (3.3) 
r = 0 5=0 ''••^• 
operating(3.2)on F(x,y,z), we get 
(D.+D„+D,)"F(x, y,z) = t " f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ r ^ - ^ / ^ ; ^ : Fix, y, z) 
r=0 s = 0 '•^-
(3.4) 
In particular, if F(x,y,z)= f(x)g(y)h(z), then (3.3)gives 
(3.5) 
Similarly, 
{D,Dy + D,D, + DyD,r {J{x)9{y)h{z)} = j^f. ^'""^^if-^^^^^ 
r=0 5=0 T'-S'-
X Un{x)D^y-''9{y)D:-''^h{z) (3.6) 
Now by taking special values of f{x),g{x) and h{x) in (3.2) and fix), giy) and hyz) 
in (3.5) and (3.6),we obtain the following partial differential operator representations of 
bilateral double generating formulae for various polynomials : 
4. OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF BILATERAL DOUBLE GEN-
ERATING FUNCTIONS USING (3.2): 
D" {x"+"e-U(„^)(x)//.(x)} = n! e'^x" ^ g M M 
r=0 5=0 •5- V ' / 
X LtV:\x)LitMx) //,-.(x)(-x)^+^ (4.1) 
/ r {.x-+"c-/4^)(x)/f •*>(x)} : = n ! x " e - ^ i : E ^^^^^|f^^^^ 
r=0 5=0 ^•'^-
X LtV^:\x)L^il'Jix)Piir''-''\x) ( l ) ^ - x ) ^ (4.2) 
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X LtV:\x)L^^tl\x)Plir''^'\x) {l)\-xY (4.3) 
r=0 -or^ O ''•'*• 
X L^r-r^(x)4'x '^(x)Pi:-:^(.T) {^)\-xy (4.4) 
Z?" {e-^//„.(x)Pi-^^(x)} = ( - l )"e-^ E E f "^  ] (-n).^.(l + a + /3 + A:).^^^,,. 
X //„_,_,(x)//„_,(x)Pi!r'''^-^^(x) (4.5) 
D"{e-^^//„(x)P/-")(x)} = ( _ l ) " e - ^ ^ i : E f "" ) (-n).+.(l + 2a +^O.^^^^. 
r = 0 « = 0 \ -^  / ' • 
X //„_,_,(x)i/„_,(x)Fi!r'"^''^(^) (4.6) 
r=Os=0 V * / ^• 
X //„_,_,(x)//„_,(x)Pi:;:^(x) (4.7) 
Z?" {(x - l)"+"(x + l)^+"P '^''*Hx)Pi'^ '^ ^(x)} = n! 2"(x - l)''(x + lf 
n—T 
E " !^ ^ (1 + 7 + J + m),(l + 2V; + A:), 
r=Os=0 ' ••^ -
X pi!:::''^ +^+')(x)pir;'^ +^)'^ 'pi!?+'-'^ +'-)(x) ( ' ^ ^ y ^ ' (4.8) 
D" {(x - l)"+"(x + l)^+"Pi7-^^(x)Pfc(x)} = n\ 2".(x - l)"(x + 1) 
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xEz. r^ Y^ (1 + 7 + t^  + "'t)s(l + k)r p(Q+r+5,/?+r+s)^ ^ pit+s,6+s){x) r,(r.r) / x (^ ~ ^ ^ 1^  Z^ ITT Oi-r-s l^ y-r-,,,,,. rf._^ [xj - I 
T-=Os=0 ' ••^- \ ^ / 
(4.9) 
D" {(x' - l)"+"Pif'^)(x)Pfc(x)} = n! 2"(x2- 1)" 
n "-'• n j-ofla-r,,^ n 4- i•^  /.,-2 _ i\'"+* 
X 
V^ IT- (1 + 2/3 + np^ l l + k)r p(„+r+.s,a+r+^)^ ,^  p(/J+s,»:J+6)(.T) p{r,r) / s / ^- - ^ \ 
r=Os=0 ' • * • \ ^ / 
(4.10) 
Now for m = n ,(4.1),(4.2),(4.3),(4.4),(4.5),(4.6),(4.7),(4.8),(4.9) and (4.10) reduce to 
D " { x " + " e - L i « ( x ) / f „ ( . x ) } = . ! e - x ' ' t " f ( M - ^ ^ ^ / ' ( x ) 
X Lt'-:\x) Hr,-r{x){-xY+^ (4.11) 
Z?" {x°+"e-4^)(x)P^*'(x)} = n! x^e"'^ ^  X: ^ ^ - ^ ^ (1 + 7 + (^ ' + n) 
r=0 5=0 
X LtXir\x)Lt'-:\x)PJ^_V''^^\x) {^Ji-xY (4.12) 
/ } " {x"+"e-^L(fH^)^i''-^H-T)} = n! a:"e-^X] E ^^^^/ ,"^" ' ' ' 
r=0 s=0 ^••^-
X er?'(x)e-^;)(x)Piir'^-*-^^(x) {^Ji-xy (4.13) 
Z?" {x'^+"e-L(f)(x)P„(x)} = n! x-^e^ f E ^ i 4 T ^ e r - - ' ; ^ ( x ) e - ^ ; ' ( x ) 
r=Os=0 '^•'^-
X pr:':'(^) (f)'(---^r (4.14) 
i^" {e-^'H,^{x)PJr^'\x)} = ( - l ) " e - ^ E E f " ) t ! ! ^ ^ : ± ^ i l ± ^ ± l ± ! ^ ( 2 ) ' -
r=0*=0 V '^  / ^• 
X //„_,_,(x)//„_,(x)Pi'!r'''+^^(x) (4.15) 
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r=0 s=0 \ 
n \ i-n)^+,(l -I- 2a I " .) , , , , , , 
i'^y 
s J r! 
X Hr.^r-six)Hr,^,ix)PtT'"'''\x) (4.16) 
/r /rt\s-r 
r=Os=0 V * / '"• 
X H„_,_,(x)H„_,(x)P^':;^{i) (4,17) 
D " { ( x - l)"+"(x + l)^+"Pi^'*^(x)P^^'^)(x)} = n ! 2 " ( x - l ) ° ( i + l)^ 
X PtZT''^''-'\x)PtV''^'Hx)Pitr'''^'\x) ( " ^ T ^ (4.18) 
D" {{x - l)''+"(x + l)^+"Pi^'*'(:c)^n(x)} - n\ 2"(x - l)'^(x + 1)^ 
X t g (^ +^+'^ ^+;^ -^ ^+" -^ pi°::r'^ -^^ ->(x)Piir^ -^>(x)Pi!:;>(x) f ^ y " 
r=o.=o ^'5' V 4 y (4.19) 
D" {(x^ - l)"+"Pi'''''>(x)P„(x)} = n! 2"(x2 - 1)° 
" yi; (1 + 2/3 + n)^(l + ^)^ pt»_+l+>'~c-+r+s)^^p(fi+^,P+.),^p(r,r),. f ^^_ZlY ' 
(4.20) 
X ^ 
r = 0 . 5 = 0 ' • • ^ • 
5. OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF BILATERAL DOUBLE GEN-
ERATING FUNCTIONS USING (3.5): 




E E e r / H x ) L r ^ ) ( y ) / / „ ( z ) (xy)^(-x)^ (5.1) 
r  .  
[D, + Dy + D,T {x"+"e-V^"e-^(z - l)^+"(2 + 1)''+"} = n!x '^/(^- l )^(2+l)V--x~y 
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n n - r / \ / ^, 
n n-r i \ / , , 





'•=0 s=0 '(zjfx^-lJ^+^/'^lzi z-^-^l 
(5.6) 
'^^'(2/- 1)^(2/+ 1 ) V - 1 ) ' ' = n\x°'p~''i 
^ E E ^in::^Vx)p(^+^7+.)() p(*+M+.)^ ,^  f^ (y^ - 1 ) M x{z^ ~ 1 
( ^ x + Dy + D,T [e--\y _ l ) a + n ^ ^ ^ lY+-{z^ _ l ) 7 + n | 
= (-ire--'(y-l)"(2/ + l ) V - l ) ^ 
n n - r 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
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[D, + Dy + D,f {x^+^'e-'e-y^iz - l)^'+"(z + 1)7+"} 
n n — T 
' (a+r+j) E E LtV:\x)H,[y) Pr-^^^\z){-xy 
r=0 s=0 
iz' - 1) (5.9) 
{D. + Dy + D,Y {x"+"e--e-'''(^2 _ iy,+„| ^ „,e-.x-y^^a(^2_iy 
X E E LtT:\x)Hr{y) Pi^^^'^^^\z){-xr 
r=0 s=0 
X(22 - 1) 
(5.10) 
X E E ( r ) Ltr\'\x)Lr'\y)H.Uz) (xyn2xr 
r=0 s=0 
(5.11) 
(^ . + / ) , + D,)" {x"+"e-/+"e-^P^*)(2)} = n!e-^-^x"/ 
^,5S ^'^'t/^'^^er-^(^)e^-^(.)pi::---^(.) (x,)^  g)^ (5.12) 




(D. + l \ + D,r {x"+"e-^/+"e-^P,(z)} = nle'^-yx^y^ 
EE 
r=0 s=0 
(1 + k)s u+r+. Ltr-V\x)Li^^;\y)pt:\z) (xyy g (5.14) 
(O, + Dy + D^r {e--\-y'Pi'''^\z)} = ( -1)" e-^'-y' 
^ E E ^ ""^TJ ^^\l + a + (3 + m),H,,^.^,{x)HMPi:-:''^'\z){2y 
r=0 .•i=0 
(5.15) 
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{D. + Dy + D^f {x°+"e--e-'''(2 - lY+^{z + 1)^+"} 
n\e-^-y x"{z-\Y{z+iy 
E E er/^(x)//.(y) pr--+ )^(^ )(-x)^  
r=0 s=0 
(^ ^ - 1) (5.9) 
(£>x + Z^ y + D,f {x°+»e--e-'''(z2 _ i)^HnJ ^ n\e-^~y\"{z''-iy 
xEE LtT:\:c)H,iy) Pr'''^^\z){-xr 
r=0 s=0 
:(z2 - 1) 
(5.10) 
X E E f r ) ^ i - r / ^ ( - ) ^ r ^ ' ( y ) / / . - . ( . ) (xy)^(2x) 




(/^ x + D, + D^r {:r'^+"e-^/+"e-''P,(z)} = nlg-^-^x^y'' 
r=0 5=0 • 5 -
iv„_r-, (xjL^_^ {y)Ph-/{^) [xy) X \ ' (5.14) 
(»x + O, + D,r {c-''e-y'P^,'''^\z)} = ( -1)" e-^'-y' 
^EE - ^ ^ ^ f r ^ ( l + « + ^ + m) , / /„__(x)F. (y)p(r_t ' ' ^^ 
r=0 5=0 r'.sl 
(5.15) 
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Li-r;^(x)Lr;'(y)pr-r-^^)'(z) i-xY (I (5.22) 




X L^:x'-:\x)L^^-:'{y)p,^.{z) ( -xr ( I (5.23) 
r=0 s=0 
X //„_._,(x)//„_,(y)Pi!r'"+^'(z) (2)^-' 
-^ ^  (-"ll±l(l+2a+;t). 
5! 
(5.24) 
m \ i-n)r 
r j 5! (D. + D, + i).)"{e-^^//„(y)a(.)} = (- l )"e-=EE( T ) ^ ^5(^(1+^). 
r=0 5=0 
X //„_,_3(x)//^-r(y)Pfc-5(^) (2)'"-^ (5.25) 
(D, + D, + D,)" {(x - l)"+"(x + ir-'^P^^'Hy)Pt'^{z)} = 2" n!(x-l)'^(x+l)'' 




X P, (a+r+s,;3+r+s)/ -, p(7+'-,i5+r) / \ p(4>+s,4>+s) {x)pir/^'\y)prr^'\z) [(x^-l)! 4 
r 
4 
(D, + D, + D,)" {(x - l)"+-(x + l)"+^Pi-''*)(y)n(^)} = 2^^ n!(x-l)«(x-M)^ 
" :^^ {l + l + 5 + mUl + k), 
r=0 s=0 r!s! 
^ PtXT'-''^'\x)Pl^.^:^'^'\y)P,-s{z) \{^' - 1)1 4 
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6. OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF BILATERAL DOUBLE GEN-
ERATING FUNCTIONS USING (3.6): 
[D,Dy + D,D, + DyD.r {x"+" e-^^/+"e-«e--^'} 
n ! ) ^ x ° / e — ^ ^ t E y ^ e r k . x - ) e r ^ ( y ) IUs{z){.ny) 
r=0 5=0 r\s\{—n)_^ 
((i.i: 
{D^Dy + D,D, + DyD^r {x"+" e-^/+"e- ' ' (z - l)-^+"(z + 1)*+"} 
r=0 s=0 r!s!(-n)s 
('*+^) l'o.^ r ('3+'') I-, A p(T+' '+- ' ' ' ' '+ ' '+*) I X c-r(x)Lr;^(y)p;. 
+s z) 
2:{z - 1) y{z + l) 
(6.2) 
(D.Dy + D,D, + DyD^r {^"'•" e-^7/+"e-n2' - 1)^+"} = {n\f x ^ / e - ^ - ^ z ^ - l ) 
Ti n — r {-n + r)s{r + sy. {a+s), 
•(0+^)(„,\ Dh+^+-i,y+'-+s). 
,tS .t^  r!s!(-n). 2 ) 
x(l - z ) (y(i - z) 
(6.3) 
(D.D, + D,D, + DyDX { e~'\-y\z - l)"+"(z + 1)''+"} = e-^'-y\z-\riz+l) 
r+s 
(6.4) 
{D^Dy + D,D, + DyD^r { e-^\-y\z' - 1)"+"} = e-''-y\z'~ir 
r=0 .s=0 (6.r,) 
(D,D, + D ,D, + DyDS {{x - l)"+"(x + If+^iy - l)^+"(2/ + lY+^{z^ - 1)^+^} 
= (n!)2 4"(x - l)"(x + l)^(y - l)^(y + 1)*(22 - 1)<^  
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V - 'v^'^ (""'•'' + ' ' ) s ( ' " + •^OlpCa+.s./^i+s)/ ^ p ( 7 + ^ * + r ) / ^p(0+r+.s,0+r+.9). E E 
7 = 0 .S=0 
r\s\{-n)s 
il-x')il-z') il-y'){l-z') (6,6) 
^ ^ (A: - r - 5)!r!5!(-n)3 " ^ ^ ^ » '" ^^^ '^  ^ '^ ^ V,2/ V2/ 
r=o s=o r.s.^ n}s \ z / \ z 
(6.7) 
(6. 
{D^Dy + D,D, + D ,D , ) " {x"+" e-^y''+"e-"P^^'^H2)} - (n!)^ x^y^e" I - y 
(6.9) 
(Z),D, + D , D , + DyD.f {x"+" e-^y' '+"e-«P,(z)} = {n\f x'^y^'e 
^ r ) , ( l 4 
7-!5!(—n) 
^ "^- (-n + r),(i + )^-+'-L(°_+-)(^ )^ (f+'-)(y)p (^^ + -^^ +'-)(^ ) ^ ^ ^ v y ^ ^ 
xE E 
r = 0 5=0 (6.10) 
r-o s=o '•*• ^^•' 
x E E "^"^ "^^ '^ t'""" '^ ^"^^n-.(x)//„-.(y)pir:r""-"-'(.) (J 
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{D,D, + D,D, + DyD,)" { e^-^'e-y'Pkiz)} = e^  
" "^i~n)rU^+2a + kUr 
r=0 s=0 rlsl 
//„_,(x)/^_.(y)Pi::i'r(.) (^  r+A-
(6.13) 
Hn-.)^4"(x-l)"(.+l)^(.-in.+l)^ t J^t^±ll^l±^±^ 
r = 0 s=0 •^•v "^V^ 
^ p{a+s,0+s) ,^p{~r+T.i+r), ^p(it>+s+T,(j>+s+T) (z) 4 
« \{y' - 1)1 
4 
(6.14) 
(D,D, + D,D, + D,D,)" {(x - l)"+"(x + l)^+"(y - l)^+"(?/ + if^'^Pkiz)} 
r=0 s=0 s!(-n)^ 
pi-r'^^^^(x)Piir*^^^(y)piir-:r^(^) f(^'-l)l 4 « [(y'-i)l 4 (6.15) 
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ABSTRACT 
The present paper is the bilinear representation of the following results given 
by Al-Salam (1964). 
Keywords: Binomial operator; bilinear Operational representations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Here bilinear operator representation of the following results using the operator of AL-Salam 
(1964) and the technique developed by Khan and Shukla (2008). 
2. OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS 
Following the technique used by Khan and Shukla (2008) use has been made the following 
results due to Al-Salam (1964) to obtain bilinear operator representations of Laguerre and 
Jacobi polynomials. 
e = x ( l + xD),D = — (2.1) 
dx 
and Q = T/{l + }jD),D = — (2.2) 
dy 
If we take D = — and Dy = — then it is convenient to use the following operators consider in 
dx '' dy 
[10]: 
9 , ^ x | l + x ^ | (2.3) 
Corresponding author 
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f -. \ 
and Qy^y 1+y 
V ^y J J 
(2.4) 
Further use has been made of the following results of Khan and Nisar (On Operator 
representations of various polynomials using the operator of W. A. Al-Salam). 
(e.+ey)" = i«Q0re^ (2.5) 
r=0 
(e.+0y)"-i"Q6"0r (2.6) 
where " C , 
r=0 
r{n-ry. 
Use has also been made of the following results due to W.A.Al-Salam [1]. 
6" {.t"e-7(x)} = x - " e - n ! I ^ t ; " ' {x)D'f{x) 
e"{x"e-^}=x"^"e--'n!4")(a;) 
^ ^ n! 
0" jx" (1 - x)P^"} = x°-" (1 -xfn\ Pi«'P' (1 - 2x) 
e"{(l-x)"} = n!x"P„(l-2x) 
eVJ^ty) (l-xy) )= (^_\a.».i 2^ 1 -n,a + n + l; -xi/ 












^ R C S 
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[{1-x) J (1-x) 
3. BILINEAR REPRESENTATIONS 
(2.17) 
or 
(e,+Gy)"{x«e-7(x)yVyg(y)} = x - " y V - y n ! l I S 
n n-r r x^V^ 
r=0*:=Os=0 ''^'s! 
(e, + Gy)" {;c«e-^  (:t)yPe-^g(y)} = x°yP^"e-^-yn! I S Z 
n-r^^yS 
r=ok=Os=0 ' f ' s ! 
r=0 V -^  / 






or (e^ + Qyf {x"yPe--^-y} = x«yP+"e--"-yn! f 4") (X)L(W, (y) 
r=0 
(e, + 9y)" {x°e-Ye-^-^} = x«^"yM'-^-"^"')n! i L^ , (^x)^^) (^y) 
r=0 










(e , + Qy)'" {x«^"e--^'4") (x)yP^'^e--^Lf ("'} = - ^ E " Q ^ . T (e":*:"e-^)e^-^ (GVf?" ' ' ) 
(G. .G, ) ' " x-"e-^L(r) (x)y(P-)e-.VLf .^ ) = ^  ^ ^ ^ 
(3.8) 
k\nl 
r=o r ! l m - r l ! ^xy 
^^RCS 
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or (0, + e,)'" {x-"e-L(«) (x)yP^^e-.VLf-^'j = x^^^^f^^^e^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ T T f ^ ^ r=0 
( n - r + a)!(r + p)! n n-r r 
z'^D,V(x)y'D^^(y)U (3.11) 
,%i^Os=ok\s\{n-r-k)\{a + k)\{^ + s)\{r-s)\ 
(9, + e,)" {x« (1 - xf^" f (1 - y)^^"} = x«-y ^ (l - xf {l-yf 
xipi! ;P)( l -2x)p(« 'P)( l -2y) 
r=0 








( 9 , , - 0 , ) " { x « ( l - x r y P ( l - y ) -
:(a + l X x « V l ^ n! 7 r '2M 
r=o''!("-'')! ( -a-n)^ 
xy-(P + l)^^Fi 
or ( 0 , - 0 y ) " { x « ( l - x r y P ( l - y ) - ^ 
c,a + n-r + 1; 
a + 1; 
d,p + r + l; 
P + 1; y (3.15) 
-!i M! 
r=0' ' !{"-0 '(-P-")r 
c,a + l + r; 
a + 1; 










(0„(p^+0y(P2)"{((ox)"(yzf (l-(X.x)"""^(l-yz) ^ ^ 
" (1 - c o . t r ^ - ( l - y z f ^ - o H ( n - r ) ! [ ( _ ^ _ „ ) j 2 
^ 2 ^ 1 
-n + r,a + n-r + l; -ax 
a + 1; 1-wx ih 
-?-,p + r + l ; -yz 
P + 1; 1 -yz VCOXy 
(3.17) 
(e^cp^ + Oycp,)" {(cox)" {yzf (1 - o)x)"""^ ( l - yz)"''"^} 
M"(yzr[(p.l)„]^^ „, [(g.lX] 
( l - c o x r ^ ( l - y z r ^ % ? o r ! ( n - r ) ! [ ( _ p _ „ ) J ^ 
XjF i -r,a + r + l; -ax 
a + 1; 1-cox 2^1 
- n + r,p + n - r + 1; -yz 




" f 1 (e^cp^+Oycp,) [ -
•co.i: 
^ 1 ^ 
1 + COX 
(l-o3xr^(l-yz)r=o {1-axJ 
(e„cp, + 0y(p,)" [ ^ 
i + yz (3.19) 
-co.r 
«! 
/ -I A 
v i - y 2 ^ j 
( l - r a . T ) ( l - y z r =^0 
r 1 + co.t 




( 0 , - 0 y ) " x"yP 
a+l /., xp+1 
.(i-^ro-yy 
(a + l ) „ x ° V n ! n 1 (p + i)^ 
f i • ^ ( l - . r p " ' ( l - y r S = o ' - ! ( « - ' • ) ! ( - a - n ) ^ x ( l - r ) (3.21) 
K-Qv)"- x"yP a+l /., sP+l (l-.vr(l-y) 
(P+i)„^-"y ,,a,,p+« 
B + « + l • ^ 
(a + l ) 
( l - x ) " " ^ ( l - y ) P " " * ^ = o ' - ! ( n - r ) ! ( - p - n ) ^ 
x ( l - r ) 
y ( i - y ) 
(3.22) 
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O P E R A T I O N A L R E P R E S E N T A T I O N S O F B I L I N E A R A N D 
B I L A T E R A L G E N E R A T I N G F O R M U L A E F O R P O L Y N O M I A L S 
MUMTAZ AHMAD KHA AND K. S. NISAR 
Abstract 
Based on the technique used by M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [3] certain bilin-
ear and bilateral generating formulae for polynomials have been obtained in form 
of operational representations. The results obtained are believed to be new. 
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Recently in 2009, M. A. Khan and A. K. Shukla [3] evolved a new technique to 
give operator representations of certain polynomials. Using the same technique M. A. 
Khan and K. S. Nisar [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] obtained operator representations of certain 
polynomials .Using the said technique certain bilinear and bilateral generating formulae 
for polynomials have been obtained in the form of operator representations. 
2 . T h e D e f i n i t i o n s , N o t a t i o n s a n d R e s u l t s U s e d 
In deriving the operational representations of various polynomials M. A. Khan and 
A. K. Shukla [3] used the following results which we also need here. 
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r ( l + A-/j,) dx ^ ' 
where A and /;., A > ju are arbitrary real numbers. 
In particular, use has been made of the following results: 
D' e-^ = {-ly e-^ (2.2) 
D'" x'" = {a)r {-ly x""'*"^a is not on integer (2.3) 
D' a;-"^" = (a + n)r ( - l ) ' x""-"- ' ' (2.4) 
, .n-l+n _ i'^Jn ^a-l+r in c\ 
X 
a. T 
-\n-r ^-a _ \^)n\ 1) -a-n+r j^n-r ^-a ^ ^^_^^ ^ ^-a-ni-r^ ^ ^^  ^^^ ^^ integer (2.6) 
(1 - a - ri)r 
where n and r are denote positive integers and 
(Q)„ - Q (a + 1) (a + n - 1); (a)o = 1 
£ , n - r | ^ a + „ g - x | ^ (^ _ ^^l a;a+re-x L';^+y\x) (2.7) 
D"-'- {e-^ '} = (-I)"-'- e-^' //„_,(x) (2.8) 
D"-^ Ux - l)°+"(a: + 1)^+"} = 2"-'' (n - r)! 
X (x - ly+^x + lf+' PtV^^+^hx) (2.9) 
D"~^ {(x- - 1)^ ^+"} = 2"-^ (n - r)! 
X (x2-l)"+''P^^+''°+'")(x) (2.10) 
D'-L(f)(x)= ( - l ) ^ L t r ) ( x ) (2.11) 
^ ^"(^) = T^^Tnt)! ^"--^(^^ (2.12) 
Z?^  /'i«-'^>(x) - 2-^(1 + a + /? + n)fc P^!t^'^"^*\x) (2.13) 
f^c p (^a,a)(^ -) ^ 2-'=(l + 2Q + n)fc P^!+'='"+'=^(x) (2.14) 
Z?'^  P„(x) = 2-'=(l + n)k P^^f (x) (2.15) 
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We also need the definition of the following polynomials (see [1], [2], [9], [10]). 
Legendre Polynomial 
It is denoted by the symbol Pn{x) and is defined as 
-n, n + 1 ; 1 - x 
Pn{x)= 2F1 1 
Laguerre Polynomials 
It is denoted by the symbol L„ (x) and is defined as 
Z('^ )(x) = i i ± ^ ,F, 
n\ 
i - f l 
- n ; 
1 +a; 
Hermite Polynomial 
It is denoted by the symbol Hn{x) and is defined as 
Hn{x) = (2x)" 2^0 rt /fc, nft ~ P rt , -1-
Jacob! Polynomial 
It is denoted by the symbol Pn' (x) and is defined a-s 





1 + Q; 2 
Ultraspherical Polynomial 
The special case of /? = a of the Jacobi polynomial is called Ultraspherical polyno-
mial and is denoted by F„ '" (x).It is thus defined as 
p(-")(^.)^(i±^ 2^1 - n , l - | -2a + n ; 1 - x 
1 + Q; ~ T ~ 
(2.20) 
3. Operat iona l R e p r e s e n t a t i o n s 
li D = •—, then by Leibnitz theorem 
D" [uv = Y^ "C,D"-'uD' 
r-=0 
(3.1; 
If D^ = -^ and Dy = -~, M.A.Khan and A.K.Shukla [3] wrote the binomial 
expansion for [D^ + DyY as 
{D, + DyY = E ""CrDrOl (3.2) 
r=0 
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where "Cr = rUnLrV.- ^y writing the finite series on the right of (3.2) M.A. Khan 
and A.K. Shukia [3] wrote (3.2) also as 
n 
(D, + Dyr = E ""CrDlD^-^ (3.3) 
r=0 
If F(x,y) is a function of x and y, they obtained the following from (3.2) and (3.3) 
(D. + D,rF{x,y) = J2 (-^)-{-^)^i};-'-D; F{x,y) (3.4) 
•^ 
[D^ + DyTFix^y) = Y ^ " ' ' i ^^^DID;~' H^-V) 
r=0 
(3.5) 
In particular , if F{x,y) — f{x)g{y). M.A.Khan and A.K.Shukia [3] wrote (3.4) 
and (3.5) in the form 
(D. + D,r {f{x)9{y)} = X] ^"^^-j'^^^D— f{x)Dl g{y) (3.6) 
r=0 
(D. + DyT {f{x)g{y)} = j ^ (~"^-j~^ '^"z};/(x)ZP—g(y) (3.7) 
r=0 
Now by taking special values of f{x) and ^(y), we obtain the following partial 
differential operator representations of bilinear and bilateral generating formulae 
for various polynomials. 
4.Operational, Representations of Bilinear Generating Functions Using 
(3.1) 
D" {x" e-LL")(x)} = n!x"e-^ J ] 1 4 ^ ' W ^ t ^ ^ ^ W (-x)"- (4.1) 
r-=0 
i?" {(x - i)"+"(x + i)''+"Pi;^ '^ )^(x)} 
= nl 2"(x - l)"(x + ir J2 - '^"""^f'""'^ ^ 
r 
r=0 
X P^T''''^^(a:)Pir_r''^^^)(x) f ^ ) (4.2) 
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D" {e~^'H^{x)} = ( - l ) " e - ' j ^ ( r ) ( T ) ^''^^^ '• ^n-r{x)Hm-r{x ) 
(4.3) 
^ " {4"Hx) LL'^(X)} = E ( " ) i^l"^"-^nx)Li;:X^^(x) (4.4) 
r=0 ^ -^  
D " { / / „ ( x ) / f „ ( x ) } - 2 " n ! | ] ( ^ ) (^  ^ ^//,(x)(x)//^_,(x) (4.5) 
D"{F(-^)(x)Fi7 '^)(x)}=2-"^ ( M (l + a + /? + n)„_.(l + 7 + (^  + m). 
X pJ°+"+^/5+n-'-)p^''+;-''+'-)(2;) (4.6) 
D"{Pi"- ) (x)P(f '^) (x)}=2~"^ r M ( l + 2a + n)„_,(l + 2/? + m), 
X p/°+n--.-+"-'-)(^) p^ '^ _+;'^ +'-)(,x) (4.7) 
Z}"{P„(x)P„(.x)} = 2 - " ^ ( M (l+n)n,(l+m),P/"-'--"-'-)(x)PiT^(^^ (4.8) 
r=0 ^ / 
Z?"{p(-°)(x)P^(x)}=2-"f] ( M 
r=0 ^ ''^  
(1 + 2a + n)r{l + m),P,("+"-^'"+"-^n-^)^i'l'r(a^) (4-9) 
Now for m=n , (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) we 
get, 
D"{x- e-^Li^Hx)}:=n^.x^e^^J2^, Lt7\x)Ltr\x) {-xY (4.10) 
r=0 
D" {(x - l)'^+"(x + l)^+"P^"'^'(x)} 
{l + a + f3 + n)r = n!2"(x-l)"(x+l)'^ J ] 
r=0 
X pi!r•''^^^^^)er"^^(^) ( ' ^ ) (4.11) 
D" {e-^^//„(x)} = ( - l ) " e - ' E f r ) ^""^^ ^n-,(x)^„-.(x) (4.12) 
r=0 ^ ^ 
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D" {Ll^\x) 4")(:r)} = E ( " ) Li"^''-'\x)Ltr\x) (4.13) 
r=0 ^ '^  
D"{^n(a:)i/„(x)} = 2 " n ! ^ ( ^^  ) ( J ! ' ) / / . (x)(x) / /„_ . (x) (4.14) 
D " { P i - ' ' ) ( x ) P i - - ^ ) ( x ) } = 2 - " f ] ( M ( l + a + /3 + n ) „ _ . ( l + 7 + <^- + n ) . 
X pJa+n-r,/3+n-r)p^7+r,<5+r)^^-j ^^-^g-, 
D" {p("-°)(.T)Pf •^)(a:)} :- 2 - J ^ (" M (1 + 2a + n)„_.(l + 2a + n) , 
r=0 ^ ^ 
X pO^+"-'.'>+"-'•)(x) P^^7''^+'")(x) (4.16) 
D"{P„(:c)Pn(x)} = 2 - " f ] ( M (l+n)n,(l+n),P,("-^'"-'-nx)Pi::; '^") (4.17) 
r=0 ^ '^  
D"{P(-'^)(.T)P„(X)} = 2 - J ] r ^ ) (l + 2a + n ) . ( l + n ) , 
P/"+"-'--"+"-'-Hx)Pi':;^(x) (4.18) 
Further for 7 = a and ^ = /? in (4.15) and a = /? in (4.16) one gets 
D"{PJ--''\x)PJr'\x)}=2''^J2 ( r ) ( l + « + /? + n)„_,(l + a + /3 + n) , 
D" {p("-) (x)P(°-) (x)} = 2 - f ] (" M (1 + 2a + n)„_.(l + 2a + n) . 
r=0 ^ ^ 
X p^'+"-'•"+«-'•)(x) P^°7-°+^)(x) (4.20) 
5. Operational Representations of Bilateral Generating Functions Us-
ing (3.1) 
D " { x " + " e - ^ F , „ ( x ) } = n ! e - - x - + " f ^ ( "^ ^ LtV\x)Hr^.r{x) {2xy (5.1) 
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T-=0 
X Ltr\x)PtV'''-'\x) ( I ) ' (5.2) 
r=0 
X Ltr\x)PtT^'\x) (1)^  (5.3) 
D" {x--^"e-^P„(x)} = n! x"e - f^ i^±j^er^(x)Pi'-::^(x) [^J (5.4) 
r=0 
D" {(x - l)°+"(x + lf+"PJ:^'"\x)} = n! 2"(x - l)"(x + 1)'' 
.^  y ^ (1 + 2 a + m)r^(a+r , /3+r) -^(Q+r,Q+r)(x) A3: - l \ 
r=0 '^' ^ -^  
D" {(x - l)"+"(x + l)'^+"P„(x)} = n! 2"(x - l)°(x + l)'^  
E ^^^PiT^^'-)(x)Pi-i(x) ( ^ y (5.6) X 
r=0 
D" {(x - l)"+"(x + l)'^ +"L(;^ )(x)} = n! 2"(x - l)"(x + 1)'^  
- E ^ e r " ^ \ - ) e " ; ^ ( x ) ( ^ ^ - ) ^ (5.7) 
r=0 ' ^ -^  
D" {{x - l)"+"(x + l)'^+"//„(x)} = n! 2"(x - l)"(x + 1)^  
D- {e-'^L|:)(x)} = (-l)"e-^' E ( r ) ^n-rW^m-;(^) (5-9) 
r=0 ^ -^  
D" {e-^>i-'^ )(:^)} = (-l)"e-^ ^ E '^"^ ''^ ^^ ;,^ ^^ "^ -^ 2 -
r=0 
X //„_,(x)Pir_r'^+'-'(x) (5.10) 
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r=0 
X i/„_,(x)pir;'"+^)(^) (5.11) 
D" {e ->„ (x )} = i-ire-^' J2 ^""^''^^^,^"'-2-^ i/„-.(x)Pi:::)(x) (5.12) 
D"{LW(x)ff^(x)} = ( - l ) " | ^ ( ^^ ) ( ^ ) H(-2)'-L("+—)(x)//_.(x) 
(5.13) 
D"{4")(x)Pf^)(x)} = ( - l )"X] ( " ) (l+/? + 7 + m) . ( -2)-
r=0 ^ ^ 
X L("+"-)(x)Pif_r-^+'"^(x) (5.14) 
D"{L(")(.r)p(f''^ )(.T)} = ( - l ) " ^ ( " ) (l + 2,(^  + m) . ( -2) -
X L(°+"-'-)(x)Pifj-;'^ +''^ (x) (5.15) 
D"{LW(X)P^(X)} = ( - 1 ) " J ] ( M (l + m).(-2)-'-L("+"-)(x)PiT^(x) 
r=0 ^ ^ 
(5.16) 
where PJ:^_^{x) is Ultraspherical polynomial. 
D"{//„(.,p,-»)w}=2"„!x: ( r ) """"tr"'^ 
X H.{x)Ptr''"\^) (\Y (5.17) 
i?"{^n(x)e°)(x)}=2"n!X: ( ;^  ) ( l ± ^ ^ ± i ! ^ / / , ( . ) P i - - - ) ( . ) Q ) 
(5.18) 
DHi^.(x)P^(x)} = 2"n!X] ( ; ^ ) i l ± p l l i/.(x)Pi-)(x) Q ) ' (5.19) 
D"{p(-'^)(x)p(7-^)(x)}=2-"f] j ' M ( i : + . a + /3 + n).(l + 27 + m), 
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X Pj"+"-'''*+"-'-)(x)Pit";'^+'^(x) (5.20) 
D^{Pt^\x)PUx)}=2--"f^ ("^yi + a + P + nUl+m), 
r=0 ^ / 
X P^^+^-''^+^-'\x)P^^':l{x) (5.21) 
where P^Yr(a;) is Ultraspherical polynomial. 
Now for m = n, (5.1),( 5.2), (5.3), (5.4), (5.5), (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), (5.9), (5.10), 
(5.11), (5.12), (5.13), (5.14), (5.15), (5.16), (5.17), (5.18), (5.19), (5.20) and (5.21) 
we have 
^n {^"+ng-x^^(^^| ^ n!e-^x"+" J ^ ^^Lt7^ (x ) i7„_ , (2 ; ) {-2xY (5.22) 
r=0 
D"{.T°+"e-^Pi"-^)(x)} =n! .T"e-- ;^ ^^  "^  " Y ^ " '^" 
r=0 
X Ltr\x)PtT'^'\x) {ly (5.23) 
D" {x"+"e-^Pi°-"Hx)} = n!x°e-- j ^ (1 + 2a + n) 
r=0 r! 
X e r ( , . ) P ^ ! : ' - + ' V ) f ^ ) ' (5.24) 
D"{x"+"e-P„(:r)}=n!.T"e-^J] i^- i^Li"_r(x)Pi ' : ; ) (x) ( | ) ^ (5.25) 
r = 0 
JD" {(,T - 1)°+"(.T + l)'^ +"P/,°'"Ha^)} = n\r{x - 1)°(,T + 1)'^  
xJ2 il± ;^i^ ±^p("_:''^ +'-)(x)p("_r-+ )^W ( ^ ) ' (5.26) 
r = 0 '"• ^ '^ 
i)'^ ' {(.T - l)°+"(x + l)'^+"P„(:r)} = n!2"(3: - l)°(x + 1)'^  
X E ^ ^ e r ' " ^ ^ ^ ( x ) P i - ; ( x - ) ( ^ ) ^ (5.27) 
r = 0 ^ • ^ '^ 
D" {(x - l)"+"(x + l)''^+"4")(x)} = n!2"(x - l)"(a; + 1)'^  
E ^pi"r''^ "'"V-)er^ (-) ( ^ ) ^ (5.28) X 
r=0 
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Z?" {(x - i r+"(x + l)^+"i/„(x)} = n!2"(x - l)"(x + if 
X E ( r ) Ptt'^''''\^)Hn-r{x) {x' - l)" (5.29) 
r=0 ^ ^ 
D" { e - ' 4 ° H x ) } = i-lTe'-' E ( r ) ^"-(^)^nt:;(^) (5-30) 





I>" {e-^'Pn(x)} = (-l)"e-^^ J ] ^~"^;1^. ' ' ' '^^ H^.Ax)Ptr\x) (5.33) 
r=n 
D"{L('')(x)//„(x)} = (-l)"X; ( ^ ) ( ; ? ) H ( - 2 ) ^ 
X L(°+"-^)(x)^n-r(a:) (5.34) 
D"{4")(.T)Ff-)(x)} = (-l)"X] ( M (l+/:' + 7 + n).(-2)-
X L(°+"-'-)(.T)Pi!™^^(3;) (5.35) 
D"{L("^(,T)Pi-'^)(x)} = ( - l ) " X ] ( M {l + a + P + nU-2r 
X L^^+''-'\x)PtT"^''\x) (5.36) 
D"{L(f)(:r)P„(.T)} = ( - l ) " X ] ( J^ ) (1 + n).(-2)-!.(-+"-)(rr)Pi::;)(x) 
r=0 V • ^ 
(5-37) 
r=0 ^ ^ 
X//.(x)Pi!r'^'-^(x) (]\ (5.38) 
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r=0 \ / • V 
(5.39) 
D-{H„{x)P^{x)} = 2-n\J2 ( " ) ^:f^ Hr{x)PiZHx) Q ) ' (5.40) 
where P!^YJ{X) is ultraspherical polynomial. 
D" {p(""^)(x)P^-)(x)} = 2 - J ] r ^ V i + a + /^  + n).(l + 27 + n), 
X P,("+"-'"3+"-'-)(x)Pil7'^^''>(x) (5.41) 
i?" {Pi"''^H-^)^n(.T)} = 2-" j j ^ [ M (1 + a + /3 + n),(l + n), 
r=0 ^ ^ 
X Pj°+"-^''^+"-'-H2:)Pi-;^(x) (5.42) 
Further for /? = a , 7 = /? in (5.35), ;3 = a in (5.36) and 7 = a in (5.41) one 
obtains 
r=0 ^ ^ 
X L|"+"-'-)(x)Pi"t'"'^''^(x) (5.43) 
D"{4")(x)/^("-)(,T)} = ( - l ) ' ' J ] h ) (l4-2a + n),(-2)-
X L("+"-'-)(x)Pi^r°^''^(^) (5.44) 
D" {P^"-'^H^)^i'""H-'c)} = 2~" J ] ( " ) (1 + " + /^  + n)r{l + 2a + n), 
r=0 ^ -^  
X P/"+"-'"5+"-^)(x)P^"+""+^^(x) (5.45) 
6. Operational Representations of Bilinear Generating Functions Using 
(3.6) 
{D^ + Dyfix'^ e-^Lt>{y)] =n\x'^e-^Y.^^ Ltr\x)LtZ\y) {-^Y (6.1) 
r = 0 • 
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{D, + DyY {(x - ir+"(x + lY'-''Pt^\y)] = n!2"(x - i r (x + \f 
x E ^^^"^ / ' - "^^ -e r^ -^ (x )P i r - r ^ -^ (y ) ( ^ ) ^ (6.2) 
{D, + Dyr[er^'H^{y)] = {~lTe-^'Y^ (^  ^ ) (^  ^ )'r!//„_.(x)i/„_.(y) (-2) 
(6.3) 
(^x + Dyf {LW(X) L(f)(y)} = i : ( ; ) L^r''~'\^W^-'-Xy) (6.4) 
(D. + D,)" {//„(x)//„(y)} = 2" n! f ] ( ^ ) ( ^ ) F,(x)(x)H„_,(y) (6.5) 
(D, + D,)"{P^^)(x)p(?•'*')(y)} = 2-"X] h \ (i+a+/3+n)„_.(l+7+5+m), 
r=0 ^ ^ 
(i?. + Dyf {p(°-)(x)P(;^'^)(y)} = 2-' f ] ( r ) (1 + 2a + n)„_.(l + 2/3 + m), 
X p^("+"--.°+"-'')(a:) P,[f_+;'^ +'')(y) (6.7) 
(D,, + Z),)"{P„(x)P^(y)} = 2 - " f ] ( " ) (1 + n)nr(l + m)r 
r=0 
X Pi"-^'"-'-)(x)/^t7(y) (6.8) 
Now for m = n, (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), (6.4), (6.5), (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8) we have 
[D,, + Dyf {x- e~^L^:\y)] = nlx^e'^ Y. ^ LtV\x)L^:X\y) {-xj (6.9) 
(D, + D,)" {(x - l)'^ +"(x + \f'-''PlC'^\y)] = n!2"(x - l)°(x + 1)'' 
x E ^^  + " ; ^ + "^'-pi-r^-Hx)Pi"_r^^-^(,) ( ^ ) ^ (6.10) 
(D. + D,)"{e-^^//„(y)} = (- l)"e-^^E ( ^^  ) ( l^ ) V! if„_.(x)H„_.(y) (-2)^ 
(6.11) 
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(D. + Dyf {L^:\x) L f (x)} = E ( " ) L^r''-'\x)Lt:\y) (6.12) 
r=0 ^ '^ 
{D, + D,T{H^[x)H^{y)) = 2^n\Y, ( ^ ) ( ^ ) H,(a;)(x)i:f„_.(y) (6.13) 
(D. + D,)"{p(-«(x)P^^)(y)} = 2 - " J ^ ( M (l+a+/3+n)„_.(l+a+/?+«). 
r=0 ^ ^ 
X pJa+n-r,/3+n-r)p^7+r,6+r)^y^ ^g -^ ^^ 
(D. + i5,)"{p("-")(.T)Pf'')(y)}=2-"J^ ( M ( l + 2a + n)„_.(l + 2/? + n). 
X pio + n-r.a + n-r)^^^ PJ^^J^/'^-^'^y) (6.15) 
(D. + D,)"{P„(x)P„(y)} = 2 - " J ] ( ^ ) (l+n)n,(l+n).p("-'"-)(3:)/'i':;^(?y) 
(6.16) 
Further for Q = /^  in (6.12) , j = a, 6 = p m (6.14) and a = f3 in (6.15) one 
gets 
(D. + DyT [Ll^Hx) Li"\x)} = E ( " ) Li''^"-''\x)Ltr\y) (6.17) 
r=0 ^ -^^ 
(D, + D,)"{P^^)(x)P^' 'Hy)} = 2 - " E ( r ) (l+«+/^+n)n-r(l+"+/?+n). 
(D, + DyT {P!r''\x)Pi^'^\y)} =2-"J2 ( " ) (1 + 2a + n)„_.(l + 2a + n), 
X p^(a + . - r , a + n - r ) ( ^ ) p(^a+r,a + r) ^ ^^ ^g^g^ 
7. Operational Representations of Bilateral Generation Functions Us-
ing (3.6) 
ID, + DyT {x"+"e-/f„(y)} = n!e-^x"+" E ( T ) ^iT^(^)^m-r(y) (2x)'" 
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(D, + DX {x°+"e-^P^°-'^ )(?/)} = nlx'^e-^x 
± ^''''\f^'^^lJ^\x)P^-'^'^%) (1)^  (7.2) 
X ± (l+2"+'")-er'(x)Ptr"-'(i/) (f)' (7,3) 
r=0 
r-=0 (7.4) 
(D, + Dy)" {{x - l)"+"(x + lf+''Pt''\y)} = n\2"{x - l)"(x + 1)^  
x E ^^"''7"^^-Pi"T-'^"-^(x)Pl"-r"'-^(y) f ^ ) ^ (7.5) 
r=0 
(D, + D,)" {(x - l)"+"(x + l)'^ +"P„.(y)} = n!2"(x- - l)"(x + 1)'^  
X E ^^Pi-r^^^(-)Pi:::^(y) ( ^ ) ^ (7-6) 
(D, + D,)" {(x - l)"+"(x + ir^"Ll-^{y)} = n!2"(x - l)'^(x + 1)'^  
E ^Pi-r"^Hx)4r;)(y) ( 1 ^ ) ' (7.7) 2 \ ^ 
r=0 
(D, + DyT {(x - l)'^ +"(x + l)'3+"^,„(y)} = n!2"(x - l)°(x + ifx 
X E ( r ) Pi-r'"^^(--)i^™-.(y) {x' - ly (7.8) 
(D. + D,)"{e-^LH(y)} = (-l)"e-^f^ ( M f/„_.(.T)Lr,(y) (7.9) 
(D., + D,)"{e->(r-'')(y)} = (-l)"e-^^ 
^ E ( ^ ) (1 + « + /^  + m). i/„-.(x)Pir_r''"'^^(y) f ^ ) ' (7.10) 
r=0 ^ ^ ^ ' 
(D, + Dyf {e-^>(r-)(y)} = (-l)"e-^^ 
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X 
r=0 
E ( ^ ) ( l + 2a + m),//„_.(a:)Pir;-+'-'(y) (^~J (7.11) 
{D. + DyrD-{e-^'Pm{y)} = i-ire-'^'Y. ( ^ ) (1+m). K„_.(x)Pi^::i(y) ( ^ ^ ) 
(7.12) 
{D^ + D,r{Li"\x)Hm{y)]-{-ir^ ( " ) ( ; " ) r!(-2)^L("+"-'-)(x)//_.(y) 
(7.13) 
(D, + D,)"{L(r)(x)p(f--)(y)} = (-l)"f^ ( M (l + /^  + 7 + m). ( -2)-
X L(-+"-'-)(x)Pi^_r^^)(y) (7.14) 
(Z). + D,)"{Li")(x)p(f'^ )(y)} = (-l)"5] ( M (l + 2/^  + m).(-2)-
r=0 ^ ^ 
X i|°^"-^Hx)pr;''"'"'(y) (7.15) 
(D, + D,)"{L(r)(.T)P„(y)} = ( - l )"X] ( " ) {l+mU-2r Li"^"-'-\x)P^':l{y) 
(7.16) 
where P^'_!^l{x) is Ultraspherical polynomial 
{D,, + Dyr{H^{x)P^y\y)]^2-n\Y^ n [\+a + p + m) 
r j r\ 
X p,(x)p/r;''+'Yy) ( ^ ) ' (7.17) 
1 + 2Q + m) 
X i/.(x)Pir.r'"+'-)(y) Q y (7.18) 
(/). + D,)"{^n(:r)P.(y)} = 2"n!j] ( ^^  ) ^ ^ ^ ^ i^ .(x)Pi:::-^ (y) Q ) ' 
(7.19) 
(i?, + D,)"{p("'^)(x)Pi7'-)(y)}=2-"X] ( ' M ( i + a + /? + n),(l + 27 + m). 
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X Pj"+"-'''^+"-''Hx)Pil+;'^+'"'(2/) (7.20) 
{D, + Dyr{Pi"^>'\x)PUy)}=2-^J2 ( ^ ) ( l + a + /? + n)r(l + m). 
X P^^^''-''^^"-''K^)P!n'll{y) (7.21) 
where P}^'_^{y) is Ultraspherical polynomial. 
Now for m = n, (7.1), (7.2), (7.3), (7.4), (7.5), (7.6), (7.7), (7.8), (7.9), (7.10), 
(7.11), (7.12) , (7.13) , (7.14) , (7.15) , (7.16), (7.17), (7.18), (7.19),(7.20) and 
(7.21) we get 
(D, + i?,)"{x"+"e-/f„(y)} =n!e-x"+" J ] ( ^ ) 4"_r)(x)H„_.(y) (2, 




7- = 0 
[D, + Dyf {x"+"e-^Pi"-'^Hy)} = n\x-e--
n 
^ E ''''^y"-LtrHx)PiT^-^Hy) {^y (7.24) 
(D. + A,)"{.x"-"e-P„(y)}=n!x"e-J] ii±!!llLiT)(:,)p(-)(.y) ( |)^ 
(7.25) 
(D, + Dyr {{x - 1)"+"(.T + l)"^"Pi^'''\y)} = n\2'^{x - irix + if 
x . ^ (^+^'^^+"^'-pi°:"'^^^(x)^i°r'"^^^(y) f ^ ^ ) ' (7-26) 
(Z), + Dyr{{x - l)°+"(.r + l)''+"P.(y)} = n!2"(x - l)"(x + 1)'^  
xx; ^^er"^""(:r)p(-\i/) ( ^ ) ' (7.27) 
(D, + Dyf {(x - l)"+"(x + l)'^+"L(")(y)} = n!2"(x - l)°(x + l)'^ 
x E ^er''"'-*(x)er^(y) ( ^ ^ ) ' (7.28) 
{p. + A,)" {(x - l)"+"(x + l)^+"//n(y)} = n!2"(x - l)°(x + 1)^ 
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X 
r=0 
X E ( r ) PtV''''\^)Hn-riy) [x' - ly (7.29) 
(D, + D , r {e-^'Ll^\y)} = ( - l ) "e -^ E f r ) ^-'•(^)^nir(2/) (7-30) 
r=0 ^ -^  
E ( " ) (1 + a + /? + n). H_(a;)Pi!r"'^'-)(y) ( ^ y (7.31) 
(D. + Z) , )"{e->("-) (y)} = ( - l ) "e -^ 
E ( ; ) (1 + 2a + n). //„.,.(aOPi"_r""''^(y) [j-J ^''^^^ 
(D. + D,)" D" {e-^V„(y)} - ( - l ) "e -^ E ( r ) ^^-^""^^ H,-r{x)Pt:\y) ( 
r=0 ^ ^ ^ 
(7.33 
{D^ + Dyr{Ll^\x)H^iy)} = ( -1)"E ( " ) ( " ) H(-2)'-L^^^—)(x)//_(yj 
(7.34) 
(Z), + D,)"{L(r)(^)Pf'^Hy)} = ( - i r E ( r ) (l + /-^  + 7 + n)r(-2)-'-
X l(°+"-^)(.7:)Pi!r'''+'^(x) (7.35) 
(D. + D,)"{L(")(x)Pf'')(y)} = ( - i r E ( r ) (1 + 2/3 + n).(-2)-'-
X L("+"-)(x)Pfr''^'"Yy) (7.36) 
(Z?. + i?,)"{L(f)(.T)P„(y)} = ( -1)"E ( " ) il+n)A-2r Ll^-"'-'\x)P,^:fXy) 
(7.37) 




(I)x + I),)"{//„(:c)Pi-^^)(y)} = 2"n!E n (1 + a -f /? + n)r 
X //.(.T)Pir''^'-^(y) Q ) ' ' (7.38) 
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(D, + Z),r{//„(a;)P("-°)(y)} =2"n!X] 
r 
r=0 
X Hr{x)PilV'-"^^\y) Q y (7.39) 
where P^l^i^) is ultraspherical polynomial. 
X P,("+"-''^+"-'-)(x)Pii:''^+'')(y) (7.41) 
{D^ + D,)" {p(-^)(a;)P„(y)} = 2"" J ] (" M (i + 2a + n).(l + n). 
r=0 ^ ^ 
X Pj°+"-''^+"-'-Hx)Pl':;'(y) (7.42) 
Further for /^  = Q , 7 = /^  in (7.35), p = a in (7.36) and 7 = a in (7.41) one 
obtains 
{D. + Dyr{Li^\x)P^'-^\y)} = {-irJ2 ( " ) (l+cv + /3 + n).(-2)-'-
X l|"+''-^)(-'c)^i-r'^'''^(.^) (7.43) 
{D^ + Dyr{Li-\x)PJr''^\y)} = {-irJ2 ( " ) (l + 2« + n).(-2)-'-
X L("+"-'-)(x)Prr'"''^Vj) (7.44) 
(D. + D,)"{p(-^)(x)p(-"){y)}=2-"f^ (^M( i + « + /? + „)^(l + 2a + n), 
X p/'^+"-'-'3+"-'-)(x)P^'!r'"^'"'(y) (7.45) 
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Abstract 
The present paper deals with the operator representations of various polynomials 
by the technique developed by M.A. Khan and A.K. Shukia [10] and using the 
operator defined by W.A. AL-Saiam [ I ]. 
AMS subject classification: Primary 47F05, Secondary 33C45. 
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1. Introduction 
Here finite series representation of binoinial operators have been used to establish oper-
ator represntations of various polynomials using the operator of W.A. AL-Salam [1] and 
the technique developed by M.A. Khan and A.K. Shukia [10]. 
2. The Definitions, Notations and Results used 
In 1964 W.A. Al-salam [1] define the following operator 
e =x(\+xD),D = — (2.1) 
dx 
He used this operator very elegantly to study various polynomials. 
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In deriving the operational representations of various polynomials use has been made 
of the fact that 
e'\x'] = ( a + l ) , j - " + ' 










1 ) (1+a), . 
^„_,f _,+„! (aO« ^ 
I i il-a-n)r 
Where n and /• are denote positive integrs and 
( a ) „ = a ( a + l) (a + Ai-1); (a)o = 1 
We also need the defenitons of the following polynomials interms of hypergeometric 
function and also their notations (see [4], [16], [17]). 
Legendre Polynomial 
It is denoted by the symbol Pnix) and is defined as 
-n, n + 1 ; ^ - x 
Pnix) = 2F\ I; (2.9) 
Laguerre Polynomial 
It is denoted by the symbol LI^HX) and is defined as 
L)rM ( l+a) , . 
nl 
F\ -n; (1+a); (2.10) 
Jacobi Polynomial 
It is denoted by the symbol P^["'^\x) and is defined as 
-n, l + a + ) 6 + n ; I -x p(.,/^)(^)^iL±^^^, 
1 +a; 
(2.11) 
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Ultraspherical Polynomial 
The special case of ^ = a of the Jacobi polynomial is called Ultraspherical polynomial 
and is denoted by P^""\x).\iis thus defined as 
P<....,,) = ( i ± j ^ 2F1 -n, 1 + 2 a + « ; 1 - x 1 + a ; 2 (2.12) 
Gagenbauer Polynomial 
The Gagenbauer polynomial C^{x) is the generalization of Legendre polynomial and is 
defined as 
n< 
—n, 2v + n ; \ _ j^ 
1 
. + -: 2 
il.U) 
Bateman's Zn(x) 
Bateman's polynomial Z„(x) is defined as 
Znix) =2 Fl -n, n + I ; 1, 1; (2.14) 
Bateman's Generalization of Zn(x) 
Bateman moved from Z„(x) to the more general polynomial 
2/^2 
—n, 2v + n ; 
1 (2.15) 
it may be remarked here that the above polynomial is Gegenbauer type generalization 
of Z„(,x). We will therefore adopt the symbol Z^^ib, t), thus we have 
Z",{bj)= 2F2 
— n, 2v + n ; 
1 t 
V + -, \+b; 
(2.16) 
A Jacobi type generalization of Z„(x)may be denoted by the symbol Z^^'^^b, x) and is 
defined as 
~n, \ +a + p + n; Z,^^ ' ( / , ,x)= 2F2 
\ +a, 1 + 6 ; (2.17) 
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Rice Polynomials 
Rice polynomial //n(^, p, v) is defined as 
-«, n + 1 , f; 
1, p; 
(2.18) 
A Jacobi type generalization of Rice polynomial H„{^, p,v} is due to Khandekar [15] 
who denoted his generalized polynomial by the symbol HJ,"'^^ (|, p, f) and is defined as 
r(a,^) H^"'P>i^, p, V) = 3F2 
-«, 1 + a + ^ + n , ^ ; 
1 + a , p; (2.19) 
Sister Celine's Polynomial 
Fasenmyer, Sister. M. Celine denoted her polynomial by the symbol 
fn b\,- • ^bn 
as defined as 
/ . 
a \ , • • •,ap; 
b\, • • ^bg-. 
p+2fq+2 
-n, n + \,a\,- • ^ap] 
1 X 
1, - > b\,- • ,bq\ 
(2.20) 
Bessel Polynomials 
Simple Bessel polynomial >'„(x) is defined as 
- / 2 , /2 + 1 ; ~X 
-; T v«(-'^ ) = ih 
and the generalized bessel polynomials .v„(fl, 6, x) and is defined as 





The Chebycheff polynomials T„ (x) and i/„ (x) of the first and second kinds respectievely 
are special Ultraspherical polynomials. In details 
Tnix)^ ' 'n X 
Vnkx) = r P„- X 
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In terms of hypergeometric function their defenition will be as follows 
Tn{x) =2 F, - n , n ; ^j^__^ 
2' 
(2.23) 
t/„(^) = (« + 1) 2/=^ ! 





Konhauser polynomials are denoted by the symbol Z^{x; k) and is defined by 
Z"Jx-k) = (1 +a)2n Fk n: M\* {k,a + iy, \k) A{k 
a a -f 1 
where A(^, a) stands for the set of ^ parameters —, • a + A: — lA: 
k A.-
Lagrange Polynomial 
It is denoted by the symbol g"'^{x, y) and is defined by 
e^'( . ,y) = ^ 2 F , -n^fi; y_ 
1 — CK — n ; X 
Cesaro Polynomial 
It is denoted by the symbol gl^Hx) and is defined as 
i'\x) = s + n 2F1 -n, 1; 
—i' — n ; 
Sylvester Polynomial 
It is denoted by the symbol tpnix) and is defined as 
tPnix) - — 2^0 
nl 
-n, x; _| 
X 
Shively's Pseudo Laguerre Polynomial 
It is denoted by the symbol Rn{a,x) and is defined as 
Rn{a,x) = \F\ 
n\{a)n 
— n ; 
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Hermite Polynomial 
It is denoted by the symbol //„(;c) and is defined as 
Hn{x) = {IxT 2Fo 
1 1 1 , -




Bedient [2], in his study of some polynomials assosiated with Appell's F2 and F3 intro-
duced 
RniP, y, x) = ; 3F2 
n n I , ' 
YA -p-n\ ^ 
(2.31) 
G„(a, /?; x) = —, . , ^. 3.^ 2 
3. Operational Representations 
1 1 1 , • 
- n , - - n + - , l-a-p-n\ ' 
2 2 2 -2 
1—a — n, 1—)3—n; •"• 
(2.32) 
Following the technique used by M.A. Khan and A.K. Shukla [10] use has been made 
the following results to obtain operator representations of various polynommials. 
9 d 
If Djt = — and Dy = — , we consider dx 3 y 
0, =x\\ +x — 
dx (3.1) 
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[e, + ey)"F{x,y)^Y. ( -M-lr ,.(,^ )^ 
r=0 r\ 
I "^ "y (3.5) 
(-n),(-ir^, „_, [e.+0,)" ^(^' )^ = E ,; ^:^r^ ^(^' >') (3.6) 
r=0 
In particular, if F{x, y) = f{x)g{y). we obtain the following results from (3.5) and 
(3.6) 
{0, + eyT {f{x)g{y)] = Y. -^^^^~^er' f{x)9; giy) (3.7) 
r=0 
( ^ . + ^ v ) " { / ( ^ ) ^ ( j ) } ^ E 
r=0 
^ '^;! ^^'o'jix)9rgiy) (3.8) 
Now by taking special values of f(x) and ^(y) in (3.7) and (3.8), we obtain the following 
partial binomial operator representations of the some of the well known as well as little 
known polynomials: 
{0. + 0,)" x-'-"y" = (-\rn\x-'y" PJ\-^ (3.9) 
(0, + D" {;c-"-'-" j = n\{-ir x-^-" Ll^^ (~\ (3.10) 
{9,+0y)y {;c-'-°-"y''^-^+") =n!(-l) ' '^- ' -«>.«+^+" P^^> ([ - ^ ) (3.11) 
{Ox + Oy)" j ; c - ' - " - ">>+"] = « ! ( - ! ) " x- ' -«>>+" P M { \ - ^ \ (3.12) 
(O.+Oy)" -v—ij-n 2i'+n-1 
(3.13) 
( ^ V ^ . V - ^ . ) " ' - - ' - " • • - ' ;c • "y "".-")= («!)'x-'>-'z"Z„ ;cy (3.14) 
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[OxOy - OzY ^-v-\^-n -\-b-n 2v+n-\ 
= | i ; + - l {\+b)n x-'-2y • "z l - 6 , 2 u + n - l -jv K b. 
xy 
(3.15) 
= (1 + a)„(l + b)n x - ' - " ) ; - ' -* ' z«+/'+''Z^/'^ ib, j - \ (3.16) 
T3.I7) 
,-\-a-n^-p-n^a+P+n^-\ 
= n\ip)nV-''°'w-Px"+^+"y^-' H^"'^^ U, p. ^ ) (3.18) 
V vw/ 
•o.,r 
—bn—n fi a\ — l aj-X Ix y"2-"„ | 
= \n\ Q ) (biUb2)n • • • {b,U-l)'^x-'y~-2v-''^v-'" 
-bq a, - 1 a , - ! ' ' p ^ ' 1 
•••Vq ' W , 1/^ 2 Wp I 
r /71 . . . « „ • 7 jy 11 )/)T fli, • • ^ f l p ; zw\W2- • • Wp 




b \ , - • ^bq] p+2^q+2 





(i + f,^ \x''-^'-"]=x''-^^''y,{a,b,x) (3.23) 
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{e.^9yY (x^-"/-') = (-ir Q) x-^ /->7„ (^  x-^y"-'Tn[\-^] (3.24) 
(^ , +6 ,^)" [;c^-"y''+'j = L^L^,~\yn+^Un (\ - ^ ) (3.25) 
(^ '?y,^ >2 • -^w - (^j j j>'i * y\ • • • >'r^ j 
-g + l -g+2 -g+t / X \ 
= n\y,' y^" • • • y, " ZJ,"U -k) (3.26) 
( ^ . - ^ , ) "{ ; c« - ' / - ' ) = ( - l ) "«!x«- ' / - ' ^^^>(x , j ) (3.27) 
(y, + Byf p y ) = Az! x"^'g^^ (^) (3.28) 
0-^.vr(>-^-') = ^ . - « ^ . ( ^ ) (3.29) 
(^ v +-v)" {>'-"-'") = (-1)" ^!v-"-"/?„ [a, -\ (3.30) 
( ^ . v + ^ A r ( x ^ - f - ' z - t - ^ ) = . ! 2 - « y - t - ' ^ - f - i / / „ ( y ^ (3.31) 
[d.eye,^Gu0.e^Y\x'^y'"'z''^^u-"2-\-\-k^y-^~^]^ 
= (~lf(nlf 2-"(K)„y-'^z-'+/^«-f-'.-f-i-''-^-'i?„ f^  y; ^ f^) (3.32) 
\ V uvwJ 
{O.OyO,+0,0,O^Y\x'y-^+-Z-'^^u-^-~'v-i-^rv~-f^-"\ 
= {n\Y2'"{a + P),y-'+"^"z''^^-'"u'"2~\r"2-'2--"-'-"G„ (a,fi;^[^) 
\ V uvw/ 
(3.33) 
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{-n)r{-\y{\)n^_^^n+r^-i-r^^^^-^^^n^r V^ '-""^^ 
r=0 ! ( l ) r 
(-«)r(l +n)r (yy 
.„„_o".-yE^^^^M;i^© 
Proof of (3.10). 
r=0 
{-[)" n]x-^y"P„l 1 -
(f^ , + l)"{x-"-'-") 
2>' 




y k:!!Mzl2il± (^_i)"+ ;^t-'-"-' 
r=0 H ( 1 + a ) , 
= (-ini+a)„x''-'J2 
r=0 
r ! ( l + a ) . 
^/iK-irx-'-^c^Q) 
Proof of (3.11). 
[^x+Oy))" U-l-«-n3,«+^+'. 
^ 2 ^ ^  ^^-| ^^  g;-^ j x - ' - " - " j 0; {>•"+/*+"} 
r=0 
^ r! ( 
;-=0 ^ 
[\+a)r (-l)"+^;c—""-(l +a + ^ + n)r / + ^ + " + ^ / 
„!(_!)« ;c-'-«/+^+'' P„(«'^ ^ (1 - ^ '^j 
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Proof of (3.15). 
403 
-1-6 J '•(2i; + n)^22>;+«-i+, 
= I'^ + X) {\+b)„X-'-hy-\~b^2v+n-l -n, ,2v + n; 
v + -,l+b; xy 
\ xy 
Proof of (3.20). 
r=Q 
= E {-n),{-\Y („+r)/+'-/ • = 0 
- v" ./T r ~"' .« + 1; 
= >'">•. (2 V) 
Proof of (3.25). 
r = 0 
^r ' 'x- '+«6' ; / - i 
_ V - i~n)r{~\Y il - a - n)„ ,^ ^ 
= ( - l )%!x - ' / - ig (« . /^ ) ( ; , ,^ , ) 
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= ^ - - G ) 
- « , 
J 
• ^ ; G)1 
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DEZVOLTAREA FUNCTIILOR HIPERGEOMETRICE DUBLE DE TIP 
APPELL 
Mumtaz Ahmad Khan, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, INDIA 
K. S. Nisar, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, INDIA 
ABSTRACT. Prezentam o serie de exemple tipice de formule asociate cu functii hipergeometrice elementare de tip 
Appell. Cea mai mare parte a acestor formule apar drept cazuri speciale ale formulelor stabilite in [4], rezultand prin 
particularizarea valorilor argumentelor sau parametrilor. 
KEY WORDS. Hypergeometric Series; Appell's functions; Expansions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Senile Appell sunt o familie de patru serii hipergeometrice de doua variabile care au fost 
introduse de Appell in 1880 §1 care generalizeaza senile hipergeometrice Gauss de o variabila. 
Appell a gasit diverse formule prin care aceste serii pot ft exprimate in termeni de seri 
hipergeometrice de o variabila. 
In [4,7] am stabilit numeroase formule asociate cu functii hipergeometrice elementare de tip 
Appell. Ar fi dificil sa le enumeram pe toate. De aceea prezentam aici o serie de exemple tipice 
suficient de reprezentative. Cea mai mare parte a acestor formule apar drept cazuri speciale ale 
formulelor stabilite in [4], rezultand prin particularizarea valorilor argumentelor sau parametrilor. 
La referinfe am indicate ji alte lucrari ce trateaza seriile hipergeometrice generalizate. 
2. EXTENSION OF FUNCTIONS OF HIGHER ORDER 
A functie hipergeometrica generalizata pFqfai,a2, ...,ap;b],b2,...,bq;xj este o functie care poate 
fi definita sub forma unei serii hipergeometrice, i.e. a unci serii pentru carea raportul a doi termeni 
succesivi poate fi scris: 
Ck+i^PC^)^ (k + a))(k + a2)...(k+ap) 
Ck Q(k) (k + b,)(k + b2)...(k + bq)(k + l ) ' ' 
(lista de referinte [1-13] indica diverse lucrari ce trateaza seriile hipergeometrice generalizate) 
Functiile de tip Appell [1] au fost definite in termeni de produs de doua 3F2 - functii §i ?n mod 
analog au fost reprezentate simbolic de M.A. Khan 5! G. S. Abukhammash [4] dupa cum urmeaza: 
M,(a,a',b,lj',c,c';d,e,e';x,y) 
= A(cO ^F2{a,b,c;d,e;x) ^F2{a,b',c';d,e;y) (1) 
M2 (a, a', b, b', c, c'; d, e; x, y) 
= A((/) A(e) ^F2{a,b,c;d,e;x) ^^Fjia ,b',c'-,d,e;y) (2) 
M3 (a, a', b, b', c, c'; d, e, e'; X, y) 
V(a) .F2{a,b,c;d,e\x) ,F2{a,b',c';d',e';y) 
M4(a, a', b, b', c, c'; d, e, e'; x, y) 
= V((3)A((f) .F2{a,b,c;d,e;x) ^F2{a,b',c';d,e';y) 
Mf,{a,a ,b,b ,c,c ;d,e,e ;JI:,>') 
= V(a)V(&) ^F2{a,b,c;d,e;x) ^F2{a',b,c';d',e';y) 






A(/7) = r (^ + h)r (<5' -f h) Y{h)T{5 + 5' + h) (7) 
lar 
8= X — and 0 = y — 
5 X d y 
Daca extindem aceste formule astfel incat in membrul drept parametrii od V, A 3F2 sunt toti 
diferiji, obtinem in stanga serii hipergeometrice duble de ordin superior. Astfel 
A(h) 3F2(a,b,c;d,e;x) 3F2(a',b',c';d',e';y) = 
, y y (h)^(a)^(b)^(c)^(h)„(a')„(b')„(c')„ x"^  y" 
nfe)n=0 (hWn(d)m(e)m(d')n(e')n m! n! 
= F x,y 
h,a,b,c; h,a',b',c'; 
h : d,e; d',e'; 
(8) 
A(h)A(k) 3F2(a,b,c;d,e; x) 3F2(a', b',c';d',e'; y) = 
(h)^(k)^(a)„ , (b)„ (c )^(h)„(k)„(a \ (b \ (c \ x"^  y" 00 00 
= 11-
m=On=0 
(d)^(e)^(d')„(e')„ m! n! 
F 
h,k,a,b,c; h,k,a',b',c'; 
h,k : d,e; a ,e , x,y 
(9) 
V(h)3F2(a,b,c;d,e;x)3F2(a',b',c';d',e';y) = 
0 0 OC 
m=:On=0 
V y (hWn(a)n.(h)n^,(c)m(h)n(k)n(a')n(b')n(On X*" y" 
(h)rn(d)m(e)m(h)n(cl')n(e')n m! n! 
= F 
h : a,b,c; a',b',c'; 
h,d,e; h,d',e'; 
y^^y (10) 
V(h)A(k) 3F2 (a, b, c; d, e; x) 3F2 (a', b', c'; d', e'; y) = 
I ( h U n ( k ) m ( a ) n , ( b ) m ( c ) m ( h ) n ( k ) n ( a ' ) n ( b ' ) n ( c ' ) „ X*" y 
'0n=0 ("^)m+n (h)n (d ) , . ( e ) , (h)„ (d')„ (e')„ m! n! 
= F ^,y 
h : k,a,b,c; k,a ,b',c'; 
k : h,d,e\ h,d',e'; 
V(h)V(k)3F2(a,b,c;d,e;x)3F2(a',b',c';d',e';y) = 
^ y y (h)n,.n(kL^n(a)m(b)ni(c)n.(a')n(b')n(c')n x " y" 
rtoh (h)m(k)m(d)m(e)m(h)n(k)„(d')n(e')n m' n! 
h,k : a,b,c; a',b',c'; 
h,d,e; h,k,d',e'; 
= F x,y 
(H) 
(12) 
Aceasta notatie pare mai eficienta (condensata) decat cea sugerata de Appell ?! Kampe de Feriet. 
Dezvoltarile pentru ^, A, VA stabilite in [4] raman valide, §i obfinem astfel dezvoltari analoge 
celordin [4] §5. 
h,a,b,c; h,a',b',c'; 
h : d,e; d',e'; x,y 
= 1 (-l)'-[(h),]^(a),(b),(c),(a')r(b%(c'), ^, ^, ^ 
"^ r!(h)2r(h + r-l),(d),(e),(d')r(e'), ^ ' 
k+r,a + r,b+r,c-\-r', 
h + 2r,d + r,e + r. 
^ .P3 .^3 
h + r,a' + r,b' + r,c' + r; 
h + 2r,d' + r,e' + r. 
y 
h : a,b,c; a', b',c'; 
h,d,e; h,d',e'; x,y 
" (a),(b),(c),(a'),(b'),(c'), ,,, 
f^o r!(h),(d)r(e),(d')r(e')r 
X , i^2 
a+ r,b + r,c + r, 
d + r,e + r. 
, f f . 
a' + r,b' + r,c' + r; 
d' + r,e' + r. y 
h : k,a,b,c; k,a',b',c'; 
k : h,d,e; h,d',e'; x,y 
=z [(k),f(k-h),(a),(b),(c),(a'),(b'),(c'), 
-or!(k + r-l)J(k)2,r(h),(d),(e),(d'),(e'), 
x' y ' x 
4 ^ 3 
k + r,a + r,b -^ r,c + r, 
k + 2r,d + r,e + r; 
,F. 
k + r,a' -t- r,b' + r,c' -h r, 
k + 2r,d' + r,e' + r. 
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